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ABSTRACT
Hans Bender, German parapsychologist and professor at the Freiburg
University, met with C. G. Jung on December 8, 1960. The discussion was
recorded, and the transcribed version is available here for the first time in
English. A key aspect of our article is a description of the phenomenon of
synchronicity based on Hans Bender’s concrete experiences during a drive
through Switzerland to an Eranos Conference in Ascona and further on
to the Côte d’Azur for a workshop of the Parapsychology Foundation in
August 1960. At the same time, his mother suffered a stroke, which caused
her death shortly afterward. Bender was returning to Freiburg at the time
when she died. He was familiar with the stages of his return trip from earlier
trips. He had intensely emotional experiences at certain places, which he, in
retrospect, interpreted as synchronistic in connection with his mother’s death.
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O

n December 8, 1960, Hans Bender, then 53 years
old and Germany’s most famous representative of
parapsychology, visited the aged founder of analytical
psychology, Carl Gustav Jung, in Küsnacht near Zürich.
The reason for and background of the conversation between Bender and
Jung was the death of Bender’s mother, Alice Bender-Hartlaub, who had
suddenly died of a stroke on August 24, 1960, in Freiburg in Breisgau.1
His mother’s death made Bender aware of various paranormal,
above all synchronistic, phenomena which he had experienced and wanted
to discuss with the famous Swiss psychologist. These phenomena, which
he had personally experienced and in his family history, were especially
meaningful to Hans Bender. Many years later, he declared looking back
that he had had ʻmost profound Psi experiences on the occasion of his
mother’s unexpected deathʼ. The conversation with Jung, whom Bender
had considered an exceptional scientific authority for years, remained
ʻunforgettableʼ for the parapsychologist from Freiburg (Bender and Mischo
1983:24). The conversation between Bender and Jung on December 8,
1960, was recorded on tape, which is deposited in the Archives of the
Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental Health in Freiburg,
Germany (Institut für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene,
[IGPP]).2 The main topic of the scientific conversation was the principle
of synchronicity, so-called meaningful coincidences. The entire process
and exact wording of the conversation has been published for the first time
after nearly six decades in the original German in 2019 (Schellinger & al
2019). Here we present an English translation of the article with several
editorial changes.

1 This is the English-language as well as revised version of a German article which

was previously published in the journal Zeitschrift für Anomalistik by Schellinger,
Wittmann, and Anton (2019). We thank the Gesellschaft für Anomalistik e.V. (Society
for Anomalistics) and in particular Gerhard Mayer for the permission to translate and
publish this article. We thank Barbara Herzberger for the translation and Christian
Roesler for further literature references. We are grateful to Janne Bender, the daughter
of Hans Bender, for providing us with additional personal information (3.3.2020).

2 Archive of the Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental Health (Institut
für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene [IGPP Archive]), 4/2-370.
Compare the circumstances of the tape recording in Gruber’s report (1993:214).
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THE VISITOR, HANS BENDER (1907–1991)3
Hans Bender is considered the most important and best-known
German parapsychologist in the second half of the 20th century. He was
born on February 5, 1907, in Freiburg in Breisgau as the son of the attorney
Eric Bender and his wife Alice, nee Hartlaub (born in Bremen). After
completing school, Bender first studied law in Lausanne and Paris and
then, from 1927, psychology, philosophy, and romance studies in Freiburg,
Heidelberg, Berlin, and Bonn. In 1933, he received his Doctorate in Bonn
with a parapsychologically-oriented thesis on ʻPsychic Automatisms: The
Experimental Psychology of Subconscious Extrasensory Perception’ (Zur
Experimentalpsychologie des Unterbewussten und der außersinnlichen
Wahrnehmung). Then he worked for several years as scientific assistant
at the Psychological Institute of the Bonn University. During this time,
Bender also conducted medical studies which he completed in 1939. In June
1940, he married Henriette Wichert, with whom he had been collaborating
on scientific experiments concerning clairvoyance and telepathy in Bonn
since 1932. Bender received his post-doctorate (habilitation) in 1941
with a thesis on ʻExperimental Visions. A Contribution to the Problem of
Sensory Misperception of the Consciousness of Reality and the Levels
of Personalityʼ (Experimentelle Visionen. Ein Beitrag zum Problem
der Sinnestäuschung des Realitätsbewußtseins und der Schichten der
Persönlichkeit).
In 1941 Bender was offered an appointment as lecturer at the newlyopened Reich University in Strasburg. There Bender headed the Institute
for Psychology and Clinical Psychology from 1941 to 1944. Late in 1942
he established an Institute of Frontier Science (also known as ‘Paracelsus
Institute’), at which he employed the well-known astrologist, Thomas
Ring (1892–1983), among others. In July, 1941, Bender was appointed
extraordinary professor. He spent several months as a prisoner of war at the
end of the war, but was able to return to his home town in Freiburg relatively
early, in August 1945. There he founded the Study Group for Frontier Areas
in Psychology with which he prepared for the foundation of the Institute for
Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental Health (IGPP). This extramural
institute was opened in a new building above the city on June 19, 1950.
Bender was able to re-establish himself in the Albert-Ludwig University
3 Despite Hans Bender’s central importance for the scientific history of parapsychology,
there is no complete biographic description of his life and works. See Gruber’s merely
popular scientific monography (1993). For an overview, see: Bauer (2015), Miller
(2010) und Resch (1991). For various aspects of Bender’s scientific biography, see
Bauer (1998), Hausmann (2006), Hausmann (2005/2006/2007); Hausmann (2013);
Kaltenbrunn (2015); Lux (2013); Lux (2015), and Moragiannis (2003).
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in Freiburg. In 1946 he took over an interim professorship at the Institute
of Psychology. He was appointed Professor Extraordinarius for Frontier
Areas in Psychology in 1954. Bender regularly offered lectures on topics
from the field of parapsychology and frontier areas of psychology. In 1967
Bender’s field was reorganised into a Chair for Psychology and Frontier
Areas in Psychology. He was then both Chair at the Freiburg University
and Director of the IGPP until his retirement in 1975. Bender established
his position as the main representative of parapsychology in Germany
through numerous lectures, publications, and further scientific activities
in the second half of the 20th century. The Journal for Parapsychology
and Frontier Areas of Psychology (Zeitschrift für Parapsychologie und
Grenzgebiete der Psychologie) has been an important publication since
1957. Bender’s extraordinary and controversial research area, as well
as his remarkable field of operation, gradually resulted in, aside from
his scientific reputation, his considerable public effectiveness, above
all during the 1970s. From 1975 to 1991 he continued directing the
Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental Health, which he
had founded. Hans Bender died on May 7, 1991 in Freiburg in Breisgau.
CARL GUSTAV JUNG (1875–1961) AND THE PRINCIPLE OF
SYNCHRONICITY
From the very beginning of his medical studies in Basel, Carl Gustav
Jung was interested in spiritualistic and parapsychological phenomena, like
visitations and so-called Poltergeists, and reported on his own experiences
at that time. Working under Eugen Bleuler at the Psychiatric University
Clinic Burghölzli in Zürich since 1900, he submitted his doctoral thesis
ʻOn the Psychology and Pathology of so-called Occult Phenomenaʼ (Zur
Psychologie und Pathologie sogenannter occulter Phänomene) in 1902.
Parapsychological topics were a focus of his psychiatric and later depthpsychological studies. During his working life, he was also intensely
involved in topics like alchemy, the Chinese oracle I Ching, UFO sightings,
and astrology, which were hardly to not-at-all recognised in science.
The principle of synchronicity which he discussed with Bender
is one of Jung’s most important concepts and is still being extensively
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discussed by scholars (Roesler 2014, 2018, Roesler and Giebeler 2015).
The term was increasingly used by Jung since the end of the 1940s
(Jung 1951, Jung 1952, Jaffé 1960). Jung apparently used the term
ʻsynchronistic principleʼ for the first time during a commemorative lecture
for the I Ching translator and interpreter Richard Wilhelm (1873–1930),
in May 1930 (Miller 2009, cp. also Gieser 2005:277). Jung described
‘synchronicity’ as the simultaneous occurrence of inner experiences with
an external event. This parallel, synchronous appearance of external
events with the momentary subjective condition is experienced as
meaningful and its content is directly connected with these events (Jung
1952a, Jung 1952b, Yiassemides 2014). It is important to note that the
internal and the external event have no causal connection. Jung assumed
that the personal, time-dependent psychic condition and the archetypical,
timeless realm become united during synchronistic events. In this way,
the emotionally-experienced condition can gain individual meaning.
An event will then be referred to as synchronistic if the experience has
a personal meaning for the person who experienced it. Beginning in
the 1930s, Jung exchanged letters exploring explanatory models of the
synchronicity principle with the physicist and later Nobel Prize winner
Wolfgang Pauli (Miller 2009). The Jung-Pauli dialogue tried, among other
things, to integrate quantum-theoretical concepts, like complementarity
in order to unify the two concepts, causality and synchronicity, as
complementary characteristics of attempts to understand the world
(Atmanspacher and Fuchs 2014, Gieser 2005, Miller 2009). Scientific
models of an expanded or generalised quantum theory which attempt
to integrate this principle into experimental psychology (Atmanspacher
& al 2010) and parapsychology (Lucadou & al 2007) still exist.
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Fig. 1: Hans Bender (1907–1991), ca. 1960 (IGPP Archive)
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Fig. 2: Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961) in later years (C. G. Jung Institute, Zürich; Foto: Mönstedt)

ADMIRATION AND DISTANCE: HANS BENDER AND CARL
GUSTAV JUNG BETWEEN 1932 AND 1956
Hans Bender and Carl Gustav Jung were in contact from the middle
of 1932. On August 27, 1932, Bender, then a doctoral candidate at Bonn
University, sent Jung a letter and two-part report of a dream his former
test subject and later wife, Henriette Wichert, had had on August 12,
1932. The report contained a description of the structure of a telepathy
experiment Bender had designed, along with a five-page protocol of
results with four test subjects performed on August 12 and 14, 1932.
Bender emphasised how instructive Jung’s dissertation, ‘The Psychology
and Pathology of so-called Occult Phenomena’, had been (Jung 1902). In
general, he wrote, Jung’s collected works were of ʻdecisive importanceʼ
to him. For this reason, Bender ʻvery immodestlyʼ requested a prompt
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interview with his famous colleague in Zürich to better elucidate his
parapsychological experiments.4 This visit, however, did not take place
(Gruber 1993:49f). The two first met one another at the beginning of
February 1933, when Jung witnessed a telepathy experiment of the
doctoral candidate Bender during a visit to Bonn University (Gruber
1993: 50-53, IGPP Archive 10/5-23: Letter 30.1.1933 Jung to Bender).

Fig. 3: Postcard from Jung to Bender on January 30, 1933 (IGPP Archive)

On this occasion, Jung encouraged the young scientist to contact
him personally. During the following years, Bender repeatedly turned to
him for advice. He wanted to send Jung a further protocol about ʻtelepathic
apparitions’ which had appeared in the context of his telepathy experiments
and ‘all were related to very personal things’ in May 1934. Bender again
requested an appointment with Jung to discuss these phenomena. We were
not able to ascertain whether Bender realised this intention or whether a
meeting in Küsnacht took place at this time (IGPP Archive 10/5-23: Letter
30.1.1933 Jung to Bender). In October 1935, Bender contacted Jung’s
4 ETH Library Zürich, University Archive, Hs 1056: 12275: Hans Bender to Carl

Gustav Jung (27.8.1932). A total of 94 texts from 1932 to 1961, which document the
contact between Bender and Jung, can be found in the University Archives of the ETH
Zürich. A few of them are still inaccessible. We are grateful to Thomas Fischer (C.G.
Jung Foundation, Zürich) und Claudia Briellmann (ETH Zürich) for their information.
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secretariat and sent a new dream report (ETH Library Zürich, ETHZ,
University Archive, Hs 1056:12274). Due to the continuing strained
relationship between Bender and his girlfriend, Henriette, resulting
from the telepathic contacts between them and their dream experiences,
Gruber reports that Bender, in his unhappy mood, again turned to Jung
on March 7, 1936, ʻWhat cure exists for this witchcraft? […] I fear I was
not sufficiently armed for the phantoms I summonedʼ (Gruber 1993:65).
Bender visited Jung in Küsnacht near Zürich for probably the first time
shortly thereafter (Gruber 1993:65f, Archives de l´occupation française
en Allemagne et en Autriche Colmar, Bade 4103: Bender, Hans). Jung
represented an important dialogue partner, not only with regards to
scientific, but also private matters. The young psychologist from Freiburg
repeatedly sought personal and direct contact with the famous Swiss
psychiatrist. We were not able to find any written correspondence between
Bender and Jung between 1937 and 1950. One can, however, assume that
the link between the two was never completely severed, not even during
the years of the National Socialist dictatorship and the Second World War.5
Bender stated that the two had met again at a party in Basel celebrating
Jung’s 75th birthday in 1950, possibly for the first time since the war.
Available correspondence between Bender and Jung resumes with a letter
written on November 13, 1950. Hans Bender, who had since become a
famous parapsychologist, reaffirmed his gratitude to the well-known
psychiatrist: ‘Since my first experiments in Bonn in 1932, which you attended
once, I always found the very best support for the struggle to implement
this research into academia in your works’ (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:16618).
During the following years, Bender continually attempted to
intensify both the scientific exchange and direct contact with Jung. At
different times he requested a personal meeting, but without the desired
result (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:16618, 170857, 17838). He also experienced
greater disappointments. In the spring of 1951, he invited Jung to a
planned conference about ‘The Problem of Synchronicity’ to take place
in mid-May at the IGPP in Freiburg (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:17461).
This conference, originally dated before the Eranos Conference of
August 1951, indicates Bender’s early interest in synchronicity. After
the planning was already well advanced, and after preliminary talks
had been conducted, and numerous participants had registered––in part
5 The correspondence between Bender and Jung is strikingly incomplete both in the

historical sources in the IGPP Archive and in the university archive of the ETH in
Zürich. Numerous letters have disappeared for unknown reasons or must be considered
lost.
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because of Jung’s announced appearance (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:17840,
17463)––Jung cancelled his participation for reasons of health a month
before the conference was to take place (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:17841).
In the following years, Hans Bender adhered steadfastly to Jung as a
scientific authority. He repeatedly indicated how immense Jung’s influence
on his field of endeavour was: ʻYour works have contributed a decisive
stimulation to parapsychological research.ʼ (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:17465).
However, their meetings remained sporadic. It proved difficult for Bender,
aside from written communication, to get personal appointments with
the highly-demanded Jung. Bender’s arranged appointments with Jung
and personal discussions in Küsnacht are documented on March 7,
1951 (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:17839), possibly in 1953 (ETHZ, UA, Hs
1056:20048), and finally on May 16, 1954 (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:20537,
20049). Conversely, Jung never visited the IGPP in Freiburg. This conveys
the impression of a lopsided relationship with conflicting expectations.
While Hans Bender continually attempted to strengthen the contact with
the world-famous expert in analytical psychology, to integrate him into
his (Bender’s) scientific projects, and rarely spared his expressions of
admiration for Jung to achieve this purpose, Jung preferred to maintain
a polite, professional distance to his young colleague and made it
obvious that it was he who determined the direction in their relationship.
SYNCHRONISTIC PHENOMENA, ASTROLOGY, UND UFOS:
HANS BENDER AND CARL GUSTAV JUNG BETWEEN 1957
AND 1961
Towards the end of the 1950s, Bender and Jung maintained a
comprehensive professional correspondence in which they, among other
things, intensively exchanged different questions in connection with
synchronistic phenomena (IGPP Archive E/21: Correspondence Jung—
Bender 1958, 1961; ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056). In August 1951, Bender heard
an instructive lecture by Jung titled ʻAbout Synchronicityʼ at the Eranos
Convention in Ascona (published as ʻÜber Synchronizitätʼ, Jung 1952a)
which apparently had an enduring effect on him and led him to reflect on the
relationship between synchronistic phenomena and psychic phenomena.
The concrete occasion for the intensified written exchange in
1957/1958 was the publication of an article on an astrological study by
Jung in the Journal for Parapsychology and Frontier Areas of Psychology
(Zeitschrift für Parapsychologie und Grenzgebiete der Psychologie
[ZfP]), edited by Bender. Between September 1957 and spring 1958,
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Bender and Jung corresponded concerning a text by Jung (at that time
unpublished in German), on methodological questions about astrological
statistics, which Jung wanted to place in Bender’s journal (ETHZ, UA,
Hs 1056:24489, 23789). This text was taken from an earlier work about
synchronicity in English (Jung and Pauli 1955) and also referred to Jung’s
longer article ʻSynchronicity as a Principle of Causal Relationshipsʼ
(Synchronizität als ein Prinzip kausaler Zusammenhänge) in 1952 (Jung
1952b). Jung had compared the horoscopes of married individuals and
examined whether there existed a statistical cluster of certain aspects,
as was to be expected according to traditional astrological teachings.
He did not seek to find evidence for or against astrology, but to find out
whether and how statistical distributions arrange themselves within an
astrological context which, according to Jung, exhibits a core archetypical
character. Jung interpreted the statistically significant, but inhomogeneous
correlations of parts of his examinations as synchronistic phenomena
(Jung 1957/58). Jung often emphasised to Bender that both synchronistic
phenomena and causal mechanisms must be taken into consideration in
astrology: ʻAs I said, astrology seems to require different hypotheses, and
I am unable to declare myself for the one or the other. We will have to
take refuge in a mixed declaration because nature does not tend to the
housekeeping of intellectual concept formation.ʼ (IGPP Archive E/21:
Letter 10.4.1958 Jung to Bender in Correspondence with Jung 1958-1961).
Bender composed an introduction for Jung’s article for the ZfP
which he sent to Jung on February 9, 1958, for review. He mentioned a
ʻsought synchronistic effectʼ in relation to Jung’s astrology experiment
(ETHZ, UA, 1056:25184). This displeased Jung, which he made clear
in his letter to Bender on February 12, 1958: ‘Your introduction about
synchronicity is absolutely appropriate up to the place where you
speak of “sought synchronistic effect”. This effect was, if I may allow
myself to say so, actually not sought, but found, and that probably
because the experiment was so conceived with as little limitation as
possible, i.e., in other words, coincidence was allowed considerable
leeway. If you allow the “synchronistic arrangement” as little possible
latitude as possible, coincidence will obviously be restricted and
the synchronistic “effect” impeded’ (Jung 1957/1958:82f, Jung
1973:157-159, IGPP Archive E/21: Letter 12.2.1958 Jung to Bender).
B ender therefore cha nge d his pr e limina r y r e ma r k. The
‘experimenter’s routine’ misled him to use this wording. He crossed
out ‘synchronistic effect’ and wrote instead, ‘This is the synchronistic
phenomenon’ (Bender 1957/1958:81). Bender requested Jung to allow
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him to print his explanatory letter from February 12, 1958, in front of
the article in the ZfP. Bender suggested always putting the term ‘effect’,
which appeared several times in Jung’s letter, in quotation marks since
he did not agree with Jung’s opinion of a (at least partially) non-causal
explanatory relationship in astrology. Here again, Bender insistently
explained to Jung that the ‘problem of synchronicity’ was exceptionally
important to him (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:25185). In May, 1958, the issue
of the ZfP with Jung’s article, Jung’s letter from February 12, 1958, and
Bender’s ‘preliminary remarks’ finally appeared (Jung 1957/1958). In the
meantime, C.G. Jung had written Bender two further letters in which he
elaborately presented his views concerning synchronicity (Jung 1973, 159164; IGPP Archive E/21: Letters 6.3.1958 and 10.4.1958 Jung to Bender).
In their further correspondence, Bender and Jung also discussed
UFOs. The occasion for this was the book Jung published in 1958
titled ‘Flying Saucers: A Modern Myth of Things Seen in the Skiesʼ
(Ein moderner Mythus. Von Dingen, die am Himmel gesehen werden)
in which Jung attempted to interpret UFO phenomena in terms of depth
psychology (Jung 1958). Jung did not categorically rule out that at least
some UFO sightings could be based on actual, objective phenomena,
which might even be of extraterrestrial origin, but emphasised that UFO
phenomena are essentially to be understood as psychological. According
to Jung, UFO phenomena are primarily manifestations of unconscious
psychic processes, projections of human anxieties, longings, and desires,
as well as the activation of a central archetype (ʻthe selfʼ). On April 5,
1958, Bender wrote Jung that he had read the book with the ‘greatest
interest’ and admiration for the author’s ‘inexhaustible productivity’ and
sent Jung transcriptions of interviews recorded on tape with numerous
witnesses who maintained they had seen UFOs to clarify the ‘question
of the objectivity of the alleged celestial phenomena’ (ETHZ, UA, Hs
1056:25188). Jung considered these cases to confirm his opinion of
UFO phenomena and stressed that UFO sightings could also arise in
the form of collective visions, which ultimately cannot be differentiated
from actual phenomena: ʻEmpirically such visions are just like realities,
and there is no applicable criterion to ever perceive them as unreal.ʼ
(IGPP Archive E/21: Letter 12.4.1958 Jung to Bender). At the end of
his book on UFOs, Jung wrote: ‘Since they seem to have appeared more
frequently after the Second World War than before, it may be that they
are synchronistic phenomena or “meaningful coincidences”. The psychic
situation of mankind and the UFO phenomenon as a physical reality
bear no recognizable causal relationship to one another, but they seem
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to coincide in a meaningful manner. The meaningful connection is the
product on the one hand of projection and on the other of round and
cylindrical forms which embody the projected meaning and have always
symbolized the union of the oppositesʼ (Jung 1958:143-144; English
translation: Jung 1979:111). In various publications, Bender seized upon
Jung’s concept that UFO phenomena are to be interpreted as the expression
of synchronistic phenomena, compared UFO sightings with paranormal
appearances, and also referred to them as ʻhauntings in the skyʼ (Bender
1959:41, ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056:26727, 30404). This comparison seemed
likely because, analogous to Bender’s parapsychological interpretation
of paranormal phenomena as manifestations of inner-psychic processes,
Jung’s approach ascribed UFO phenomena to synchronistic connections
between collective human mood states and the celestial phenomena
reported by the UFO witnesses. Regarding these UFO phenomena, Bender
stated that ʻa psychological motive, an emotional tension whose origin
lay in the collective plight, in the threatening current world situation [was
responsible]. Just as in the times of crisis of earlier centuries, in apocalyptic
moods, signs in the sky are seenʼ (Bender 1959:45).
Early in 1960, Bender and Jung again picked up the topic of
synchronicity in their correspondence. In February 1960 Jung sent
Bender via his colleague, Aniela Jaffé, his English ‘correspondence […]
concerning questions of synchronicity’ with the British parapsychologist,
Anthony Donald (Tony) Cornell (1924–2010) together with the request
that Bender evaluate these texts (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056: 28617). Jung had
come to trust Bender’s expert opinion of synchronicity. Bender assured
Jung that he would translate these letters and publish them in the ZfP in
the foreseeable future (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056: 27920). Jaffé and Bender
repeatedly compared notes about Jung’s long written reply to Cornell on
synchronicity during the following months until June, 1960. Professor
Jung later expressed the wish that, when the letter was published, ʻthe
name of the addressee not be mentioned.ʼ (ETHZ, UA, Hs 1056: 28621).
Jung’s assistant, Aniela Jaffé, increasingly became Bender’s contact
person during these months, while Jung, now well advanced in years,
was extremely hard to reach. Nevertheless, Bender sent his ʻsincerest
congratulationsʼ on the occasion of Jung’s 85th birthday in July, 1960,
and acknowledged him in an extensive editorial in the ZfP (Bender 1960).
Hans Bender was occupied with questions concerning synchronicity
during the entire 1950s and again, in 1960, for reasons that will become
evident. The remarkable coincidences which he experienced in connection
with his mother’s death in August 1960 seems to have had a huge effect
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on him. He decided to discuss these with C. G. Jung as soon as possible.
However, he had lost direct contact with him since spring 1958, since
all communication had only been conducted via Aniela Jaffé for months.
During a visit to her in Küsnacht in mid-September, 1960, Bender had
sounded out whether Jung might be available ʻfor a brief discussionʼ about
the ʻsynchronistic processesʼ surrounding his mother’s death. He repeated
his request on November 5, 1960: ʻIt would mean a great deal to me if such a
discussion were possible.ʼ (IGPP Archive, E/21: Letter 5.11.1960 Bender to
Jaffé in Correspondence with Jaffé 1957-1971) Jaffé had to put Bender off
to a later date because Jung had gone on a long holiday to recuperate from
health problems (IGPP Archive, E/21: Letter 10.11.1960 Jaffé to Bender).
Jaffé was finally able to give Bender a positive answer on November 30,
1960, ʻProfessor Jung could see you on Thursday, December 8, at 11:30.
Does this suit you?ʼ (IGPPArchive, E/21: Letter 30.11.1960 Jaffé to Bender).
Hans Bender finally visited Carl Gustav Jung at his house in
Küsnacht near Zürich on this date. Jung spoke with Bender about
synchronistic phenomena for about 1 ½ hours. It was especially important
to Bender to record this conversation; he had brought along his tape
recorder from Freiburg for this reason. Apparently, there were initially
technical difficulties; the German electric plug did not fit into the Swiss
socket. Bender, however, was persistent, and the problem was eventually
solved (Gruber 1993: 213-214). The tape with the original recording of the
discussion between Bender and Jung now lies in the IGPP Archive (IGPP
Archive, 4/2-370, E/20-215).
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Fig. 4 Tape with the conversation between Bender and Jung (IGPP Archive)

Fig. 5 File card for the recording (IGPP Archive)
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On June 6, 1961, about half a year after the conversation, Carl Jung
died in Küsnacht. Aniela Jaffé personally informed Bender that Jung had
ʻdied very peacefully in his sleepʼ (IGPP Archive, E/21: Letter 12.6.1961
Jaffé to Bender). Hans Bender again emphasised C. G. Jung‘s ‘inestimable
contribution’ to parapsychology and edited his significant ‘Letter on the
Question of Synchronicity’ to A. D. Cornell for the ZfP posthumously and
in memory of Jung (Jung 1961).
C. G. Jung had a lively interest in questions of parapsychology
up to the end of his scientific activity because he considered it to be the
science ‘which is concerned with the biological and psychological events
which show that the categories of matter, space, and time (and thereby
causality) are not axiomatic’. Jung considered the greatest potential of
parapsychological research to be in the ‘examination and qualitative
description of spontaneous events’. He reported this in a questionnaire
on ‘The Future of Parapsychology’ for the International Journal of
Parapsychology in July, 1960 (Jung 1993:545f).
SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT OF THE CONVERSATION
Bender started with a description of his car trip in the summer of 1960
from Freiburg via Zürich (August 19-20), Davos (August 20-21), Ascona
(August 21-22), Pallanza on Lago Maggiore, Ventimiglia, and Nice (August
22) to Saint-Paul-de-Vence not far from the Côte d’Azur (see the table of
events in the appendix). There he wanted to participate in a workshop of
European parapsychologists organized by the Parapsychology Foundation
in the Auberge Le Piol concerning further common activities. Hans Bender
knew well the conference venue, ‘Le Piol’ in southern France, the European
headquarters of the Parapsychology Foundation founded in 1951. He had
participated in two consecutive international conferences with prominent
speakers concerning ‘Philosophy and Parapsychology’ and ‘Unorthodox
Healingsʼ in April, 1954 and had held a lecture himself on ‘Methods of
Paranormal Diagnosisʼ at the latter one (IGPP Archive, E/21-347; IGPP
Archive, E/21-348; IGPP Archive, E/21-349; Alvarado, E. Coly, L. Coly
& Zingrone 2001:7-9; Parapsychology Foundation, Inc. 1957 and 1959).
Bender desired, with the support of the Parapsychology Foundation, to
host at the University Freiburg in Breisgau a large international convention
on parapsychology and wanted to consult with his colleagues about this.
When he arrived at the Auberge Le Piol––due to an unplanned layover
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in Ascona––, only very late on the night of August 22 to 23, 1960, a telegram
about his mother’s sudden stroke in Freiburg on the same day (Monday,
August 22) reached him. At the time of her stroke, at about noon, Bender was
still in Ascona, listening to a lecture by the musicologist Victor Zuckerkandl.
After receiving the news of his mother’s stroke, Bender wanted to
book a return flight. This was not immediately possible and he delayed
his departure. Therefore, Bender continued participating in the discussions
about further cooperation among the parapsychologists present, and pursued
his interests vehemently during the controversial discussions.6 Bender’s
mother, who had taken a car trip to Luzern and in the Albis mountain range
two days before her stroke, died on the 24th of August 1960. At this point
in time, Bender was still at the Auberge Le Piol near Saint-Paul-de-Vence.
He started the return trip on the afternoon of August 24, 1960, home
via Geneva, where he had to spend the night, in an agitated mood on the
afternoon of August 24, 1960. On the following day, August 25, in the
small town of Coppet near Lake Geneva, Bender received the news by
telephone of his mother’s death, which had occurred on the previous day.
Bender told Jung how he had determined in retrospect, after
his mother’s death, that he had passed through a few places on the
trip to Saint-Paul-de-Vence in which he, as a young man, had already
been together with his mother: Zürich (1926), the Via Mala (1926),
Ventimiglia, Nizza and Èze (1929). He also mentioned the places along
this way which had had a special meaning to his mother: Davos (her
favourite ski resort) und Pallanza on Lago Maggiore (a stopover during
her honeymoon in 1905). He further determined that he had passed by
a place on his unplanned return trip that had been especially meaningful
to him 35 years before, Coppet, which also housed Madame de Staël’s
grave. He had already been there at the age of 18 with a young woman
from Zürich, to whom he felt very attracted in his first infatuation.7 Bender
further told Jung about common experiences he had had with his mother,
6 See Anonymous (1969). Bender met up with Eileen J. Garrett, the President of the
Parapsychology Foundation, the Italians Emilio Servadio and Roberto Cavanna, and the
Frenchmen Alain Assailly and Hubert Larcher in Saint-Paul-de-Vence. Especially on
August 23, 1960, they exhaustively discussed the organization and the contents of the
planned conference in Freiburg in Breisgau, which was to be the subsequent event of
the groundbreaking conference of the Parapsychology Foundation in Utrecht in 1953.
The initially planned conference for the summer of 1961 was put off until the summer
of 1962 and never came to pass because the Parapsychology Foundation finally pulled
out.
7 According to the information given by Hans Bender’s daughter Janne Bender
(3.3.2020) this girlfriend was Alma Ziegler from Zürich, who later married the artist
and entrepreneur Kurt Schöpp and lived in Freudenstadt in the Black Forrest.
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as well as his remarkable emotional states during Zuckerkandl’s lecture in
Ascona and during earlier stopovers in Coppet and on the Albis (1925).
Jung, who listened to Bender’s stories, attempted to analyse their
synchronistic connections. He emphasized Bender’s apparently especially
emotional relationship with his mother (participation mystique) as a
foundation of the synchronistic phenomena.
Bender had prepared himself very well for the conversation with Jung
and supported his accounts with photographs and documents he had brought
with him. The essence of the further conversation was, when reviewing the
death of Bender’s mother and the associated coincidences, the question
to what degree a special archetype (like death and disease experiences)
must always be ʻconstellatedʼ in synchronistic experiences. That was
Jung’s fundamental assumption, whether non-determined, non-causal
synchronicities could exist, or in Bender’s words, ʻsynchronistic bagatellesʼ.
To pursue this question further, Bender mentioned his cooperation
with the actress Christine Mylius (1913–1982). Mylius, who came from
Munich and was intermittently engaged by the Freiburg theatre, had
regularly written down recollections of her dreams since 1954 and had
sent these texts to the IGPP for analysis of possible parapsychologically
relevant contents. Over 3000 dream reports accumulated during almost
30 years, until Mylius’ death. A large number of these were examined
by IGPP colleagues for their precognitive contents (Bender 1974,
Schriever 1988, Weber 2015). At the time when Bender visited Jung,
this ʻexperiment with the future’ had been going on for some time; over
1000 dream reports were available. During the weeks preceding the
arranged appointment with Jung, Bender had worked up a preliminary,
very detailed and meticulous analysis of Mylius’ dreams together with his
colleague, Johannes Mischo. They concentrated on a series of 12 striking
dreams between 1954 and 1959, which were related to the actressʼ role
in a film ʻNight fell over Gotenhafenʼ (Nacht fiel über Gotenhafen) in
which the authors thought they recognised attestable coincidences and
resulting precognitive relationships (Bender and Mischo 1960/61, Bender
and Mischo 1961). The film, which was produced and then shown in 1959,
was about the dramatic sinking of the transport ship Wilhelm Gustloff
filled with war refugees before the Pomeranian coast on January 30, 1945
(Tacke and Tuch 2010).8 Mylius’ dreams also referred to scenes from
8 For basic information about the film, see: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0053092

[Accessed 25.3.2020]. When the Wilhelm Gustloff sank after being hit by a Soviet
submarine, over 9000 passengers died. In addition to available scientific literature,
Günther Grass, who was awarded a Nobel Prize for Literature, described this
catastrophe in his novel ‘Crabwalk‘ (Im Krebsgang) in 2002. See Schuch (1995) and
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the comedy, ‘Triplets on Board’ (Drillinge an Bord) with the famous
German comedian Heinz Erhardt, which was produced at the same time
as ‘Night fell over Gotenhafen’ and in the same film studio in Göttingen.
Based on the remarkable examples from the ‘Gotenhafen case’, which
later became very well-known in parapsychology circles (Bender 1966),
Bender discussed the relativity of time perception and the ‘timelessness of
the unconscious’. The parapsychologist from Freiburg had also brought
Jung an urgent question, which he had formulated shortly before his
study of Mylius’ dreams, ‘The problem which arises here will continue
to be discussed; one can ask whether such relationships [meaning
the correlations between the dreams and later events, remark by the
authors] for a “capacity for extrasensory perception”––precognition––
can be claimed or if it could be better described by Jung’s concept.
This concept refers to the exceptionality of the event itself, the causally
independent, meaningfully coincidental (“synchronistic”) processes,
for which time proves to be relative’ (Bender and Mischo 1960/1961).
Therefore, Bender and Jung discussed the character of synchronistic
phenomena and, above all, the meaning or also the neglect of the
concept of archetypes. Jung again stressed that there really could be a
‘meaningless synchronicity’ in which archetypes do not play a role,
but unexplainable things can occur due to a so-called excess of affect
(excessus affectus); ‘Then there is a miracle’, Jung told Bender about
the unique case of a young female patient whom he had healed without
a method, but only through an intuitive idea––he had suddenly heard
his dead mother singing––and healed the patient’s massive sleep
disturbance with a simple relaxation exercise. All doctors’ efforts had
previously failed. Jung had found himself in a peculiar, unexpected,
‘compassionate’ state with her, which achieved this assumed ‘wonder’.
Then Bender and Jung began talking about the use of the Chinese
book of wisdom I Ching, with which Jung had first experimented in the
1920s and whose practice as a ‘mantic method’ fascinated him for the
rest of his life (Jung 1950, Jaffé 1960: 17-19). The I Ching (‘Book of
Transformations’), which is dated back to the third millennium B.C., was
widely disseminated in the Western world thanks to the translation in
1924 by the theologian and sinologist, Richard Wilhelm (Wilhelm 1924).
Bender also reported that he had always been highly impressed by the
results of the Chinese oracle. Jung advised him to apply I Ching carefully
and sparingly.
Before the conversation in Küsnacht abruptly came to an end, Bender
Niven (2011) for a history of the event and recollections of it.
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took advantage of the opportunity and tried to motivate Jung to contribute an
article to a volume he was planning to publish on dream research. He further
told Jung how interested his students in Freiburg were in Jungian analytical
psychology. C. G. Jung appeared to be surprised by so much admiration.
In the documented conversation between Bender and Jung on
December 8, 1960, an exceptionally graphic description of synchronicity
develops, and in this setting, considerations about how the timeless realm
of the unconscious (in the theory) can coincide with the time-related
daytime consciousness and construct synchronistic events, which cannot
be causally explained. Precognition, or at least ‘presentiment’, relate to
future events in the examples cited in the conversation, like Bender’s
‘emotional mood in Coppet’ 35 years before he received news of his
mother’s death, when he had been there at the age of 18 with a young
woman from Zürich. Events are absolutely broken up into past, present,
and future for a person’s conscious experience. Future events haven’t
occurred yet; they cannot be experienced because they do not exist. During
dreaming or in extraordinary states of consciousness, when a precognition
or a ‘presentiment’ arises from the unconscious, it becomes apparent that
‘the future [is] already present’. What we render as absolute past, present,
and future in a normal state of consciousness collapses into a timeless
archetypical world (Jung 1969). That makes it possible for an event
that will only occur decades in the future to be felt now, in the present.
Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental Health, Freiburg
schellinger@igpp.de, anton@igpp.de, wittmann@igpp.de

CONVERSATION BETWEEN HANS BENDER AND CARL
GUSTAV JUNG ON DECEMBER 8, 19609
B
Professor Jung, may I quickly tell you about the events surrounding my
mother’s death?
J

Yes, please do.

B

My mother10 was an unusually vital woman, aged, very active; no one

9 The IGPP tape archive is the basis for the transcript: 40/2-370.
10
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expected her death. On a Friday I….
J

She wasn’t ill?

B

She was not ill, not at all.

J

Aha.

B
Full of life. I took leave from her on a Friday evening. On August 18 or
19, to spend a vacation in Davos with my wife11 and little daughter,12 and I had
already planned to drive on to Ascona from Davos on Sunday, to spend the night
there, and then, on the next day, Monday the 22nd, to drive to Nice. There was a
conference there on parapsychology with my Italian colleague Servadio13 in an
Auberge le Piol,14 which is located outside of Saint-Paul-de-Vence and belongs
to Mrs. Garrett,15 the President of the Parapsychology Foundation.16 Well,
I arrived in this Auberge late Monday and found a telegram, ʻMother stroke,
come back immediatelyʼ. Now the following happened before that: looking
back, I remembered that during this trip I had touched on all the places where
I had been abroad with my mother. First place––or the ones connected with
her. First place: Zürich. I spent the night from Friday to Saturday with my wife
in Zürich.17 The following happened there many years ago. I met my wife in
Bonn in 1931 or 1932, took a picture of her, as a young girl, and met up with
my mother three weeks later in Zürich, showed her the photo, and said, ʻThis is
my girlfriend.ʼ My mother became very pensive and said, ʻShe looks just like a
previous friend of mine, Fritz W.,18 whom I actually nearly marriedʼ. Thereupon
11

Henriette Bender, nee Wichert (1910–1979).

12

This is the daughter Janne Bender.

13

Emilio Servadio (1904–1995): Italian psychoanalyst und parapsychologist, founder of
the Psychoanalytic (1932) and the Parapsychological Society of Italy (1937/1955).
14

Auberge Le Piol: near Saint-Paul-de-Vence in Southern France. The International
Metaphysical Institute (Institut Métapsychique International) was founded here in 1954.
The Parapsychological Foundation, founded in 1951, moved its European headquarters
here in 1957.
15

Eileen J. Garrett (1893–1970): Irish parapsychologist and medium in spiritualistic
sittings.
16

Parapsychological Foundation: founded by Eileen J. Garrett und Frances Payne
Bolton in 1951.
17

According to the recollection of Janne Bender (3.3.2020), they stayed overnight in
Zurich at the home of Alma Ziegler’s parents, the former girlfriend of Hans Bender.
18

Fritz Wichert (1878–1951): art historian, Director of the Kunsthalle in Mannheim
since 1909; Director of the Städelschule in Frankfurt a. M. since 1923; Henriette
Wichert’s father.
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I had to say, ʻThat is his daughterʼ. I had never heard about that from my mother.
J

You see.

B
That’s the first. And then I drove to Davos, where my mother always went
for sports. Then I drove over the little Sankt Bernhard, through the Via Mala,
where I was with my mother in 1926, to Ascona. I arrived in the evening, spent
the night. In Ascona I participated in an Eranos conference for the first and only
time nine years ago and listened to your lecture about synchronicity.19 That was
extraordinarily meaningful for me. I had to be in Nice the same evening and
had little time, there was an Eranos conference. I decided to take a quick look
and perhaps meet Mr. Portmann.20 Mr. Zuckerkandl was giving a lecture on the
tonal figure (Tongestalt).21 That completely intrigued me. I remained seated; he
demonstrated a thesis on a theme from a fugue from the Well-Tempered Clavier
on the piano. And at that moment, I remembered I had studied it together with
my mother, who was a pianist. The entire time came back to me. I was peculiarly
moved and thought, ʻIs the lecturer giving me back my lost relationship to music?ʼ
How very strange that all is! How good, I thought, that that will be printed in the
Eranos Yearbooks; then it will be a document in my library. In the meantime
it had become 11:30, and I should have gone away long ago. I must interrupt:
my mother left the house in Freiburg at 11:30 to go to the bank on a scorching
hot day. Came back at 1:00, rang the bell, she didn’t enter and lay completely
unconscious, having fallen over backwards. Didn’t regain consciousness, died
on Wednesday. At about 11:30 Mr. Zuckerkandl said, ʻI will now demonstrate
another theme, one from an old folk song and tell you the textʼ. And as he named
the text, I fell into a state which is referred to as pathologic emotion. The text
is, ʻThere is a cutter, called death, has power from the highest God. Today he
sharpens his knife; it already cuts better, soon he will make the incision, we must
suffer, beware you fine little flowerʼ.22 I have …I was in such a strange state that
I baffled myself, but didn’t relate it to my mother. That was not in my mind at all.
19

This Eranos conference took place from August 20 to 30, 1951. Jung’s lecture
‘Concerning Synchronicity’ can be found in the Eranos Yearbook 10, 1951 (Jung,
1952a).

20

Adolf Portmann (1897–1982): Professor of Zoology at the University of Basel since
1931 and Honorary Senator of the Albert-Ludwig University in Freiburg. Portmann was
a lecturer at the Eranos conference in 1951, which Hans Bender attended.
21

Victor Zuckerkandl (1896–1965): Austrian music historian of Jewish origin. After
fleeing Vienna from the National Socialists in 1938, he taught music history at various
universities in the USA. Between 1960 and 1964 he gave several lectures at Eranos
conferences in Ascona.
22
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Yes, yes…

B
Drove away at a quarter past twelve, past Lago Maggiore. And in Pallanza
I suddenly had the feeling, ʻThis concerns my mother, but what is going on?ʼ And
after the burial, I was browsing through an old album of trips––it was a leg of her
honeymoon trip.
J

Ah.

B
Then I drove through Italy and arrived in Ventimiglia late in the evening
and drove along the Corniche to Nice. There I remembered, I was here with my
mother in 1929, as her driver. And here…and then I came past a sign, Èze, and
thought, ʻWe were here, I took a photo here of an old farmwoman on a muleʼ.
Suddenly the name occurred to me, Madame Carla. And then I thought, ʻHow
long ago was that? How old can the woman be now? Died long agoʼ. I kept
thinking about transience. After my mother’s burial, I found the picture that I
thought had been lost long ago, among correspondence on her working table.
J

No!

B
I had no idea. Here it is. It was coloured by an unknown hand. It was also in
her immediate vicinity. Then I went to Le Piol. I received the news there: stroke.
There was no airplane available. I waited. Waited too long and got away only
on Wednesday morning because I then drove. At the moment of her death, on
Wednesday at 11:20, I was still sitting, waiting for a telephone call––I only knew:
stroke––on the terrace and looked at Saint-Paul-de-Vence. At that moment she
died in Freiburg. No person was there. The entire family was away. Now, after
the burial I looked for the notes of the Wohltemperierte Klavier to play the fugue.
In front of me on top lay a book of notes, old. I opened it; it came from notes
that I had once bought en bloc, that I had lost. It wasn’t my mother’s book of
notes. I opened it. That was an old piano compendium of an opera by Rossini, La
Donna del Lago. And inside there was a whole pile of postcards from Saint-Paulde-Vence. I photographed it here. [J: Oh!] From Saint-Paul-de-Vence, which I
was looking at the moment she died. And on top is the picture album, where she
pasted her honeymoon. [J: Yes] So she lived between these two photos, didn’t
she? Saint-Paul-de-Vence. And then I drove via Geneva, had to spend another
night with my fear. Will I still see her alive, won’t I see her alive? And from
Geneva … I was also afraid to phone. And from Geneva I was constantly looking
for a post office along the way to be able to quickly phone and passed Coppet.23
And then I remembered very vividly that I had already had this condition of
23

Coppet: a community in the Swiss canton Waadt on Lake Geneva, located about half
an hour by car from Geneva today.
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inexplicable emotion twice. Namely as an 18-year-old, 1925, in Coppet. I had
shortly before met a girl, a Swiss girl from Zurich, and that was my first very
strong emotional relationship.24 I was in the Coppet palace with her and saw the
graveyard. And in front of the grave of Madame de Staël25 I had this emotional
feeling, namely over the inscription ʻPourquoi cherchez-vous parmi les morts,
celui qui sont vivants?ʼ26 That moved me so deeply that I made up a poem about
it, which I found again. It was ʻAus dem grünen Moose [?], Fremde Zeichen fast
entschwunden, warum sucht ihr unter Toten, die da lebend euch verbunden?ʼ
(From the green moss [?]. Strange symbols, nearly vanished, why are you
seeking her among the dead, she who united you while alive?). No, no, naturally
a poem of a very young man. Coppet. And about 20 minutes later I telephoned
and found out that she had died. And so it continued; those were essentially
my experiences. Later I found out the following: that the two women who are
woven into this, namely my wife and this girl from Zurich, that my mother took
a picture of each together with me at exactly the place where she died. Now what
happened to her? She drove on Sunday, when I was still in Davos––she was on
the Executive Committee of the Richard-Wagner Association and had built up
the association––she drove with the association in a private car which a colleague
and admirer of my mother, a printer, Mr. Hahn, drove to Tribschen to visit the
Richard-Wagner Museum. And from Tribschen she drove on a wonderful day,
when she could suddenly see again; she had been operated for a cataract.27 She
was fulfilled with the beauty, drove to Zurich on the Albis and saw the Alps
again, the lake, and then drove, telling about her life, via Höchenschwand back
to Freiburg. She arrived late in the evening, told her maid about the day’s beauty
into the night. And on the next day, she went to the bank, also in connection with
this trip. She had namely wanted to get money from the bank on Saturday, but it
was closed; she took it out of the association’s cash box. And as a very correct
woman, she wanted to put it back immediately on Monday. That’s why she went
to the bank. And now the following: this man who had driven her told me three
and a half years ago, on February 7, 1957, after I had held a lecture at the RichardWagner Association about parapsychology, he had just had a very strange dream.
24

This girlfriend was Alma Ziegler.

25

Madame de Staël: Anne-Louise-Germaine, Baroness von Staël-Holstein (1766–
1817): French intellectual and author.
26

It should read: ʻPourquoi cherchez-vous parmi les morts celui qui est vivant dans le
ciel?ʼ Translation: ʻWhy are you looking for those who live in heaven among the dead?ʼ
(Luke 24.5)
27

Janne Bender emphasizes (3.3.2020) that this was an extraordinarily dangerous eye
operation regarding a glaucoma. She suspects that Hans Bender therefore went on his
journey to Davos and further to the South of France with some concern about the health
condition of his mother.
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He said he otherwise never dreamed or didn’t remember. He dreamed he was
with my mother and other members of the Richard-Wagner Association on a
trip, had returned in a happy mood with many conversations. Suddenly my
mother floated away, looked around, smiling, one last time and disappeared.28
And I told him, ʻDon’t tell my mother this dream; it is a dream of deathʼ. And
explained one can have such a dream out of fear of losing someone. It was a
true dream because it happened just that way. And there is something else…
J

When did he have this dream?

B
1957. Three and a half years before her death. And I forgot it, although it
was written down.
J

Yes, yes.

B
If I hadn’t forgotten, I wouldn’t have prevented my mother from taking
this trip with him, [J: Yes], but I would have been alert and would have constantly
thought about it. I have to add, my mother was a Grande Dame, whom no one
was allowed to see when she wasn’t completely in due form. She always said, ʻI
will go away with a “ping”ʼ. And I couldn’t stand to see her suffer. She … the
moment of her death is an instant when, what had never happened before, the
entire close and distant family were all abroad. We all came too late. She took her
leave when no one was there. And the last thing: she then drove on the Albis, and
35 years before, immediately thereafter, that was also exactly at the same time in
the middle of August, I went from Coppet on the Albis with my girlfriend from
Zurich. And then I had the same condition again, this emotion. And, I otherwise
don’t write poems, also made a poem about it. It’s all so strangely interwoven.
J

Yes, yes, yes.

B

And now I would really like to know: what is your impression? Is it….

J
Yes, it is a row of synchronic connections, isn’t it? Which one cannot
explain causally because that would, I don’t know, into what speculations that
would lead, right?
B

Yes, yes.

J
That is unthinkable. There are simply analogously convening factors.
Precisely from the appropriate factors.
28

At this point, 12 chimes rang, apparently from a wall or grandfather clock in the
house. If the clock gives the correct time, the conversation began at 11:46.
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B
You wouldn’t make any differences? If you consider it parapsychologically,
then you could say, this chauffeur’s dream, the colleague’s three years ago, was a
precognitive dream.
J

Yes.

B
That was my supposition, my experience in Ascona would have been a
presentiment, right?
J

Yes.

B
Perhaps it was, that may be a little audacious, the same feeling 35 years
previously in Coppet, [was] also a presentiment?
J

Yes.

B

With which we can’t do anything in parapsychology, is….

J

Naturally, naturally.

B
is that the picture in a book of notes of La Donna del Lago from a
distance….
J

Yes …

B
… in the, was next to my mother. And the picture from Éze also next to her,
right? We can’t make anything of it.
J
Yes, exactly. But those are the crucial things, right? You probably have to
see it this way: if you come to such a place which had already been touched by
your mother, it is like if you came to a junction, right, of a longitude and a latitude,
namely the prestabilised harmony. But since I cannot believe in the prestabilised
harmony, I find no justification to assume that, moreover, the consequence would
be that everything is only a machine. And we cannot assume that. Then it must be
a so-called coincidence. But an analogous coincidence. An analogous merging.
That is, on a certain place along your path you go parallel with your mother.
B

Yes, yes.

J
It’s this way; at this place you come into your mother experience. [B: Yes]
And then you are also the mother, as if you were the mother. So, and that is, of
course, a regressive observation. Namely we then see, here is the child that is still
in the mother. But since it is later, it is a participation mystique. Namely you hang
spiritually or physically somewhere together with the mother experience. And
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whatever the mother lives or experiences, you experience it at the same moment.
That is, at about the same moment.
B

Yes, yes, yes.

J
Because you stand en participation mystique with her. What en participation
mystique means, that is just difficult to explain. That is synchronicity, namely that
is a connection which we cannot explain. For example, we are speaking here
in this room about, let’s say, a snake. And without our knowing it, a snake is
creeping out there, exceptionally unusual, wouldn’t happen. But if it were so,
there is, unexpectedly, monstrously, there is a snake there. And that is as if the
snake belongs in the pattern. We are talking about it, and it is there. Namely the
snake, for God knows what reason, is in a participation mystique with us. That is
coincidental.
B
Yes, but you always tend to think about the meaning of such an experienced
participation mystique. The meaning appears in evidence driven to the utmost in
this synchronistic phenomenon. I have subjectively experienced, which has just
become clear to me, that the bond to my mother was disproportionally greater
than I had ever made myself aware.
J

Precisely.

B
And I have …then her whole life became transparent to me. Suddenly I
sought photographs everywhere. Here is, for example, the development of her
face. I suddenly encountered her as a girl, right? And then I had it copied.
[Jung and Bender then look at the photographs that had been brought for
several seconds, several pauses.]
J
Yes, she is an exceptional personality. Without a doubt. Yes, one can well
understand that you had a participation mystique with her.
B
With Richard Strauss29 together, Julius Weismann.30 And then I found a
picture where this participation mystique became rather clear. And the similarity.
That is a picture that was taken at her place of death; that’s me. She and I, isn’t
that so? And those are the pictures with her former friend’s daughter, who became
my wife, right?
J
29

Now tell me, how did your mother behave towards your interests?
Richard Strauss (1864–1949): famous German composer.

30

Julius Weismann (1879–1950): composer born in Freiburg, named honorary citizen of
Freiburg in 1939.
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B
She had … she was very interested in me. I was definitely her favorite
son, I was her first child. But she was not the prototype of a tender mother. As
a youth, when I was often very ill, although she …very… I didn’t let her [get
close] to me, for the same reason because I didn’t want to be suffering in her
presence. I wanted to be fresh and strong. Then her sister, who was a Samaritan,
always had to come to me. She [my mother] was not allowed, right? I…
J

Yes, but, I mean, was your mother interested in what you were interested?

B

Yes, yes.

J

Was she interested in parapsychology?

B

She always had me tell her about it, indeed.

J

Aha, aha. How was her marriage?

B

It was an enduring, extremely difficult marriage.

J

A difficult marriage?

B
A very difficult marriage with a man whose lifestyle, no, with a
completely opposite disposition. She was cheerful, optimistic with little
depressive intervals. My father was a severe pessimist bordering on
psychopathy who was upheld by her his whole life, but who, as a generous
person, [provided] her with a very nice life––our house was full of artists,
with car trips, and so forth, right? But it was a––and she undoubtedly had a….
J
The question is, to what degree she, unsatisfied in the marriage, lived on
through you.
B
That was a marriage that was actually burned out, in any case in intimate
relations, for many, many, many years.
J

Yes, she apparently … there is still an extra bond.

B

Yes, yes.

J
Not only the normal mother-son relationship, [B: Yes] but also a
compensatory spiritual relationship with the son.
B
That is quite certain. That is quite certain, and this… I also know what an
influence that had on my personal history and my behaviour, but I really only
know it….
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Yes, now it naturally comes to the surface when it is missing.

B

I have only realized it since these experiences.

30

J
Up to then, it was in her. Yes, and then you’re not conscious of it. [B: Yes].
When she dies, then it comes in you, right, and only then can you become aware of it.
B

Yes, yes.

J
Well, I have the impression that your bond to your mother was a supernormal
one. That is, an extra [B: Yes] strong bond.
B

I would admit to that.

J
And therefore, you see, there arise these phenomena of living with your
mother––for you it’s an experience to cross your mother’s path, right? That
means you also live a part of her life.
B

Yes, yes, yes.

J
That means, in other words, she continues living in you. The question is, she
is now dead, how does that affect you? [B: Yes] I would assume that a benefit came
back in your own life, [B: Yes] an expansion or intensification, something like that.
B

That has actually already occurred.

J
So? [B: Yes] Or, that is the return of libido, right, [B: Yes] but which is still
affected by your mother, so that post-mortal phenomena which represent your
mother are to be expected. And for some time to come. Until this return of libido
is assimilated.
B
What I expect is, how will this affect my relationship to my wife and then
to women whom one meets?
J
It is not only to women, but this is always also the mother world
(Mutterwelt). [B: Yes] It is her spiritual horizon [B: Yes], for example. [B: Yes]
It is this relationship with the mother world as a background to this world. [B:
Yes] That is, a transcendental world. The roots. The mother. That, of course, is
profound. Your mother will also include you partially in the sphere of the dead.
B
Yes, it is to be determined that I only really realise for the first time: life
has a temporal end, and what must one do to fulfil his task? The carpe diem in the
sense of fertilisation. How much time is left? That was completely foreign to me.
J
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that the dead, even the best of them, when they die, they have an eerie effect, that is
the primitive concept. And because one is drawn into the realm of the dead, part of
your own life goes with her in death. And, of course, that causes huge repercussions.
And [B: Yes] then there are all possible personal and objective repercussions.
B
As I was thinking that over, the structure of these processes, it occurred to
me to ask you. You say most reasonably: in the majority of cases, processes occur
synchronically, then an archetype is constellated. [J: Yes] Now the synchronistic
happened, beginning in Ascona, perhaps even earlier, at a time when I was
not in such a condition. [J: Yes, yes, yes, yes]. Her death, I didn’t suspect it.
J
Apparently, right? Yes, that is only conscious, but your unconscious is
not related to time in our sense. You are already in the atmosphere of death,
right? [B: Yes] Whether 14 days earlier or later, that is, so to speak, the same.
Because death is already present, isn’t it? It is behind the next door, right? I
have often experienced that people had a dream that anticipated a situation
which only happened on the next day, right? [B: Yes] And they experienced the
dream as if they had dreamed it later. If they had dreamed this after the situation,
one would have said, ʻOkay, of course they dreamed about it, it just happened
yesterday.ʼ But they actually dreamed of something and one doesn’t understand
at all why they dreamed it. And then the situation in the dream happens on the
next day. [B: Yes, yes] But that must mean that the situation is already there.
B
Is already there. [J: Yes] How would you interpret Schopenhauer’s claim
that this kind of dreams or precognitive dreams shows the determination of the
individual?
J
Yes, it is certainly true that the events, when they become obvious to us,
such events [B: Yes] such archetypical events [B: Yes], like a death or a serious
illness, that they have an enchaînement, a causal enchaînement. So that you can
say: because there was A, B must also exist, C must follow, and so on. Now, this
gives us the impression as if fate were laid out. But we only observe individual
cases, don’t we? If it really were so, that everything that happens were ordered in
this way, then I believe that such things would have to happen far more regularly.
[B: Yes] They would have to be predictable [B: Yes]. Because a patient has a
certain dream, and this dream announces an illness. Without a doubt: experience
teaches us, I predict an illness which doesn’t come about, it doesn’t count, it
is something else or nothing at all, right? It is an uncertainty relationship.
B
Yes, may I repeat that again to check if I understood it correctly: you say
that one certainly cannot infer a continuous determination from the admittedly
rare and fragmentary character of precognitive experiences, synchronistic
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processes relating to the future?
J
We see it in this case. We see an enchaînement. But it is not certain that
that is always so. We don’t see all cases, do we? [B: Yes, yes] We only have
cases in which we can see, for example, accidents. When I examine an accident,
then I can be sure that I can find causality, a psychologic one. [B: Yes, yes] But
I don’t see all accidents; I cannot ensure that all accidents are caused by that.
For example, take war, where thousands and thousands of thousands of people
are killed. Is it always such an enchaînement, that the bullet hits him? Yes, we
don’t know, right? It isn’t even probable. It is… certainly is the causation that
is also a statistical truth [B: Yes], it is not an absolute truth. Because we cannot
determine anything absolutely. And in our case, not even such a psychological
connection is probable in all cases. But… indeed, one must say that synchronicity
does exist, although there is no way in the world to discover a reason.
B

Yes, there’s something to that…

J

That particularly interested me.

B
The trifles, the synchronistic bagatelles. What’s going on when you can’t
even find an affective background?
J
You can’t even say that there is some kind of archetypal constellation. And
they are [B: Yes], they are dreamed in advance. I have dreamed utter nonsense,
dreamed it in advance. And it literally happened. But that is, per se, nothing at all.
B
Yes, right now I have such a case which we are working on and is so
well documented that we are making a documentary film of it. An actress,
who previously acted in the theatre in Freiburg, came in 1953 and said, ʻI have
dreamed since I was a girl and have repeatedly detected that some of these dreams
actually materialiseʼ. We made the following arrangement with her, ʻSend us
your dreams at short intervals. We will file them, and then send us confirmation
when you believe that they have come true.ʼ She did that faithfully with unheard
of discipline.31 With the result that we have over a thousand dreams today. And
now we see that a considerable number have come true. And that is especially
evident in a group of 13 dreams.32 They began in 1954 and lasted until May
1959 and refer to details in a small role in a film, which she was first given in
the summer of 1959. And we then determined that the film was only planned in
March 1959. They [the dreams] refer to details in scenes which she played, in
31

Christine Mylius (1913–1982): German theatre actress who played in several TV and
cine films from the 1950s to the 1970s.
32
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circumstances during the shooting, and to a second film which was shot at the
same time, with some of the same scenery. The film in which she played was
called ʻNight Fell Over Gotenhafenʼ (Nacht fiel über Gotenhafen), a war film
which shows the fate of a woman, for which she was partially to blame, in the
horrible scene of the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff, which was torpedoed.33
Almost all of them drowned,34 and that is drastically shown in the film. And
the other film is just the opposite; it is a comedian’s slapstick film.35 And she
dreamed individual scenes in advance, years in advance. And now I am making
the strange observation that these probably precognitive dreams are not believed
by the listeners because they say that they are so banal, it can’t be true that it was
dreamed in advance. May I present the structure of one such dream to you? She
dreamed it on November 27, 1957. That is the original dream, which we filed.
[Bender reads, partly from documents he brought with him] ʻA ragingly funny
comedian, he throws a wooden ball at someone’s leg, she falls into the water, he
goes with hat and clothes after her and fishes her out with his hat. He does that in
December and without batting an eyelid. We were being very sillyʼ.36 And now a
story with an actor wearing a dressing. She writes: ʻOne eye is blue, and then he
removes the dressing, and a handsome man with long curls comes outʼ.37 That is
the dream. And now it turns out that that in this film, which was shot at the same
time in the same studio as the film in which she was, there was such a scene.
In his enthusiasm for her playing, the comedian Erhardt38 throws a pianist …
J

a vase …

B
A vase, a round vase [J: Yes] at her head, and he sings, ʻI am a youth with
curly hair.ʼ And then everything goes overboard, falls into the water.39 A total
fulfilment [of the dream].
J

Yes.

33

The cine film ʻNight Fell over Gotenhafenʼ (Nacht fiel über Gotenhafen) about the
sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff on January 30, 1945, was directed by Frank Wisbar in
1959. The film was shown in German cinemas in 1960. See: Tacke & Tuch (2010).
34
See: Schuch (1995) and Niven (2011) for the history and memories of the sinking of
the Wilhelm Gustloff.
35

The comedy ʻTriplets on Boardʼ (Drillinge an Bord) with the popular actor Heinz
Erhardt in 1959 is meant here.
36

See: Bender & Mischo (1960/61: 124). The ʻComedian Dreamʼ (Komiker-Traum),
November 27, 1957, is mentioned several times in the article.

37

See: Bender & Mischo (1960/61:125).

38

Heinz Erhardt (1909–1979): a popular German comedian, actor, and entertainer in the
post-war decades.
39
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B
And now, shortly thereafter, a year later, she has a very interesting dream.
Referring to both films again. She writes: ʻA very positive feeling upon waking,
the dream teems with impressions and people that I cannot describe in words.
It apparently deals with an expedition to Africa. Why, I don’t know, because
I see no Negros. And although it should be hot, we experience a snowstorm
and landscapes that could be both, a snowy landscape and a sandy desert. The
expedition is divided into two groups.ʼ40 Then she dreams, ʻThere are deep
catacombs resembling stage scenery, nightclubs, and other large rooms like those
close to one another in film studios. Two slim and willowy dancers are dancing,
rather lightly clothed, a kind of native dance. They must be twins. I think to
myself, if both were as pretty as the Kessler sisters,41 they would certainly have
an international career. But they have faces like bulldogs. Whole mood excited,
adventurous, also with exertion, amusing, lots of to and fro, a huge number
of peopleʼ.42 Now it turns out that she didn’t understand the dream at all, she
couldn’t place it. It turns out that once the setting of the steamship Gustloff
was erected outdoors at the film studio in Göttingen. Here the refugees boarded
in a snowstorm, and directly next to it was a sandy desert with palm trees for
Erhardt’s slapstick film. No Negros, but an Arab expedition [J: Yes, yes] with
donkeys. A nightclub was also erected in the studio for the Erhardt film, where
lightly-dressed Creoles danced [J: Yes] ––and also in the film studio, in the
Gotenhafen film in which she played, the dance by two air-force assistants, in
the film, they are called the Höpfner twins.43 That is a pair, right, and they have…
and now the question is, the general reaction to such dreams is this: to enlist
synchronicity is a kind of sacrilege, such a banality that cannot be seen beforehand.
J
Of course, of course, right? These dreams deserve utmost respect. They
always interest me a lot, right? But I have always said that what one can understand
from these dreams is the timelessness of the unconscious. The abnormal time
which is connected to the unconscious. Indeed, a future content can possibly be
present, is already present. The future is actually already present if time is relative.
[B: Yes] Now I am convinced that time is relative. There is no absolute time; it
is a phenomenon of consciousness. But the unconscious actually behaves as if it
had no determined time. A dream can happen before or after. Entirely arbitrarily.
40

See: the dream ʻClimatic Paradoxʼ (Klimatische Paradoxie), June 25, 1958, Bender
& Jung (1960/61:133). This dream is mentioned several times in the article.

41

Alice and Ellen Kessler (born in 1936). The twins had great success in German show
business, especially in the 1950s and 1960s.
42

For the ʻAtelier dreamʼ on June 25, 1958, see: Bender & Jung (1960/61:133). This
dream is also often mentioned in the article.

43

The dancers and actresses, Hedi and Margot Höpfner (born in 1910), played in many
cinema productions, especially in the 1930s.
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It is as if the unconscious were already there where we are not yet or is still there
where we are no longer. That is also possible, but it is difficult to determine.
B
In your article ʻThe Nature of Dreamsʼ (Vom Wesen der Träume)44
[J: Yes] you made a comment that you have observed that patients’
dreams are to be interpreted in relation to both their current and
earlier situation [J: Yes], but that it later turned out, you have also…
J

in relation to the future…

B

containing a synchronistic moment.

J

Yes, naturally, yes, yes, yes, absolutely.

B

Do you think …

J
Yes. Now look [B: Yes], when I am confronted with such a meaningless
dream, I say to myself, apparently there are such phenomena in which the future
is realised that can in no way be called synchronistic. [B: Yes] Because we see
no possibility of a participation mystique. There is no corresponding archetype
present, is there? [B: Yes] The situation is in no way archetypical [B: Yes] So
why should the future suddenly become apparent? [B: Yes] Now I say to myself,
there exist phenomena with an archetypical constellation, and this condition is
indispensable for the appearance of this synchronicity. [B: Yes] On this basis we
can understand why these two things come together. The snake is an archetype, if
we are speaking of a snake and there is actually one outside, that can be explained
by this psychology, right? If, however, such nonsense is simply perceived, that
indicates that, aside from the archetypical explanation, we must also consider that
time is relative and that we apparently sometimes see outside of the time slot, right?
B

Yes, it is exceedingly important to me, Professor…

J
Namely if one happens to look outside of the time slot, right? That is,
of course, an entirely different explanation, it is a hypothesis. [B: Yes] But
I’m not making schemata of it [B: Yes]. Indeed, if one does happen to look
aside the time slot, I say to myself, these cases need to be observed separately.
B
Need to be specially observed––now if it, for example, is possible, it is, I
believe, almost easily possible to find the motivation here. It is a woman who has
lived separated from her husband for a long time, but she is still very attached
to him. And her husband has a new relationship with a very successful film star
who is very famous. And she is modest, has an Ego-weakness; she doesn’t assert
44
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herself. She probably had the great desire to appear in a film [brief interruption
in the recording] very rarely done. And besides, security––life protection––also
plays a major role. That is the motivational network. And now we can determine
that this reporter keeps a detailed diary of how these dreams were triggered; there
are certain triggers. [J: Yes, yes] That is, triggers are, for example, two older
men who pestered her, but from whom she [J: Yes] is professionally somewhat
dependent, but whom she warded off. When she was with one or both of them
in the evening, a precognitive dream steps into this film. We must examine how
often this happens.
J
In this case, it would have been intensive attention to the film and probably
an excess of libido, which can cause the wrong viewpoint. [B: Yes] Because it
is an excessus affectus, as Albertus Magnus says. [B: Yes] Isn’t that right, an
excessus affectus, that means it is like her relationship with her mother, which
is even heightened by a contributing factor [B: Yes]. And that brings about such
phenomena, which one cannot further explain archetypically when we have no
archetype, none, or archetype-causing factor. [B: Yes] There could, however,
be other contributing factors that are not induced by an archetype [B: Yes]. For
example, this compensation, ʻDon’t look here, but over thereʼ. And then there is
here a … [B: Yes ] or it can also be that one has a notion which is archetypical, and
this results in a meaningless synchronicity, so to speak. Foresight, for example.
I read a book and think about… while reading I suddenly have the lively notion
of an eight-pointed star, a star-like figure. And then in the same book an essay
about recent excavations appears, and a few pages further on, perhaps five
minutes later, I find this star. A photograph, but it is of a wine press which was
dug out, right? [B: Yes] But this little bit of foresight is probably caused by the
archetype, provided the contributing factor, and this turns into excess, that is
the excessus affectus. And then we have an abaissement du niveau mental, and
then a wonder occurs. For example, if I foresee something in a patient’s case or
intuitively know the right means [to treat him/her]. I recently told my colleagues
about such a case. There was a young girl who couldn’t sleep, and her doctor sent
her to me because he had reached the upper limit of any sleeping pill and didn’t
trust any further measures. He couldn’t accept the responsibility. He wanted me
to hypnotise or psychoanalyse her in an hour, right? And I saw that I could, of
course, do that with the girl, a very nice girl, a grade-school teacher who tried
terribly hard. And I took pity on her and said, for heaven’s sake, she should, of
course, relax, right? And I get her to relax, right, in an hour? And in a moment
I was obsessed with this thought. ʻWhat can I achieve with psychology? How
could I help the girl?ʼ And, I heard my mother’s voice, my long-dead mother,
how she sang a lullaby to my sister when she was a child, who had also died
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long ago. About a little girl sitting in a little boat with little fish in it floating
down the Rhine.45 And then, without further reflection, I told her, ʻLook, when
sailing, you can wonderfully relax. Look, when you have the wind from behind
and you set the spinnaker and gently sail up the sea, that’s relaxation. Oh, it is
already five o’clock; unfortunately, I can’t do anything more for you. Adieuʼ.
I never heard anything more from her. Four years later, at a congress, a little
collega rusticus comes and drills me and says, ʻDo you remember patient so and
so?ʼ I remembered. I said, ʻYes, how is she?ʼ She went home and was healed.
B

Very nice.

J
She was healed. And what had happened? She never took any more
sleeping pills. She had been on the summit of every narcotic. And he [her doctor]
was desperate. And she went home and was healed. Lay in bed and slept like
a child. And that has lasted since then. Then he [the doctor] said, ʻWon’t you
be so kind, Professor, to explain what you did?ʼ [Bender laughs] And I was, of
course, terribly embarrassed; I naturally didn’t know what to say. I couldn’t tell
him that I had sung a lullaby. I said, ʻYes, she had to relax, and I tried to teach
her how to relax, and that was apparently successfulʼ. [Bender laughs] And then
he looked at me sadly. I saw that he was, in a sense, hurt. Namely because I
had not told him the means with which one can relax someone within an hour.
B
Which are probably the special circumstances which achieved it, because
it probably doesn’t always succeed?
J

I was never able to use it again.

B

What was so special?

J
The special circumstance was that she was obviously in an emergency
situation.
B

Yes, but a shocking number of emergencies come to you.

J
And I, by compassio connected with her, in an abaissement du
niveau mental, an excessus affectus. [B: Yes] I didn’t realise it at the
time, and a wonder occurred. Namely, my mother sang. I heard her.
B

Yes, but could one…

45

We thank Matthias Güldenstein for pointing out to a popular Swiss-German nursery
rhyme which could have been the one Jung referred to: ʻNina, Nina, ’s fahrt es Meitschi
der Rhyn ab. Was het es i sim Schiffeli? Gross und chlini Fischeli. Nina, Nina, ’s fahrt
es Meitschi der Rhyn ab.ʼ In: Im Himmel lauft es Brünneli, Alti Värsli mit neue Bildli
von Lotte Joost, A. Francke A.G. Verlag, Bern (1947).
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J
And that, right, I was affected [B: Yes], and she was affected. [B: Yes] And
she was thereby healed.
B
Indeed. But I mean that is probably no longer analysable, what
is probably the exceptional case, that you came into this compassio?
[J: Yes, of course] Is it a special kind of sympathy experience?
J
You call it sympathy. In old medical terms it was sympathy. [B: Yes, yes].
That is the sympathetic cure.46
B
A sympathetic cure. And this sympathy, although doctors want to give
every patient sympathy, it does not arise in this passio a distante, that one is
deeply moved.
J
Usually a doctor exhibits, let’s say, a certain medical benevolence, right,
and so on. But I was moved by pity.
B

Was there something particular, did you have…did she remind you of a…

J
No, not at all, she was… I had the feeling she lives alone in a village, right?
And is terribly isolated and she simply aroused my pity, right? And I thought,
my God, she writhes in her sleeplessness; these drugs don’t help any longer,
and one should still help her, right? And that was an abaissement du niveau
mental. I was moved by her sleeplessness. [B: Yes, yes] It hit me like an arrow.
B

And thereby you performed a wonder.

J
I was defeated. My defeat performed it. I said [to myself], ʻHow helpless
we are after all, what can we do in such a case?ʼ And my abaissement brought it
about? And the abaissement permitted the automatism that my mother sang. And
that was the magic ingredient.
B

That is very impressive. But it just cannot be provoked, one…

J
Yes, one can’t; you can’t experiment with it [B: Yes]. These stories are just
unique, not repeatable [B: Yes] experiences.
B
And that brings up a question that is very dear to my heart, I’ll be
finished with it soon. The temptation is very great to experiment with I Ching.
J

You mustn’t do that. That is a complete misunderstanding. I Ching, those

46

Sympathetic cure: therapies based on non-conventional effects often ascribed to
magic or the paranormal. Here, Frank Anton Mesmerʼs (1734–1815) tradition of
ʻanimalistic magnetismʼ.
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are unique experiences.
B
Yes, and I have a number of such experiences, where I, only in a really,
genuinely questionable situation, threw the oracle and then received answers
which were so harrowing. My question now entirely as a parapsychologist is this,
from my experience with I Ching. Do you have the impression that the oracle
reflects the momentary current emotional state of the inquirer, or does the oracle
have a bearing on the objective situation, which may be fully hidden from the
questioner?
J
Yes, right. Experience teaches us that the oracle is always compensatively
focused on the questioner. [B: Yes] Even if you didn’t ask a question, your
situation will be answered. Sometimes you experience your situation only by
means of I Ching. And that’s why itʼs so illuminating. I always use it in dubious
situations. And it’s amazing how it works.
B

I am deeply affected by it.

J

Yes, it is an entirely marvellous thing.

B
And one can indeed allow oneself one thing, that you record this real
question anyway and once––then you get a picture.
J
Yes, naturally, naturally. But only, that one…I always tell my colleagues, if
they use I Ching, then with awe [B: Yes] and sparingly. [B: Yes] I have also tried
to experiment; that didn’t work out [in the original: das hat mir auf die Ohren
gegeben].
[Someone knocks on the door.]47
J

Yes, yes, come in.

B
Professor, I would like to thank you very much and add a closing comment.
I have with Mrs. Jaffé48 … I told her that we prepared a small anthology from a
dream colloquium at the Institute published by Franke. It contains a study about
the formal analysis of dreams, a study about levels of recollection of a dream.
A colleague, Miss Strauch,49 relates her dreams and those of test persons on a
47

This is a funny coincidence. Right after Jung says: ʻdas hat mir auf die Ohren
gegebenʼ (an unusal expression; literally in English: ʻthat has given me on the earsʼ)
someone knocks on the door.
48

Aniela Jaffé (1903–1991): Swiss psychoanalyst and C.G. Jung’s longtime colleague.

49

Inge Strauch (1932–2017) was Hans Bender’s assistant and interested in precognition
in dreams, among other things. Strauch later became an important dream researcher
in academia, initially as professor at the Saarland University and as professor at the
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tape when she wakes up at night. On the next morning, she writes them down
as usual. Both versions are compared and show that the written texts already
have strong variations. [J: Yes, yes] They are from the secondary processing [J:
Yes, yes]. Another study––I am performing a study about the telepathic dream
based on examples. And a different colleague working on the prospective dream
where he goes from the understandable, normal prospective to the threshold of
synchronicity. And now the big question whether you could ever contribute a few
pages to this book. On the topic, ʻWhat do you expect, what do I expect from
future dream research? Where are ways that lead us further?ʼ
J

If I only knew. That is a difficult question…

B
Or this topic, that you just developed, ʻAnticipatory dreamsʼ. Then the
problem that an archetype does not always have a constellation when such
strange dream phenomena … [J: Yes], that is, one expects an explanation.
You just indicated that when you very carefully say an archetypical condition
exists in most cases. [J: Yes] And now to mention a few examples of cases in
which there is no archetypical condition [J: Yes, yes]. One could almost …
J
That again is difficult, isn’t it? I have only one good example [B: Yes] where
I believe I have to exclude any contribution of an archetype. But you see, the
conception of this star, that is naturally a symbol used inflationary. [B: Yes] And it
is, of course, full of archaisms. [B: Yes, yes] You can’t derive anything from that.
It must be such things like the duplicity of cases [B: Yes], for example. I read, for
instance, a word on a day that I …that is for the first time that I see it. And then I
read the Zürcher Zeitung on the same day, and the word is also in the newspaper.
B
That is so strange because one naturally has an inclination, when
something miraculous, unfamiliar happens, that it reveals something special.
J
It is just a grouping of coincidences, isn’t it? The coincidences must
agglomerate in groups, so to speak. And then, of course, there are phenomena
which are just like synchronistic phenomena, but aren’t; they are simply
numerical coincidences. If that weren’t so, it would be just routine [B: Yes], and
then it wouldn’t be an agglomeration. If it really is irrational and coincidental,
then there are probably clusters.
B
A question that popped up yesterday, that a colleague asked me, whether
synchronistic phenomena are attached to people without their noticing it?
University of Zürich from 1976 to her retirement as emeritus in 1999. Inge Strauch was
a member of the Board of Directors of the Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology
and Mental Health (Institute für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene e.V.
[IGPP]) until 2015.
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Yes, yes. Of course, that exists.

B
That someone else must come and say, ʻDon’t you see that everything is
synchronistically tuned?ʼ
J
Yes, that is very often the case that the people, for example, have a
precognitive dream and just don’t consider it important [B: Yes, yes] or give an
account of it. Or they say to themselves, ʻOh, how strange.ʼ and then forget it.
B

Yes, thank you very much, Professor Jung.

J

Yes, that was very interesting. These experiences … [unintelligible].

B
And may I also tell you that the Freiburg students are very eager readers of
your books.
J

Really?

B
Yes. I hold a lecture with my modest means for students from all faculties
about C.G. Jung’s analytic psychology.
J

Really? Aha, aha.

B
And it sounds so boastful, but it is your name, not my name, there are
always about 300-400 students.
J

No!

B

Yes. And they don’t stay the whole time, but long enough.

J
That is most interesting. Then, excuse me when I now say good-bye. I
must.
B

Many thanks! Many thanks!

J

My lady is getting impatient.

B

May I then…

J

I’ll leave you here…

B

Yes.

J

Good.
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ARCHIVE DOCUMENTS
Archive of the Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology and Mental
Health (IGPP) (Archiv des Instituts für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie
und Psychohygiene e.V.)
4/2-370
10/5-23
E/20-215
E/21: Correspondence with Aniela Jaffé (1957-1971)
E/21: Correspondence with Carl Gustav Jung (1958-1961)
E/21-311
E/21-312
E/21-347
E/21-348
E/21-349
E/23-1100
Archives of the French Occupation in Germany and Austria (Archives de
l´occupation française en Allemagne et en Autriche), Colmar
Bade 4103: Bender, Hans.
ETH library Zürich, University Archives (ETHZ, UA)
Hs 1056
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Friday
19.8.1960

Hans Bender’s Car Trip
Drive from Freiburg to Zürich with
wife and little daughter. Overnight
stay at the home of Alma Ziegler’s
parents.

Events Before and Relating to the Death of
Bender’s Mother

IT IS SO STRANGELY INTERTWINED

(The trip’s destination is a parapsychological
conference with his Italian colleague
Servadio in the Auberge Le Piol near
Saint-Paul-de-Vence. The Auberge Le
Piol belongs to Mrs. Garrett, President of the
Parapsychological Foundation.)

Other Synchronistic Events in Time and
Space
Bender met his future wife in Bonn in 1932 and
took a photograph. He meets up with his mother
in Zürich three weeks later and shows her the
photo. She recognizes the daughter’s similarity
to her father, whom she (Bender’s mother)
almost married.

Saturday
20.8.1960

Drive from Zürich to Davos to take wife
and daughter to a holiday destination.

Bender’s mother was often in Davos for riding
sports.

Sunday
21.8.1960

Drive from Davos over the Little St. Bender’s mother, a member of the Board of
Bernhard Pass, through Viamala to Directors of the Richard-Wagner Association,
Ascona, where he arrives in the evening. drives with Mr. Hahn, a printer and admirer, to
Tribschen to visit the Richard-Wagner Museum.
Mrs. Bender had a cataract operation just
previously and can now see well. On the return
trip, she and Hahn drive over the Albis. There
she again sees the Alps and Lake Zürich. They
then drive back to Freiburg via Höchenschwand
in the Black Forest. Mrs. Bender arrives home
late in the evening and tells the domestic worker
about her lovely day until late at night.

Bender was on the Viamala with his mother in
1926.
Bender attended an Eranos conference
in Ascona and heard Jung’s lecture on
synchronicity in 1951 (‘nine years ago’).
Mr. Hahn tells Hans Bender about a nighttime dream on 7.2.1957, 3 ½ years before
Bender’s mother’s death. In the dream, he is
travelling with his mother and other members
of the Richard-Wagner Association. Suddenly
the mother floats away in a happy mood
and disappears. At that time Bender already
interpreted the dream as a dream of death.
35 years previously, after Bender was in Coppet
with his girlfriend from Zürich, Alma Ziegler,
where he felt an unexplainable emotion. He
then drove with her on the Albis, where he
again experienced the emotional condition.
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In the morning he listens to a
demonstration of a motif from the
Well-Tempered Clavier played by
Zuckerkandl at the Eranos conference.

Bender once practiced the ‘Well-Tempered
Clavier’ with his mother. He is deeply moved
by the demonstration.

At about 11:30 Zuckerkandl plays At 11:30 Bender’s mother leaves the house in
a folksong about death: ʻDeath is Freiburg to go to the bank on a ʻscorching-hotʼ
called a mower … today he whets a day.
knife …ʼ. Bender feels something he
calls pathologic emotion, which he,
however, does not connect with his
mother.

Pallanza was a stop-over during Bender’s
At 12:15 Bender leaves and drives
mother’s honeymoon.
along Lago Maggiore. When he
reaches Pallanza, he suddenly has a She returns at 13:00, rings the doorbell, and
feeling that his emotional condition then falls unconsciously backwards.
has something to do with his mother.
(Pallanza is located about an hour’s
drive from Ascona today. Bender must
have arrived at Pallanza at 13:15 at the
earliest.)
He continues driving through Italy,
arrives at Ventimiglia late at night, and
continues driving via the Corniche to
Nice.
He passes a sign to Èze (on the
Corniche) and remembers the old
farmer, Madame Carla, whom he had
photographed. He thinks she must
already be dead and is overcome by
thoughts of transiency.

Bender was here, on the Côte d’Azur
(Ventimiglia, Corniche, Nice), with his mother
in 1929.
In Èze Bender took a photograph of the old
farmer, Madame Carla, sitting on a mule. After
his mother’s burial, Bender finds this photo
under letters on his mother’s desk.
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Bender drives on to the Auberge Le
Piol located outside of Saint-Paul-deVence, where he receives the news of
his mother’s stroke.
The telegram: ʻMother stroke come at
once.ʼ
Bender tries in vain to get a return
flight to travel back to Freiburg as
quickly as possible.

Wednesday
24.8.1960

Bender is on the terrace of the Mother dies at 11:20.
Auberge Le Piol at 11.20 waiting for a
phone call and looking down at SaintPaul-de-Vence when his mother dies.

IT IS SO STRANGELY INTERTWINED

Donnerstag
25.8.1960

Drives to Geneva and spends the night
there.
Driving from Geneva, Bender seeks
a post office to make a telephone
call. He is filled with anxiety whether
he will meet his mother while she is
still alive. He is also fearful of the
telephone call. Bender passes Coppet
(on Lake Geneva).
Twenty minutes after passing Coppet,
Bender hears about his mother’s death
(he possibly found a post office and
called from there).

After his mother’s burial, Bender searches
under the notes of the ʻWell-Tempered Clavierʼ
and in the piano score of the Rossini opera ʻThe
Lady of the Lakeʼ (La Donna del Lago) finds a
pile of postcards from Saint-Paul-de-Vence, on
which he was looking down when his mother
died.
Hans Bender had already had an emotional
condition in Coppet.
Bender had his first strong emotional
relationship with his first girlfriend (Alma
Ziegler from Zürich) as an 18-year-old in 1925.
Standing in front of Madame de Staël’s grave
in Coppet, he reads the inscription, ʻWhy are
you looking for the living among the dead?ʼ
(Pourquoi cherchez-vous parmi les morts, ceux
qui sont vivantes?). He is so moved that he
writes a poem about mortality.
Photographs exist with each of the two woman
with Bender on the very place where his
mother’s stroke occurred, before the front door
(Bender calls it the ʻdeath placeʼ) which remind
him emotionally of Coppet.
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ABSRACT
In the 1930s, Zen Buddhism was hardly known outside Japan. By the
1960s, it had become by far the most popular form of Buddhism in Europe
and the United States. Its popularity was born from the general belief that
Zen responded to the psychological and religious needs of the individual
without incurring the criticisms customarily levelled against religion. Zen
was imagined as a practical spirituality that accepted all religions and
religious symbols as expressions of a universal psychological truth. Zen
was not itself a religion, but a ‘super-religion’ that had understood the inner
mechanics of the psyche’s natural religion-making function. Three authors
in particular, namely D. T. Suzuki, Friedrich Spiegelberg and Alan Watts,
were pivotal in the formation of this narrative. Using Jung’s psychological
model as their conceptual basis, they promoted a vision of Zen Buddhism
that laid the foundations for the ‘Zen Boom’ of the 1950s and 60s. This
article will examine the pivotal role played by Jung’s psychology in the
formation of this narrative.

KEYWORDS
Zen Buddhism, D. T. Suzuki, Alan Watts, Friedrich Spiegelberg, The
Religion of no Religion.
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I

n 1936, Sir Francis Younghusband (1863-1942) founded the
World Congress of Faiths in London, which he hoped would
bring together experts on the world’s major religious traditions.
The theme of the conference was entitled ‘The Supreme
Spiritual Ideal’. The final speaker was Teitaro ‘Daisetz’ Suzuki (18701966), a Japanese Buddhist scholar and translator of the Lankavatara
Sutra. Dr Suzuki’s lecture would make an indelible impression on a young
man called Alan Watts (1915-1973), then editor of the journal Buddhism
in England, who was in the audience that day. Watts remembered the
occasion as follows:
After several speakers had delivered themselves of volumes
of hot air, Suzuki’s turn came to take the platform. “When I
was first asked,” he said, “to talk about the Supreme Spiritual
Ideal, I did not exactly know what to answer. Firstly, I am just a
simple-minded countryman from a far away corner of the world
suddenly thrust into the midst of this hustling city of London,
and I am bewildered and my mind refuses to work in the same
way that it does when I am in my own land. Secondly, how
can a humble person like myself talk about such a grand thing
as the Supreme Spiritual Ideal? ... Really, I don’t know what
Spiritual is, what Ideal is, and what Supreme Spiritual Ideal is.”
Whereupon he devoted the rest of his speech to a description of
his house and garden in Japan, contrasting it with the life of a
great city. This from the translator of the Lankavatara Sutra! And
the audience gave him a standing ovation. (Watts 1986:191).

This anecdote exemplifies how Suzuki, who is today known as
the most significant Zen scholar of the twentieth century, was received
by a generation of twentieth century scholars, intellectuals and artists.
Zen, as Suzuki presented it, offered a unique and subversive approach
to spiritual questions. It was, strictly speaking, neither a religion nor a
philosophy. It gave as little importance to belief, ritual and dogma as it did
to rational or existential thinking. Zen, he argued, was, first and foremost,
experiential. It cut straight through to the heart of humanity’s spiritual
yearning. Its essence lay in satori, enlightenment, which he described as
the unmediated, direct experience of the eternal present. Although Suzuki
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became by far the most significant Zen scholar of the twentieth century,
his portrayal of Zen was in fact typical of a faction of Japanese Zen adepts,
who, having become dissatisfied with the rigid style of Zen traditionally
practised in Japanese zendos, sought fresh pastures for transmission in
Europe and America.1 It has been quite convincingly argued by modern
scholars that Suzuki’s Zen owes more to his Westernised education
than to his direct involvement with Zen as traditionally practised in
Japan.2 Moreover, Suzuki was never formally ordained as a Zen teacher.
JUNG’S ZEN
In the decades between 1930 and 1960, Suzuki was considered the
leading authority on Zen. It was his Essays on Zen Buddhism (1927) that
first sparked an interest in Europe. Jung was, at this time, familiar with
Suzuki’s works, having been sent copies of Essays in Zen Buddhism: First
Series, and Second Series, as well as his Training of the Zen Buddhist
Monk and Introduction to Zen Buddhism by Suzuki himself.3 Jung’s
study of Zen was complemented by some earlier, more obscure works,
which had received relatively little attention in Europe, such as Nukariya
Kaiten’s The Religion of the Samurai (1919), 4 as well as Shuei Ohazama’s
1 Other contemporary Zen scholars like Nukariya Kaiten (1867-1934) and Yasutani

Hakuun Roshi (1885-1973) portrayed Zen in a similar light to Suzuki. Some scholars
have argued that the secularised style of Buddhism presented by contemporary Japanese
Zen teachers was connected to 19th and 20th century Japanese imperialism. Brian
Victoria, for example, has argued that Zen teachers promoted a secularised version of
Zen as a form of religious warfare. Zen, he writes, became ‘the spiritual vangard of
Japanese militarism’ (Victoria, 1997:27). He quotes, for example, a passage from a book
published by Yasutani Roshi, in which the author writes, ‘Annihilating the treachery
of the US and Britain in establishing the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity sphere is
the only way to save the one billion people of Asia ... we must train and send forth a
great number of capable men who will be able to develop and exhalt the culture of our
imperial land ...’ (1997:61). Yasutani Roshi became well-known through the book The
Three Pillars of Zen (1965) by Yasutani’s student, Phillip Kapleau (1912-2004), one of
the first instructional books on Zen meditation published in English.

2According to Zen scholar Robert Scharf, Classical Zen in fact ‘ranks amongst the most
ritualistic forms of Buddhist monasticism’ (Scharf, 1993:1). For more information on
the formation of Suzuki’s idiosyncratic presentation of Zen, see R. Scharf’s The Zen of
Japanese Nationalism (1993) and R. Fields, How the Swans Came to the Lake (1981).

3 Copies of Suzuki’s works can be found in Jung’s personal library.
4 Kaiten was a professor at Harvard, and a close friend of Suzuki. This book was one

of the first books on Zen published in the West. Kaiten’s interpretations of Zen have
been criticized for his tendency to fit Zen into Western concepts and its undertones of
Japanese militaristic nationalism.
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Der Lebendige Buddhismus in Japan (1925), to which Rudolf Otto had
contributed a foreword.5 Yet Jung considered Suzuki’s works ‘among
the best contributions to the knowledge of living Buddhism that recent
decades have produced’, and Zen itself to be ‘the most important fruit
to have sprung from the tree whose roots are the collections of the Pali
Canon’ (Jung 1939: 538).6
Suzuki’s works often describe typical Zen experiences, coating them
in Western psychological terminology.7 Intrigued by the apparent parallels
between Suzuki’s accounts of Zen experiences and his own psychology,
Jung agreed to contribute a foreword to Suzuki’s Introduction to Zen
Buddhism (1939), in which he provided a psychological interpretation
of koan practice.8 The koan was, he supposed, an instrument for the Zen
adept to bypass the rational intellect, creating ‘an almost perfect lack
of conscious presuppositions’ (Jung 1939:549). This laid the ground
for a suspension of consciousness, which in turn gave rise to a psychic
vacuum into which contents of the unconscious could emerge. He wrote,
What the unconscious nature of the pupil presents to the teacher
or to the koan by way of answer is, manifestly, satori. This seems,
at least to me, to be the view which, to judge by the descriptions,
formulates the nature of satori more or less correctly. It is also
supported by the fact that the ‘glimpse into one’s own nature,’
the ‘original man,’ and the depths of one’s being are often a
matter of supreme concern to the Zen master. (Jung 1939: 549).

The idea of suspending consciousness in order to allow contents
to emerge from the unconscious was a technique Jung was familiar with
from his self-experimentations between 1913 and 1932, recorded in the
5 Otto was one of the first Westerners to visit Zen monasteries in Japan and converse
with Zen Masters.
6 In a letter to Suzuki, dated 22 September, 1933, Jung thanks Suzuki for sending him
a copy of his Essays in Zen: Second Series, saying, ‘I am a very great admirer of your
former work on Zen’.

7 For instance, in Essays on Zen, he wrote that ‘Zen consciousness … (is) a glimpse
into the unconscious’ (Suzuki 1934:46).
8 A koan refers to short questions or statements made by Zen Masters to test a student’s
progress in Zen. The aim of the koan is to lead the student to kensho, into insight into
one’s own ‘Buddha-nature’. For Suzuki, satori follows from understanding the koan.
Interestingly, Scharf (1993) claims that in traditional Japanese Zen, koan practice is far
more a traditional ritualistic procedure than a way of achieving satori.
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Black Books.9 Jung referred to his procedure, as Shamdasani notes, in his
dream book on April 17, 1917, as ‘frequent exercises in the emptying of
consciousness’ (Shamdasani 2020:24). Still earlier, Jung had practised
a similar suspension of the intellect on his patients during his word
association experiments with Riklin in 1904. Here, the experimenters
used hypnosis, suggestion and distraction as ways of circumventing the
conscious attention of their subjects, thereby inducing responses indicative
of unconscious associations.10 Jung understood koan practice as having a
similar intention, namely the induction of an increased flow of libidinal
energy into the unconscious.11 He claimed that such constriction of
conscious contents would necessarily entail on overflow of psychic energy
into the unconscious. ‘In Zen’, he adds, ‘this displacement usually results
from the energy being withdrawn from conscious contents and transferred
either to the concept of “emptiness”12 or to the koan’ (Jung 1939:551).
Excess energy eventually results in a “damming up” of unconscious
contents, which consequently break through into consciousness. Jung
noticed a similar process occurred in cases of psychopathology. The
difference between satori and psychopathology, he suggested, was simply
that the former was the intended result of a long period of training,
which allowed meaningful integration of the experience into conscious
life, whereas the latter was an involuntary ‘invasion’ of the unconscious
into consciousness. Two decades later, in 1958, during a conversation
with Zen Master Hisamatsu (1889-1980) which had been arranged by
9 Later, in his 1938-39 ETH lectures, Jung claimed that Mahayana Buddhists had
uncovered the same technique in order to induce visions. Speaking of the effects of
Buddhist meditation, he remarked, ‘... that is the purpose, that emptiness, shunyata, is
created and one finally owns nothing any longer’ (Jung 1938:95).
10

Jung’s comments on the results of his experiments can be found, among other works
from the same period, in his The Association of Normal Subjects (1904).

11

In his analysis of the Association Experiments, Jung argued that although energy
can move between consciousness and the unconscious, it can neither be created nor
destroyed. Excess energy on one side will result in a compensatory reduction on the
other, and vice versa. This idea is embellished in Jung’s On the Energetics of the Soul,
in which he contrasts the energic and mechanistic (causal) models of reality. He states
what he calls (following Busse), the ‘principle of equivalence’, which states that ‘for a
given quantity of energy expended or consumed in bringing about a certain condition,
an equal quantity of the same or another form of energy will appear elsewhere’ (Jung,
1928:18).

12

In Buddhist soteriology, emptiness (sunyata) refers to the ultimate nature of all
phenomena. Jung understood sunyata as a sort of primordial state of being, comparable
to the idea of Chaos in alchemy (Jung 1939: 71).
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Suzuki,13 Jung repeated this conviction. ‘The goal in psychotherapy’,
he remarked, ‘is exactly the same as in Buddhism’ (Jung 1958:112).
Jung’s interest in Buddhism during this period was not limited to
Zen. Although he considered Zen ‘the most important fruit’ of the Pali
Canon, Jung published and lectured far more extensively on texts from
other Buddhist traditions.14 His most extensive treatment of Buddhist texts
were his 1938-39 ETH Lecture series, which focused particularly on two
texts, the first, called the Amitâyur-Dhyâna-Sûtra, taken from the Pure
Land tradition,15 and the second, namely the Shrî-chakra-sambhâra Tantra,
from the Tantric tradition.16 Jung’s foreword to Suzuki’s Introduction to
Zen, however, remained his only extensive publication on Zen Buddhism.17
Yet Jung’s significance to twentieth-century interpretations of Zen is far
greater than the relative scarcity of his own writing on the topic suggests,
greater, indeed, than Jung himself imagined. The ‘Zen’ that became
popular in the 1950s and 60s in the United States and Europe was, as we
shall see shortly, a synthesis of Suzuki’s Zen and Jung’s psychology of
religion. Two figures in particular were responsible for its construction,
namely Frederic Spiegelberg, and Alan W. Watts, both of whose work
relied, in equal measure, on their understanding of Jung and Suzuki.

13

Suzuki’s involvement in the organisation of this meeting can be established from
a correspondence between Suzuki and Jung, particularly a letter sent by Suzuki to
Jung, dated 12 March 1958, in which Suzuki asks Jung to ‘spare a moment for his
(Hisamatsu’s) interview … sometime between May 1 -25’ (Suzuki letter to Jung, C.G.
Jung Papers Collection, ETH Zurich University Archives, HS 1056:25884).
14

See, for example, his foreword to the Tibetan Book of the Dead (1935) and his
commentary on The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation (1955). Jung also published a
foreword to Karl Eugen Neumann’s Die Reden Gotamo Buddhos (1956), a collection of
speeches of the Buddha.

15

The Pure Land tradition, which first became popular in China in the 4th CE, is
charactersied by the belief in a ‘Pure Land’ (Sukhavati) in which rebirth is desirable,
and in which conditions are particularly favourable for practice of the Dharma.
16

Tantric Buddhism refers to a broad class of texts derived from the general framework
of Mahayana Buddhism, particularly as set out by Nagarjuna’s Madhyamaka (‘Middle
Way’) and the ‘idealist’ school of Yogacara. Buddhist scholar Rupert Gethin defines
Tantra as ‘the final development of Indian Buddhism ... giving special emphasis to the
idea of the equivalence of nirvana and samsara’ (Gethin 1998: 268). For Jung’s lectures
on these texts, see Jung’s Psychology of Yoga and Meditation: Lectures Delivered at
ETH Zurich, Volume 6.
17

Jung makes cursory, yet revealing, references to Zen in various places in his oeuvre;
see for example, CW 1938:1290, 1957:68, 1947:225.
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FREDERIC SPIEGELBERG
Frederic Spiegelberg was a German theologian and a professor of
comparative religion at the University of Dresden, where he took over
Protestant theologian Paul Tillich’s teaching position in 1933. Four
years later, Tillich helped Spiegelberg escape Hitler’s Germany and flee
to the United States. There Spiegelberg taught at Columbia University,
before joining Stanford as a lecturer in 1941, where he became professor
of Indian civilisation in the Department of Asiatic and Slavic Studies,
before retiring in 1962. Spiegelberg was an unconventional lecturer
whose research interests ranged from Tantra and Tibetan Ghost Traps
to western alchemy. He was also an accomplished scholar of several
ancient languages including Sanskrit, Pali, Greek and Latin. His lectures
at Stanford were often oversubscribed and his magnum opus, entitled
The Religion of no Religion (1957) became famous in the American
counterculture in the 1950s and 60s, though today it is relatively forgotten.
Spiegelberg and Jung had a long-standing friendship. They first met
at a conference in Dresden in 1928, after which Spiegelberg was invited to
the Jung Institute, Zurich in 1931. They frequently met at Jung’s house in
Küsnacht or at the yearly Eranos conferences in Ascona.18 Spiegelberg was
later invited to the 1932 Kundalini Seminar Series given by Jung together
with the Indologist Jakob Hauer (1881-1962) at the Psychological Club
in Zurich.19 Throughout his career, Spiegelberg frequently gave university
lectures on Jungian psychology.20 In 1947, for example, Spiegelberg
gave a lecture on ‘C. G. Jung’s recent contributions to the psychology
of religion’, in which he reported on Jung’s then untranslated German
works from 1940-1946.21 Later, in 1957, Spiegelberg gave a lecture on
18

The Eranos conferences, starting in 1933, was among the first conferences in Europe
to bring together internationally renowned scholars on Eastern religion. The aim of the
conferences was to provide a ‘meeting-place between East and West’ (Hakl 2013:25).

As Shamdasani notes, Jung was initially unsure whether to invite Spiegelberg,
remarking in a letter to Hauer in May 1932 that ‘other information I have about Dr.
Spiegelberg does not sound enthusiastic, hence I would like to ask you if you are keen
on this Spiegelberg, who seems to be an intellectual Jew. I have to admit that I am a bit
in two minds and that I am fearing for the quality of the atmosphere. However, I want
to leave the decision entirely to you since you seem to know Spiegelberg’ (Shamdasani
1996:37). Spiegelberg did, however, eventually attend the seminar series, along with his
wife. At the time of Jung’s letter, the two had only met twice. Jung’s relationship with
Spiegelberg improved over the following years.
19

In a letter to Jung, dated 13 January 1947, for example, Spiegelberg writes to
Jung discussing some of the content of his lecture topics (Spiegelberg letter to Jung,
C.G. Jung Papers Collection, ETH Zurich University Archives, Hs 1056:14016, 1).
20

21
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Jung’s recently published Present and Future.22 He also gave addresses at
various Analytical Psychology Clubs, including a series of six lectures at
the New York Analytical Psychology Club in 1938. Moreover, according
to his student James Plaugher, he often invoked Jung’s authority during
his lectures on Buddhism and eastern philosophies.23 Records of his
correspondence reveals that Spiegelberg would often ask Jung for
suggestions on lecture themes as well as for psychological interpretations
of Buddhist iconography from his, Spiegelberg’s, vast private collection.24
Jung, on the other hand, would often acknowledge Spiegelberg’s efforts in
popularizing his work in America. Referring, for example, to his lecture on
Present and Future (1957), Jung wrote, ‘I can imagine that the American
audience finds some difficult chunks in my essay. Therefore, I am indebted
to you for addressing edifying words to the audience’ (1957:1). Spiegelberg
also followed Jung’s interest in western alchemy, aiding Jung’s research
by sending him examples of Tibetan mandalas and ghost traps from his
private collections. In 1945, now a lecturer at Stanford, Spiegelberg
published a work on alchemy, entitled Alchemy as a Way of Salvation
(1945), which draws extensively on Jung’s work. This close association
with Jung’s thought would prove vital to Spiegelberg’s later ideas on Zen.
ALAN WATTS
The second significant figure in the construction of a ‘new Zen’,
so to speak, was Alan W. Watts, one of the first interpreters, along with
Suzuki, of Zen in the West. Watts began reading Suzuki during his final
years at school, where he was considered among the brightest pupils of his
day. Despite his reputation, Watts left school a term early, seeing no reason
to enrol at university. At seventeen, he was already writings articles for
the Buddhist Lodge in London, founded by Christmas Humphreys,25 and
Archives, Hs 1056:14016, 1.
22

Spiegleberg letter to Jung, C.G. Jung Papers Collection, ETH Zurich University
Archives, Hs 1056:24345, 1.
23

David Ulansey, The American Academy of Asian Studies. Published in CIIS
Archives, 1994.
24

In 1951, for example, Spiegelberg held a series of public lectures at the American
Academy of Asian Studies entitled ‘Tibetan Ghost Traps’, in which he presented the
psychological interpretations that he had discussed with Jung in their correspondence.
Spiegelberg sent Jung a Tibetan Buddhist mandala for interpretation which his
‘Tibetological friends seem unable to explain’ (Spiegelberg 1947:1).
25

Humphreys was a member of the Theosophical Society. Despite his admiration for
Humphreys, Watts was unimpressed by Humphreys’s Theosophical inclinations.
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soon became the editor of their monthly magazine, Buddhism in England.
He had already published a booklet on Zen, largely derivative from
Suzuki’s work. He attended, in his words, his own ‘private university’ at
the Buddhist Lodge, where he read ‘all the literature which was “oddball”
and screened out of the curriculum’, (Watts 1972:100), including Jung.
Watts studied Jung’s works intensely and continued to do
so throughout his career. Between 1936 and 1961, Watts’s general
psychological and comparative approach to the study of religion derived
from his reading of Jung. In his autobiography, he wrote,
Anyone who has read my books from The Legacy of Asia [1937]
to Psychotherapy East and West [1961] will see what a vast
influence Jung has had on my work, and how my enthusiasm
for Oriental wisdom has been disciplined by his celebrated
commentary on Richard Wilhelm’s translation of The Secret
of the Golden Flower. Over those years I read everything Jung
wrote as soon as it was translated, including many of the privately
circulated volumes of the transcriptions of his seminars, in which
he could speak freely without fear for his scientific reputation
as a physician, and thus go deeply into such disreputable
subjects as astrology, alchemy, and kundalini yoga. (1972:313).

In one of his early works, The Legacy of Asia and Western Man
(1936), written when he was only twenty-one and which he later called ‘a
somewhat immature book’, Watts attempted to relate Eastern thought and
mysticism to Jung’s psychology. The book ‘owed its inspiration’, Watts
wrote, to Jung’s commentary to The Secret of the Golden Flower. For
Watts, it was Jung who had opened up a way of understanding the East ‘that
did not involve breaking away from our roots … by approaching Eastern
wisdom neither as outworn superstition, nor as metaphysics, nor as a body
of esoteric and inaccessible mysteries, but as psychology’ (1936:xiv).
Watts was particularly attracted by two aspects of Jung’s thought. First,
Jung had, in Watts’s view, reformulated the practice of psychotherapy
by shifting its focus from the cure of pathology towards higher spiritual
development. Second, Jung was the first psychologist to consider the
study of religion, particularly Eastern religion, of critical importance to
the study of psychology.
In 1939, Spiegelberg suggested that Watts give a lecture at the New
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York Jungian Analytical Psychology Club. The same year the Club invited
Watts to present his lecture, entitled The Psychology of Acceptance,
which was subsequently published in mimeograph. A year later, Watts
expanded his lecture into a book entitled, The Meaning of Happiness:
The Quest for Freedom of the Spirit in Modern Psychology and in the
Wisdom of the East. By this time, Watts had established a regular
correspondence with Suzuki, who had given him a number of insights
into new ways he had of presenting Zen to the West (Watts 2017:51).
Watts used Jung’s concept of individuation as the guiding principle of his
lectures, and, in front of an audience of Jungian analysts, advocated the
necessity of a rapprochement between eastern philosophy and western
psychology. Echoing Spiegelberg, Watts claimed that whereas in the
west psychology was a new science, in the east it was very ancient:
We must learn, however, to concentrate on the psychology of
Oriental religion as distinct from its metaphysics. In fact, it is very
doubtful whether its metaphysics was ever intended to be taken
as metaphysics. For Oriental philosophy is emphatically not
philosophy in the Western sense of the word, having scarcely any
relation to the intellectual search for objective, metaphysical truth
which we find in Descartes, Berkeley, Hegel, and other Western
metaphysicians. Thus the Oriental doctrine of the union of man
and Brahman is the symbol of a psychological experience rather
than a statement of objective fact, and it is almost impossible to
study Oriental religion with profit unless one is always careful to
inquire into the experience behind the doctrine. (Watts 1940:82).

The theme of his book, he argued, was the realisation of happiness
in the Aristotelian and Thomistic sense of man’s true end or destiny, in
which happiness means union with the divine, or the Dao or nirvana.
Watts addressed the question concerning what western and eastern
psychology, taken together, could tell us about the nature of human
happiness. ‘As we have seen’, he wrote, ‘Oriental wisdom is psychology
rather than philosophy and theology, and the schools of Freud and Jung
are the only practical forms of western psychology which have any
relation to it… their method is empirical and its aim is to heal and give
happiness of the deepest and most abiding kind. This too may be said
of Oriental psychology, for the experience or state of mind at which it
aims is a conscious harmony with life and nature’ (1940:xvii). The
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psychology of the east, he continued, like psychoanalysis, aimed at mental
balance through becoming conscious of the limitations of the ego and
understanding its relation to the unconscious. ‘This is strikingly similar’,
he concluded, ‘to many Oriental teachings if we can substitute for the
term “unconscious” such terms as Dao, Brahman and the like, which
mean the (to us) unknown self of both man and life, or nature’ (1940:xv).
Over the course of his career, Watts remained actively involved in
Jungian circles. He gave regular lectures at various Analytical Psychological
Clubs and maintained close friendships with some of Jung’s principal
students, including Helton Godwin Baynes, Charles Taylor, Michael
Fordham and Joseph Henderson, and other leading students of Jung
(Watts 1972:313). In 1958, after giving a lecture at the Zurich Analytical
Psychology Club, he was invited to Küsnacht, where he and Jung spent
several hours by the lake talking about various subjects, ranging from
the state of contemporary psychology, the mating rituals of ducks, to the
similarity between Jung’s personal experiences and mystical experiences
reported in Buddhist texts. Jung was aware of Watts’s work and a copy
of The Legacy of Asia can be found in his private library. Several months
before Jung’s trip to India in December 1937, Watts had written to Jung,
asking him to contribute a foreword to it. Jung was in complimentary
terms about his work but said that he did not have time at that moment to
do it justice:
I like (the book) because it is very intelligently written and it
is different from the usual kind of literature on this subject,
in so far as you are not blind to the fact that our western
civilisation has an inescapable history… Under ordinary
circumstances I probably would have written a preface to
your book but under the actual circumstances it would be an
unforgivable light-heartedness to promise you something I
most certainly could not live up to…. But I think your book
will make its way without my preface to it. (Jung 1937:1).

Two years later, Watts would ask Jung for permission to
use a series of privately circulated seminar notes held by some of
his friends at the New York Analytical Psychology Club. Jung’s
reply was affirmative, and again he praised The Legacy of Asia:
I have been very interested in your book. I think it is a
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most excellent attempt at assimilating Eastern values…
You succeeded to avoid the usual theosophic pitfalls, which
is a rare quality in such attempts as yours. (Jung 1939:1).

THE RELIGION OF NO RELIGION
It was, then, Jung who opened the door, for both Spiegelberg
and Watts, the the new psychological understanding of religion that
determined their later portrayal of Zen Buddhism. Watts and Spiegelberg
met in 1936, at the home of Eric Graham Howe,26 a psychoanalyst
and member of the London Tavistock Clinic. Two years later, Watts
published a short essay by Spiegelberg in Buddhism in England entitled
The Religion of no Religion. A decade later, Spiegelberg, again with
Watts’s help, published two books by the same name in 1948 and 1952
which expanded the ideas he had made in his earlier 1938 essay. The
Religion of no Religion was Spiegelberg’s magnum opus, becoming
infamous in the countercultural scene in North America. For Watts, it
became a central concept in his own oeuvre from 1936 onwards. It was
of particular importance, as we shall see, to their interpretation of Zen.
The Religion of no Religion was neither a religious movement, nor
secularism, not even atheism. It was Spiegelberg’s implicit theory of the
religious imagination, a kind of unconscious operating system, which
different figures and communities had expressed over the course of history.
He argued that the forms, symbols and rituals of religion were expressions of
the original visionary experiences of their founders. Insofar as a symbol can
be called ‘religious’, he claimed, it must necessarily point to the unity of man
and cosmos. With the passing of time, however, symbols become ‘outworn’
and inevitably fail to adequately convey the perennial experience to which
they point. Consequently, they become psychologically inefficacious
and are overthrown, giving rise to ‘new names and forms for God’. The
Religion of no Religion was Spiegelberg’s attempt to postulate a theory
26

Howe joined the Tavistock Clinic in 1928 and was the author of Motives and
Mechanisms of the Mind (1930), War Dance: A Study of the Psychology of War
(1939) and Cure or Heal (1965), to which his lifelong friend, R. D. Laing wrote a
foreword. Howe was a mutual friend of Watts and Spiegelberg and would often hold
informal seminars at his home in London. His particular interest lay in synthesising
eastern spiritual philosophies, Buddhism in particular, with western psychotherapeutic
practices. It is interesting to note that, though he is largely forgotten, many concepts
he pioneered, including the concept of ‘radical acceptance’ are today mainstream
therapeutic techniques. For more information on Howe, see Ian Charles Edwards’ Truth
as Relationship: The Psychology of E. Graham Howe (2006).
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of the cyclical birth and decay of religious symbolic forms. As he put it:
Whenever a generation of mankind has sought for symbols or
names of that great power which lies behind all striving, and has
succeeded in formulating its idea of God, the next generations
will certainly repeat those names again and again, until they are
quite worn out, like old coins which are passed from one hand to
another—without much reflection—until at last nobody can read
the text written on them. They are often still current centuries later,
but they have no real meaning, and there will come a day when
people will become aware of their meaninglessness and abolish
them. Such people would rather live without any names and ideas
of God than have outworn and false names. (Spiegelberg 1948:21).

The regeneration of religious forms and symbols, Spiegelberg
argued, always begins with the recognition of the relative meaninglessness
of old ‘names and ideas of God’ (1948:21). Spiegelberg experienced
this meaninglessness first-hand in 1917, when, still a theology student,
he took a walk in some wheat fields after reading some verses of Rilke.
Suddenly, his ‘usual, everyday consciousness vanished’, and instead he
felt ‘something deep, something holy … his higher Self … (he) feels in
the so-called world nothing but holiness’. While enjoying this transformed
reality, he suddenly approached around the corner of the road. A church.
The sight of the church gave him a shock. ‘What on earth is a church
doing in his glorified world?’ he wondered, ‘what can be behind these
stone walls, what means this coloured light behind the windows, and
what these strange sounds of music … All the world around has been
holy, has been God’s eternal nature, His face and His expression … if
there is really anything else, anything peculiar behind those walls,
it could only be a matter outside God, in contrast with, or even in
opposition to, this eternal bliss of the all-penetrating holiness’ (1948:18).
Such an experience, Spiegelberg argued, always points to the start of a
new cycle of religious forms. The experience of the relative meaninglessness
of religious symbols, in fact, revivifies the religious imagination. It creates
accumulation of energy in the unconscious, activating images lying
dormant in the collective unconscious. A new God-image thus emerges
from the unconscious concentrations of libido, which speaks in a language
appropriate to its time. Indeed, a symbol can only be called religious,
according to Spiegelberg, ‘insofar as this Unconscious world is reflected
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and considered in conscious thought’ (1948:33). The ensuing symbol,
speaking a language more appropriate to its time, therefore establishes the
religious life ‘on a much deeper plane’ (1948:33). Eventually, however, this
symbol will also inevitably become outworn, and the cycle will repeat itself.
JUNG AND THE RELIGION OF NO RELIGION
Spiegelberg’s theory of the decay of religious symbols and their
rebirth from the unconscious was based on his reading of Jung. In
Psychological Types (1921), Jung had discussed the ‘relativity of God’,
which he defined as the ‘reciprocal and essential relation between man
and God, whereby man can be understood as a function of God, and
God as a psychological function of man’ (1921:243). For Jung, religious
symbols and dogmas could be traced to original psychic experiences,
which could only be represented imperfectly in propositions of faith.
Such original experiences were, in turn, only conditioned expressions of
a universal, archetypal psychic state. Jung’s notions on the psychological
process of symbol-formation therefore parallel those in Spiegelberg’s
Religion of no Religion. This is evident, for example, in the following
passage in Psychological Types:
The God-image is the symbolic expression of a particular
psychic state, or function, which is characterised by its absolute
ascendency over the will of the subject…An accumulation of
energy in the unconscious… activates images lying dormant in
the collective unconscious, among them the God-image, that
engram or imprint which from the beginning of time has been
the collective expression of the most overwhelmingly powerful
influences exerted on the conscious mind by unconscious
concentrations of libido. (Jung 1921:243).

The cyclical process of the religious imagination espoused in The
Religion of no Religion is also indebted to Jung. The notion we encounter
in Spiegelberg’s work, namely that, over time, religious symbols no
longer adequately express the original experience to which they point,
are overthrown and reborn, was pre-empted by Jung. According to
Jung, symbols lose their ‘rightness’ when the unconscious produces
shades of meaning ‘which are no longer adequately expressed by, or
are at variance with, the traditional symbol’ (Jung 1944:127). As soon
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as this happens, God ceases to be the overwhelming psychic factor
and ‘dwindles into a mere name’ (Jung 1938:81). For this reason, Jung
wrote, the Gods of antiquity lost their effect on the human soul. They
had ‘served their time and a new mystery began’ (Jung 1938:81). Modern
emphasis on science and rationality, he thought, would necessarily entail
a turning point in religious understanding. In his 1928 publication, On
Psychic Energy, Jung emphasised the necessity, for some individals,
of breaking free from attachment to outworn symbolic forms:
We moderns are faced with the necessity of rediscovering the
life of the spirit; we must experience it anew for ourselves. For
a long time and for the great majority of mankind the symbol of
a collective religion will suffice. It is perhaps only temporarily
and for relatively few individuals that the existing collective
religions have become inadequate. Wherever the cultural
process is moving forward, whether in single individuals or in
groups, we find a shaking off of collective beliefs. (1928:59).

Jung’s ideas on symbol-formation can, in turn, be traced back to
his self-experimentations, beginning in 1913. His later publications,
quoted above, conceptualised notions he had first intuited in his visions,
expressing them in scientific terminology. In a vision of 1913, for example,
Jung intuited the truth of two principles that became vital notions for
Spiegelberg. He perceived the underlying, common ground of all religions.
In the same vision, he noted how new religious forms always derive their
efficacy by responding to meanings ignored by previous religious forms.
Jung recorded his intuition as follows, ‘it is a worldly error to believe that
religions differ in their inmost essence. Strictly speaking, it’s always one
and the same religion. Every subsequent form of religion is the meaning
of the antecedent’ (Jung 1914:112). In another vision, on the 28th of April
1917, the image of a skeleton of a prehistoric elephant weighs heavily
on Jung’s mind. Soon after, a serpent appears, claiming to have been a
companion of Atmaviktu27 for many thousands of years. Jung’s soul asks
the serpent for an interpretation of the skeleton, to which it responds,
27

The figure of Atmavictu seems to emerge in Jung’s fantasies in 1917, a similar
time to when his notion of the Self first emerged. Indeed, the name perhaps refers to
the notion of atman (the self) in Indian philosophy, which Jung had been studying
contemporaneously through Max Muller’s translations of the Sacred Books of the East
(1883-87). Atmavictu is depicted in Images 117, 119 and 123 in the calligraphic version
of Liber Novus. In 1920, Jung carved two images of Atmavictu out of thin branches
which he later reproduced in stone (see The Art of C.G. Jung:148-150).
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The history of men and Gods, necessary errors that once lived
and still obscure the view. An old hoe, useful for cultivation, not a
plough that quickly turns to soil ... what is past is always an
obstacle for what is to come. It must be completely cleared away.
What time could not destroy must be artificially destroyed. For
this you need the means that mankind has always needed to
arrive at the future from the past: namely severing, seperating
the old, destruction of the bones. It is truly an injury of the old,
but the new live only through completely wearing out the old.
Only with unnatural means can man get out of what was natural
of old and hence arrive at a new naturalness. (Jung 1917:294).

Another central vision in the Black Books that demonstrates Jung’s
conceptual affinity with Spiegelberg’s Religion of no Religion concerns
the regeneration and rebirth of Izdubar, Jung’s inner God. Indeed, Jung’s
fantasy can be read as a symbolic representation of Spiegelberg’s religion
of no religion. The vision proceeds as follows: Izdubar, poisoned by
scientific knowledge, becomes sick. At first, Jung’s ‘I’ is unable to help
the sick God. He soon realises, however, that since Izdubar is ‘not real
but a fantasy’, he can carry him on his back to seek help. At this moment,
Jung realises that the revitalisation of the religious impulse will require
a strictly psychological interpretation of religious imagery. The Gods,
he would later argue, must be understood as psychic factors, that is, ‘as
archetypes of the collective unconscious’ (Jung 1944:17). Spiegelberg
conceptualised this process as a ‘psychological inversion’, through which
God, previously seen as an outward reality, ‘becomes now an inner
reality to the mind’ (Spiegelberg 1948:22). Such introversion of libido
would inevitably result in new names and forms for God, represented
in Jung’s visions by Izdubar’s regeneration from an egg (1913:120).28
Although the majority of Jung’s recorded visions predate his
28

The image of the egg is a central feature in the Images which symbolically represent
the regeneration of Izdubar (see particularly images 50, 51, 55 and 56 in the calligraphic
version of Liber Novus). In The Incantations, which refer to these images, Jung wrote
‘We asked earth. We asked Heaven. We asked the sea. We asked the wind. We asked
the fire. We looked for you with all the peoples. We looked for you with all the kings.
We looked for you with all the wise. We looked for you in our own heads and hearts.
And we found you in the egg’ (Jung 2013: 303). In The Psychology of the Unconscious
(1912), Jung discussed the Hindu God Prajapati, often symbolised as emanating from
an egg. He noted that this association symbolised ‘the way of introversion’, through
which Prajapati ‘changed into something new, the multiplicity of the world’ (1912:415).
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interest in Zen, it is nonetheless true that Buddhism plays a significant role
throughout the Black Books. The earliest appearance of the Buddha is in a
vision of 1913, in which the Buddha appears seated in a circle of fire, after
the images of Mary holding Christ and St Peter holding a pair of keys. In a
vision of 1918, the Buddha is represented as the brother of ‘Ka’, Philemon’s
shadow.29 There are also subtle references throughout the Black Books to the
Buddhist scripture. In a vision of 1923, for example, the God ‘He’ appears
before Jung’s I, asking for guidance. ‘What do you call wisdom’, he asks.
Jung replies ‘I call wisdom right action coming from right thought’, a
clear reference to the noble eightfold path, a cornerstone of the Buddhist
Tripitaka. (Jung 1923:229).30 It is clear from Jung’s commentary to his
visions that the Buddha was a particularly significant as a symbol of the
Self. Indeed, although both Christ and Buddha were symbols of mankind’s
redemption, when compared to Christ, Buddha represented a more
complete individuation—‘an even higher spiritual power’ (Jung 2013:562).
Although The Black Books can be construed as a personal account
of Jung’s own individuation, Jung nonetheless intimated that his visions
were merely a particular occurrence of an ancient, archetypal process.
In his commentary to the vision of Izdubar, Jung wrote, ‘One used
to believe that one could murder a God. But the God was saved, he
forged a new axe in the fire, and plunged again into the flood of light
of the East to resume his ancient cycle’ (Jung 2009:296). Through Jung,
therefore, Spiegelberg found an attitude towards religion and mythology
that, he felt, offered a psychological framework upon which to ground
his comparative method. Moreover, Jung’s approach went beyond
typical reductive psychoanalytic explanations of religion, offering a
fresh psychological outlook that transcended the purely linguistical
and historical concerns of his contemporary Orientalists. In The
Religion of no Religion, Spiegelberg noted the significance of Jung’s
psychology on the formation of his comparative approach to religion:
29

Ka first appears in the Black Books in a vision on the 22nd October 1917 in Volume
7 of the Black Books. Jung explains that he was a relativisation of Philemon. In
Memories, he described Ka as representing ‘a kind of earth demon or metal demon’
(Jung 1961: 209).
30

The Tripitaka (literally ‘Three Baskets’) is a traditional term for the collection
of classical Buddhist scriptures. The Buddha set out his teaching of the Noble
Eightfold Path which was recorded in various texts in the canon. For example, in
the Sariputta Sutta, Buddha declares: ‘This noble eightfold path—right view, right
resolve, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right
concentration—is the stream’ (Thanissaro Bhikku 2017: 692). Jung owned a copy of
T.W. Rhys Davids’ translation of the Buddha’s sermons in Müller’s Sacred Books of the
East, volume 17.
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The affiliation with Jung and many of his fine followers has backed
up my theological studies in a way I suppose that at the time made
them unique, because theology was the property of the Church,
where I did not belong. Indology was the property of Sanskrit
departments of Indo-European linguistics, in which I was very
little interested. But the psychological backing from the Jung side
brought these other approaches to life. (Spiegelberg 1938:13).

In addition to his personal acquaintance with Jung and his reading
of his works, Spiegelberg’s Religion of no Religion was indebted to other
scholars who accepted and promoted Jung’s psychological approach
to the study of the history of religion. His participation as an audience
member at the Eranos conferences in Ascona is particularly relevant in this
regard.31 Here, Jung’s psychology of the religion was adopted by scholars
such as Heinrich Zimmer, Jakob Hauer and Gustav Heyer as their primary
interpretative framework in debating the origins of religious symbolism.
It is not incidental that Spiegelberg’s Religion of no Religion was first
published the year after his final participation at Eranos. Spiegelberg’s
Religion of no Religion, therefore, was based on notions regarding the
religious imgination popular at Eranos in the 1930s, which, in turn, were
predicated on Jung’s psychology. 32 In the 1934 Eranos conference, for
example, Hauer put forward a theory of the religious imagination that
paralleled Spiegelberg’s:
The way symbols are born also gives us a pointer to what
their meaning is … . Their pictorial material mostly comes
from intuition, in that a deep inner movement links us with
31

The Eranos conferences were yearly conferences, beginning in 1933, which took
place in Ascona, Switerland. Their goal was to provide what the historian Hans
Hakl calls ‘a meeting place between East and West’ (Hakl 2003: 12). Jung was
actively involved int he organisation of the conferneces. More information on Jung’s
involvement at Eranos can be found in Hans Hakl’s Eranos (2003) and Riccardo
Bernardini’s Jung a Eranos (2011).

32

Although Jung took care to ensure that his psychology wouldn’t overtake the
intellectual climate at Eranos, it is undoubtedly true that almost all scholars who
attended the conferences were either sympathetic to Jung’s psychology, or explicitly
based their own thought on their reading of Jung. Mircea Eliade, for example, called
Jung the ‘spiritus rector’ of Eranos, (1989:xiii) while Joseph Campbell wrote that
Jung’s psychology offered Eranos scholars ‘a new language’ with which to express the
concepts of Eastern religion and mythology (1960:1).
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an apparition which essentially vibrates and expresses what
we experience in the depths of our soul. In this way this inner
movement and the symbol are linked; this experience sinks
into the unconscious and rises again, transformed by a secret
alchemy. This is what I call the birth of the symbol … The birth
takes place when our soul is gripped by a life movement related
to the one that once pulled the symbol we are looking at into
the depths of our soul and interweaves it there with our whole
unfounded being, so that it can now flow into us as a newly
given picture … A secret connecting thread runs through all
these symbols and following it we grasp the overall harmonics
of experience and knowledge of the self. (Hauer 1934:61).

The psychologist G. R. Heyer, who studied under Jung in the mid
1920s and lectured at Eranos in the same year, echoed Hauer’s interpretation.
Heyer had an interest in Yoga, and his book Der Organismus der Seele
(1932), an introduction to yoga from the point of view of depth psychology,
was widely read during the first half of the twentieth century. In his 1934
Eranos lecture, he remarked that the evolution of religious symbolism
follows an archetypal process. ‘Through the power of customs, forms and
guides’, he observed, ‘the institutions, the canon, were created from the
voices of many religious people … Again and again, when these forms
are frozen, the institutions have lost their strength, the drink at the spring
(i.e. the unconscious) has to renew the magic’ (Heyer 1934:21). Similarly,
in the 1933 Eranos conference, Heinrich Zimmer argued that ‘the great
symbols of other times and places … are a picture-writing that summons
us to capture a reality that has always been present, in ourselves as in the
men of the past, and to live by it in new images and concepts, if the picture
writing of our own tradition has either become meaningless to us, or as a
metaphoric as that of other vanishing historical eras’ (Zimmer 1933:28).
ZEN: THE PROTOTYPE OF THE RELIGION OF NO RELIGION
Suzuki’s writings convinced Spiegelberg that Zen Buddhism held
a unique place among the history of religions. Most world religions, he
claimed, unconscious of their own relativity, confused their symbols with
the underlying, universally accessible, mystical experience to which they
had originally referred. Zen Buddhists, on the other hand, having long ago
perceived the unconscious as the origin of all religious forms and symbols,
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had understood, and therefore transcended, the psychological need for
particular symbols and religious forms. Consequently, unlike other religions,
Zen refused to interpret its own religious ideas and actions as ultimate truths.
It was a religion, in other words, that claimed not to be a religion, since it
had uncovered, in Spiegelberg’s words, ‘the basic principle of this need [for
religion] and laughs at all the attempts of mankind to formulate the highest
truth in terms of our language or even in thoughts and ideas’ (Spiegelberg
1948:25). This explained the humorous iconoclasm often exemplified
in Zen poetry and art, such as in Liang Kai’s (1140-1210) painting of
a Zen monk tearing Buddhist scriptures, or in the following Zen story:
A monk asked, “What is the Buddha?”
Reikwan of Useki-san put his tongue out and showed it to him.
The monk made his bow.
The master said, “Stop that; what did you see to make you
bow?”
The monk replied, “It is all due to your kind-heartedness that
you showed me the Buddha by means of your tongue.”
The master said, “lately I have a sore on the tip of my tongue.”
(Suzuki 1947:18).

Following Suzuki, Spiegelberg interpreted satori, enlightenment, as
free from any particular institutional religious form. It did not involve a
change in the content of religious experience, but only a change in the way
one experienced it. It was presented as an essentially natural, spontaneous
and universally accessible breakthrough into consciousness of the divine,
such as Spiegelberg had himself experienced during his own moment of
mystical insight in 1917. Ordinary everydayness, he argued, when seen
from a certain perspective, was always imbued with mystery. The search
for grand spiritual truths, ideals or states of mind were simply further
obstacles hindering the perception of the inherent mystery of being. Watts,
in his Beyond Theology, exemplified this point, recounting the story of the
Zen master Bokuju, who was asked, ‘“We have to dress and eat every day,
and how do we escape from these chores?” He answered, “We dress; we
eat.” But the inquirer replied, “I don’t get the point.” “If you don’t get it,”
said Bokuju, “put on your clothes and eat your food”’ (Watts 1964:120).
Such statements could easily be mistaken as secularism or positivism.
On the contrary, Spiegelberg and Watts understood Zen to be a highly
spiritual tradition precisely because, through understanding the relativity
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of religious symbols, it transcended typical religious sectarianism and
focused its attention directly towards the deeper transcendental source of all
religious life. Again, they saw this principle reflected in seemingly secular
representations typical of Zen art, particularly the landscape paintings
of artists such as Sesshū and Zen stories of the kind that Spiegelberg
quotes from Suzuki: ‘A Zen Master was asked “What is enlightenment?”
And he answered: “Your everyday thoughts.”’ (Spiegelberg 1948:27).
Such statements, Spiegelberg argued, were evidence that the Zen
Masters had ‘founded an attitude which can only be called the religion of
no religion’ (ibid. Quote taken from Suzuki). He baptised Zen, therefore, as
‘the prototype of the religion of no religion’ (1948:32), a ‘super-religion’,
as he sometimes called it, unique in history, that represented an overcoming
of all religious ideas and actions, not for the sake of mere iconoclasm, but
rather, as he argued, ‘for the purpose of establishing the religious life on
a much deeper plane that is today called the Unconscious’ (1948:63). He
recognised that similar attempts had been made in the West by figures
such as Meister Eckhart and Ralph Waldo Emerson, both of whom sought
to overcome conventional religious forms, names and ceremonies, while
retaining the essence of religiosity. Yet they failed, in his view, to establish
a ‘religion of no religion’, as Zen had done, since they merely replaced
old names and forms for God with new ones of their own devising. Zen,
on the other hand, ‘took the final step by overcoming forms as such,
which are all hinderances on the way to a realization of Truth’ (1948:25).
In 1972, Watts summarised this unique interpretation of Zen as follows,
Zen Buddhism fascinates Westerners because its way of teaching
is quite unlike that of any other religion, if religion it is. It has
no dogma, requires no particular belief, and neither deals in
abstractions nor harps on morality. Then what, of religion or
philosophy, is left? All and nothing, for Zen deals with reality—
the universe—as it is, and not as it is thought about and described.
The heart of Zen is not an idea but an experience, and when that
experience happens (and “happens” is just the right word) you
are set free from ideas altogether. Certainly, you can still use
them, but you no longer take them seriously. (Watts 1972:339).
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Liang K’ai—The Sixth Patriarch Tearing Buddhist Sutras
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ZEN IN THE AMERICAN COUNTERCULTURE
Zen, as represented by Suzuki, Spiegelberg and Watts, became the
most popular form of Buddhism in the United States and Europe in the
1960s and 70s. Poets and writers of the American counterculture, such as
Gary Snyder, Allen Ginsberg, Phil Whalen and Jack Kerouac, cultivated
interest in Zen in the popular imagination.33 At the same time, Zen
inspired the formation of the approaches of contemporary psychoanalysts
such as Karen Horney, Wilfred Bion, Fritz Perls and Eric Fromm, to
name just a few.34
The seeds of this fascination with Zen can be traced to 1951, when
Spiegelberg, returning from his travels in India, was recruited as Director of
Studies at the newly founded American Academy of Asian Studies, a private
educational institution in California. Spiegelberg recruited Watts, who had
just left his ministerial position as an Anglican priest,35 as the principal
lecturer and Dean of the Academy. For Watts, Spiegelberg’s invitation was
a turning point in his career, the moment he reached, in his own words,
‘the place where my interior compass was aimed’ (Watts 1972:110).
The Academy’s aim was primarily to specialise in the scholarly study of
Asian languages, religions and cultures, while occasionally offering some
more syncretic courses on comparative religion and psychology. Soon
enough, however, its founders realised that the Academy ‘was at cross
purposes with itself’ (Watts 1972:232). The true interest of its students
lay in understanding the spiritual dimension of Eastern religions, as Watts
noted, ‘on the level of high mysticism’ (Watts 1972:232). Unsurprisingly,
Spiegelberg and Watts promoted Zen, the ‘prototype of the religion of
no religion’, as the height of spiritual attainment, the truest expression
of mystical experience. Indeed, Zen was portrayed not as a religion, but
as a form of psychotherapy. In April 1955, Watts taught a course entitled
‘Depth Philosophy’, in which he proposed the similarities between
Buddhism and Jungian psychotherapy. The invitation brochure read:
33

For the role of the so-called ‘Beat Poets’ in popularising Zen, see Rick Field’s How
the Swans Cam to the Lake (1993).

34

For Horney and Fromm’s involvement with Zen, see Zoltan Morvay’s ‘Horney, Zen
and the Real Self’ (1998). A recently published article by Yichi Zhang, entitled ‘Wilfred
Bion’s Annotations in The Way of Zen’ (2019) in Psychoanalysis and History, details
Bion’s interest in the work of Watts.

35

An autobiographical account of Watts’s years as an Episcopal priest can be found in
his In My Own Way (1972).
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In the cultures of Asia there are various forms of ‘psychotherapy,’
such as Zen Buddhism, which suggest that conflicts and
disorders of the mind arise from confused premises of thinking
rather than repressed emotional experiences. (Watts 1955:1).

Largely due to Spiegelberg’s reputation at Stanford, the Academy
attracted highly intelligent, creative students, all of whom were searching
for alternatives to traditional spiritual models. When his Stanford students
came to him with questions regarding the practical applications of Eastern
texts, Spiegelberg would point them in the direction of the Academy.
‘In retrospect’, Watts remarked, ‘one can see that the Academy of
Asian Studies was a transitional institution emerging from the failure of
universities and churches to satisfy important spiritual needs’ (1972:258).
Among its students were figures who would later become some of the most
famous artists of their generation, including Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Gary Snyder and Michael McClure, all of whom
were attending Watts’s lectures and would later weave Zen themes into
their writing.36 In Synder’s Pine Tree Tops, for example, we hear echoes
of Suzuki’s idea of profound simplicity, and Watts and Spiegelberg’s
association of Zen and artistic representations of the natural world.
In the blue night
frost haze, the sky glows
with the moon
pine tree tops
bend snow-blue, fade
into sky, frost, starlight.
The creak of boots.
Rabbit tracks, deer tracks,
what do we know.
(Snyder 1974)

During the years that the Academy was expanding its reach, two
notable works, namely Watts’s The Way of Zen (1957) and Spiegelberg’s
third edition of The Religion of no Religion (1952) were published. Both
36

The most famous example is Jack Kerouac’s Dharma Bums (1958), which introduces
Watts under the pseudonym ‘Arthur Wayne’. Kerouac was also attracted by the
Zen tradition of haiku poetry. For more on Kerouac’s Zen, see Sarah Haynes, ‘An
Exploration of Jack Kerouac’s Buddhism: Text and Life’ (2005) in Contemporary
Buddhism.
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books became popular among the American counterculture. In 1959, Watts’s
began educational television lectures on Zen in San Francisco, in addition
to his already popular radio shows for the radio station KPFA in Berkeley
and Los Angeles. During this period, Watts’s own teaching style shifted,
moving from previously formal lectures to informal seminars inspired by
his time in Zurich with Jung. In 1958, Watts was invited to the Jung Institute
in Zurich, before travelling to Kusnacht to meet Jung. On his return, he
adopted Jung’s technique of the informal seminar group (Watts 1972:294).
In 1960, two of the Academy’s students, Richard Price and Michael
Murphy, inspired mainly by Watts and Spiegelberg’s distinctive brand of
Zen Buddhism, began working on plans to found a similar institute in
Big Sur, California, dedicated to Buddhist meditation. Like the Academy,
their institute would seek to synthesise the common insight of Eastern
and Western religion and art.37 They spoke to Watts and Spiegelberg, who
took an interest in their project, offered suggestions, and agreed to give
seminars at their institute. In 1962, Watts led the institute’s first seminar.
This marked the foundation of what later became known as the Esalen
Institute, which is today renowned as the birthplace of a host of new
psychological notions, movements and practices that today have become
mainstream.38 What was particular to Esalen’s approach was its attempt to
integrate supposed Zen Buddhist principles into their therapeutic practices.
The historian Jeffrey Kripal has provided a detailed history of the
formation of various psychologies, worldviews, and political movements
at Esalen. A discussion of these topics would deviate from the subject
of this article. Suffice it to say, that Esalen was a crucial juncture in the
history of Buddhism in the West, since it represented the beginning of
the introduction of Buddhism’s confluence with mainstream western
psychological notions. What is not often recognised, however, is that
Esalen was born out of the crucible of Watts and Spiegelberg’s Academy
of Asian Studies and inherited those authors’ notions both about Zen and
37

Another major inspiration for the institute was the yearly Eranos conferences, held in
Ascona, whose aim was to act as the ‘meeting place of East and West’. Murphy himself
claime, ‘Eranos and Esalen belong to the same universe of discourse, one which aims at
the healing of the separation between East and West, religion and science, and body and
soul. This constellation of people, ideas and practices represents a dynamic coalescence
of fundamental possibilities for human transformation and advance’ (Dunbar 2004:31).
Jung played a large part in the organisation at Eranos, and his psychology directed the
intellectual climate there. (Hakl 2003: 13)
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Esalen spawned the New Age Movement, Psychedelic Movement and Human
Potential Movement of the 1970s and 80s. Gestalt Therapy and the Transpersonal
Psychology of figures such as Stanislav Grof also iringated at Esalen. A detailed history
of these movements can be found in Jeffrey Kripal’s Esalen (2007).
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about the psychology of the religious imagination in general.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The writings and lectures of Spiegelberg and Watts formed a vital
juncture in the history of Zen in the West. Their interpretations, which
synthesised D.T. Suzuki’s portrayal of Zen with Jung’s psychology of
the religious imagination, have transformed and coloured the way we
understand Zen today. Through their work, Zen became understood as
a unique spiritual tradition that understood the universal architechtonics
underlying the psyche’s urge for religious symbols, while, at the same
time, bypassing the category of religion altogether. Zen art and literature,
they claimed, embodied the essence of the religious imagination across
cultures and traditions. Although this understanding of Zen Buddhism is
still today entrenched in the popular imagination, it is interesting to contrast
it to what Zen scholar Robert Scharf calls ‘the lived contingencies of Zen
monastic practice’ which, far from being iconoclastic and transhistorical,
ranks among the ‘most ritualistic forms of Buddhist monasticism’.
Zen enlightenment, he argues, is in fact ‘constituted in elaborately
choreographed and eminently public ritual performances’ (Scharf
1993:108). Nevertheless, the Zen Buddhism that has become familiar to
many in the West, however far it has deviated from its traditional roots,
belongs to its own complex history that has only recently begun to be studied.
University College London
ok62923@gmail.com
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ABSTRACT
The case of Emil Schwyzer, a.k.a. the ‘Solar-Phallus Man’, was
foundational in giving shape to Jung’s early reflections on the concept
of the collective unconscious. In 1906 Schwyzer identified a tail of light
coming off the sun as a phallus, which Jung interpreted as a particularly
important example of ‘the fantasies or delusions of…patients…[being]
paralleled in mythological material of which they knew nothing’ (Bennet
1985:69). This was because it represented not only a single mythological
symbol or idea that Schwyzer could not have known but an entire passage
from an ancient document known as the Mithras Liturgy. According to
Jung, Schwyzer’s ‘vision’ also paralleled a rare theme in Medieval art.
Jung’s student J.J. Honegger gave a paper on the Schwyzer case at the
March 1910 Second Psychoanalytic Congress in Nuremberg. In it he again
discussed Schwyzer’s description of the light tail on the sun but especially
his concept of a Ptolemaic flat earth. Relying largely on archival material
not previously discussed, the present article provides a history of the
Schwyzer case along with a thoroughgoing evaluation of what Jung and
Honegger made of it.
KEYWORDS
J.J. Honegger, Emil Schwyzer, ‘Solar-Phallus Man’, Mithras Liturgy,
Collective unconscious, Inherited ideas, Hortus Conclusus.
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Emil Schwyzer (1862-1936) at Burghölzli on or before 3 May 1917.1

1 Sent by Burghölzli Director Eugen Bleuler to Prof. Eduard Schwyzer on 3 May 1917

with an accompanying letter identifying the patient by name, date of birth, and the
beginning of his institutionalization at Burghölzli (‘Fotos der Familie Johann Salomon
Schwyzer 1829––1912’, in Archiv der Familie Schwyzer oder Schweizer, Stadtarchiv
Zürich VII. 191).
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O

ne day in 1906 C.G. Jung, then in his mid-thirties, was
going about his duties at the Burghölzli psychiatric clinic,
when he came upon a patient named Emil Schwyzer
who was acting strangely. Schwyzer was looking out the
window at the sun and wagging his head back and forth. When he saw
Jung, he excitedly took hold of him, led him over to the window, and said: 2
Doctor! Now! Now you will see. Now look at it. Look up at the
sun and see how it moves. See, you must move your head, too,
like this, and then you will see the phallus of the sun, and you
know, that’s [the] origin of the wind. And you see how the sun
moves as you move your head, from one side to the other! (Jung
& Freeman 1959:434).

At the time, Jung ‘did not understand it at all’, and dismissed it
as Schwyzer’s being ‘just crazy’ (Jung & Freeman 1959:434, cf. Jung
1935:41 / CW 18:§85). But then in 1910, Jung came across a passage in
Albrecht Dieterich’s Mithrasliturgie that seemed to parallel very closely,
even perhaps ‘word for word’, what Schwyzer had been describing that
day four years earlier.3 Jung appears to have obtained the book and read
it, or at least part of it, sometime between 10 July and 31 August 1910.4
For Jung, the Schwyzer case would become important as evidence for
the concept of inherited ideas, a foundational element in his concept of the
collective unconscious. It seemed to represent an unusually straightforward
example of cases where ‘the fantasies or delusions of…patients were
paralleled in mythological material of which they knew nothing’ (Bennet
1985:69), parallels that might ‘arise anywhere, at any time, without there
being the slightest possibility of any...transmission’ (Jung 1929:111/CW
8:§228). In his 1937 Terry Lectures at Yale University, Jung explained that:
‘certain ideas exist almost everywhere and at all times and they can even
2 For the year 1906, see Jung 1931:150-151/ CW 8:§318-319, 1934:50 / CW 9.I:§105,
1956:158/CW 5:§223.
3 For the use of ‘word for word’, see Jung 1935:42/CW 18: § 85, and ‘almost word for
word’ Jung 1929:111/CW 8:§228.
4 At the bottom space of a letter from Freud dated 5 July 1910, Jung wrote upside
down: ‘A. Dieterich. Eine Mithrasliturgie. Teubner’ (Freud & Jung 1974:340, n. 8
[201F], Henceforth ‘F/J’). Then, at the head of a 31 August 1910 letter to Freud, Jung
quotes a passage from the last page of the Greek text of Dieterich’s edition: ‘Motto for
ΨA: ἐξαφες ὃ ἔχεις καὶ τότε λήψει. “Give what thou hast, then shalt thou receive.”’
(Mystic injunction from a Magic Papyrus, Paris, the so-called Mithras Liturgy.)’ (F/J
210J:350 = Dieterich 1910:21).
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spontaneously create themselves quite apart from migration and tradition’
(Jung 1938b:4). The Schwyzer case was of particular importance to Jung
because it represented, not just an idea or symbol, but an actual ancient
text that manifested itself independent of any ‘migration and tradition’ in
a patient’s delusional fantasies and hallucinations.
Often, when relating the story, Jung would insist that Schwyzer could
not have known about the parallel passage from Dieterich’s Mithrasliturgie
in 1906 because the book was not published until four years later (i.e.,
1910). But this, as has often been noted, was not correct (Shamdasani
2012:51-53). The 1910 edition that Jung bought and read was the second
edition, the first having appeared in 1903. Both editions contain the crucial
passage, on the same page, and without variation (Dieterich 1910:6-7 and
1903:6-7). It was apparently only after Jung’s last published account of the
1906 incident in 1959 that this discrepancy became known to Jung. More
on this later.
Critics of Jung’s interpretation of the Schwyzer incident have
highlighted this mistake (e.g., Noll 1994:184; Eissler 1990:35, n.8). The
standard response to them has been to stress that Schwyzer had been
institutionalised already before 1903, and that therefore it was still highly
unlikely that he had seen the Mithrasliturgie.5 Deirdre Bair elaborated on
this defense by claiming that ‘Jung checked his [i.e., Schwyzer’s] previous
hospitalizations and ascertained that there had been no patients’ library in
any of them’ (Bair 2003:176 = 2007:252, followed by Lachman 2010:92;
Lachman to the author, 4 Apr. 2014; and Hogenson 2004:42). Bair gives
no source for this information, and no account I have seen includes it. It
is in any case probably not true. Bair’s assertion is categorical, and yet
we know, for example, that Bethlem, where Schwyzer spent over a year,
had lending libraries (plural) for patients, consisting of each ward having
its own shelf of books and some arrangement for transferring them from
one ward to another as they were called for.6 Eugen Bleuler, who was
5 See Jung (1934:51, n. 5 / CW 9.I:§105); Bair 2003:188 = 2007:269-270 [German ed.],

William McGuire’s handwritten comment on Eissler 1990:35, n.8, also McGuire to
Eissler, 7 May 1990:2 (William McGuire Papers, Bx 86, Fd 11, Manuscript Department,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC).

6 Albeit before 1903. See, Gale and Howard 2003:7. When asked about the use of the

plural, Colin Gale, Director of the Bethlem Museum of the Mind, responded: ‘That
phrase “lending libraries” conjures up something rather grander than actually was
the case at Bethlem in the late nineteenth century. The fullest report we have of the
library comes from the Hospital magazine “Under the Dome” for 1898, from which
we learn that 1,778 volumes were in circulation throughout the Hospital in that year.
The reason for the plural “libraries” is that each ward would likely have had their own
shelf or shelves of books in circulation, as well as access (via a member of Hospital staff
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the director of the Burghölzli clinic during the relevant years, seems to
imply that in Schwyzer’s time a similar situation was in place there as
well. ‘Even on the disturbed wards’, Bleuler wrote, ‘reading matter should
be available’ (Bleuler 1950:479=1911:386 [German ed.]).7 Eveline Isler of
the Staatsarchiv of the Canton of Zürich said she considered it ‘very likely’
(äusserst wahrscheinlich) that the patient library at Burghölzli predates
the beginning of the 20th century because the archive catalog includes
documents relating to collections of musical scores and theater pieces used
there before 1900. Isler also shared the suggestion of a long-time employee
at the archive that the clinic’s chaplain (Anstaltspfarrer) had looked after
the library in the early years (Eveline Isler to Sarah Löcker, 22 Apr 2014).
In any case, reading was clearly part of the routine of daily life for patients
in those years. In the source already quoted, Bleuler went on to say that
patients ‘bothered by boredom should be given the opportunity to banish
it’ (1950:479=1911:387). He also suggested in his standard textbook
on Psychiatry, that patients who were idle, ‘are best off in bed; if they
want to occupy themselves, there is no objection to reading, writing, and
feminine handwork’ (Bleuler 1924:221=1916:155 [German ed.]). There
were times when the privilege of reading was withheld, as in the case of
Sabina Spielrein, who was admitted to Burghölzli on 17 August 1904.
Spielrein’s patient record reveals that, due to her extreme sensitivity at
one point soon after her arrival, strict bed rest was ordered, as well as ‘No
books, no conversation, no visitors’ (Steffens & Wharton 2001:19). On 29
September 1904, Jung reports that Spielrein ‘has no attention span when
she is reading by herself, but the doctor’s mere personal presence can often
enable her to concentrate for hours’ (Steffens & Wharton 2001:21-22). In
short, the claim that Schwyzer could not have seen the earlier edition of
Dieterich because he had been in Burghölzli since before 1903 seems far
who had taken on the responsibility) to information about what titles were available
to borrow, and could be brought from other wards for the purpose. So far as we know,
there was no central room or rooms in which all the books were kept… It is difficult
to find direct evidence of this for 1888-1889 [the period Schwyzer was there], since
the Hospital magazine only extends back as far as 1892, but certainly the library gets a
(brief) mention in the first edition of that magazine, not as something that has just been
put in place, but as something that is an established part of Hospital life’ (Colin Gale to
the author, 24 Aug 2020).

7 Something more centralised than Bethlem’s arrangement might be suggested for

Burghölzli by Bleuler’s reference to a Schizophrenic imagining that ‘the edition of
Goethe’s works in the hospital library is full of hints at him and has been falsified
for his sake’ (1950:133-34 = 1911:109). There are uncertainties connected with this
example. Was Bleuler referring to an event which took place in Burghölzli or some
other hospital? Also, the German is less specific. It does not explicitly refer to Goethe
as being in ‘the hospital library’ but simply in the institution or sanatorium (Anstalt).
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from watertight.
And yet this way of approaching the problem, insisting that Schwyzer
could not have seen the Mithrasliturgie by 1906, though initiated by Jung
himself, does little to clarify the actual situation. On the contrary, as we
shall see, the question whether Schwyzer knew the Mithrasliturgie or not
is ultimately irrelevant because Jung had misinterpreted the meaning of
the crucial passage in that text. It really does not describe what Jung
imagined it did. In addition, there is the problem of Jung’s describing what
Schwyzer saw in 1906 as a ‘vision’ or ‘hallucination’ of a solar phallus,
when it was actually not that, but rather a delusional interpretation of a
common visual phenomenon regularly experienced by almost everyone,
enhanced to some degree in Schwyzer’s case by the fact that his left eye
was paralysed.
We shall suggest that these and other inadequacies in Jung’s
diagnosis, were due in large part to his eagerness to interpret Schwyzer’s
case through the lens of his own newfound enthusiasm for the study of
mythological symbols as the key to understanding and treating psychiatric
patients. This seems to have caused Jung to focus entirely on Schwyzer’s
1906 solar-phallus incident, to the exclusion of other relevant facts in
the patient’s history. The exception was Jung’s misinterpretation of the
passage from the Mithrasliturgie, which was less his own fault than that of
the Greek lexical tools available to him at the time. Given the situation, it
would have actually been surprising if Jung had been able to see beyond the
limitations of the Greek lexicons and Dieterich’s own German translation
in order to arrive at a more accurate reading of the passage.
SCHWYZER’S CHRONOLOGY
In order to set the stage for our broader discussion, we need to begin
by trying to establish the basic outlines of Schwyzer’s chronology, a task
that, so far, has not been credibly undertaken. In attempting this we are
dependent on Schwyzer’s medical histories from England and Switzerland,
items in the Staatsarchiv of the Canton of Zürich and the Stadtarchiv
of the city of Zürich (both marked with asterisks), the manuscript of
J.J. Honegger’s 30 March 1910 lecture at the Second Psychoanalytic
Congress, and Jung’s published statements regarding the Schwyzer case.
Naturally, contemporaneous descriptions of events are more secure than
those merely recollected. But in what follows we have used both. In some
cases we have been able to correct the record.
PHANÊS
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Emil Schwyzer was
born on 22 November
1862,*8 into a family of
limited means. His father,
Johann-Salomon Schwyzer,*
was a coppersmith and
his mother, Luise (Bikel)
Schwyzer,* a seamstress.9
Emil was apparently the
first-born child and had one
brother and two sisters.10
Emil’s hometown was Zürich
(Hs 1068:17, Ms 2 /Ts 1),
where he attended primary
and secondary school, after
which he spent three years
in Paris, returning briefly to
Zürich at the age of 19 (i.e.,
between 22 November 1881
to 22 November 1882) (Hs
1068:17, Ms 2 / Typescript;
Henceforth = Ts 1).11
He returned to Paris the same
year in hopes of marrying a

89

Schwyzer Family (minus Emil): L-R: Luise Schwyzer
(née Bickel) (b. 1838), Susanna Bertha (b. 1865),
Theodor (b. 1863), Johann-Salomon (b. 1829),
Anna Luise (b. 1866). (‘Fotos der Familie Johann
Salomon Schwyzer 1829—1912,’ in Archiv der Familie
Schwyzer oder Schweizer, Stadtarchiv Zürich VII).

8 The year is also given by the delusional Schwyzer to J.J. Honegger in 1910 as the

‘Geburtstag des Herrn’, the ‘birthday of the Lord’ in the paper Honegger presented
on his case at the March 1910 Second Psychoanalytic Congress in Nuremberg: ‘Über
paranoide Wahnbildung’ (Hs 1068:17, Ms 4/Ts 3; Honegger Papers in the C.A. Meier
Papers, ETH Archive, Zürich). In the same paper, Honegger said Schwyzer’s was 48
years old (Hs 1068:17, Ms 2/Ts 1). Actually he was 47.

9 The information on the father, mother and brothers from Krankengeschichte/
Patientenakten Z 100.7888 Emil Schwyzer (1862-1936) is in the Staatsarchiv of the
Canton of Zürich (Verena Rothenbühler to the author, 8 Feb 2021), also ‘Fotos der
Familie Johann Salomon Schwyzer 1829––1912’ in Archiv der Familie Schwyzer oder
Schweizer, Stadtarchiv Zürich VII. 191 (Nicola Behrens to the author, 9 Feb 2021), and
Hs 1068:18, intro. page prior to page 1.
10

Hs 1068:18, intro page prior to page 1, says Schwyzer had two brothers. It may be,
however, that he had only one, Theodor (b. 18 October 18, 1863).* Schwyzer’s parents
were married on 28 October 1861* (Nicola Behrens to the author, 9 Feb and 11 Feb
2021).

11

With the detail that he had actually spent 3 years in Paris and that he was 19 when he
returned coming from Hs 1068:18,1, ETH Archive, Zürich.
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girl there. But she refused him so he went to England (Hs 1068:18,1),
where we find him six years later in early 1888 living at 28 Finsbury
Square # 13, London, and working as a clerk at the International Bank.12
One day Emil found an envelope on his desk at the bank. Hoping
it brought news of a promotion, he was shocked to discover instead that
it was a notice of dismissal. He left work without collecting his pay,
wandered around in a daze for 3 days (F/J 29J:57, 4 June 1907),13 and then
took a revolver and put a bullet in his head (Hs 1068:18,2, F/J 29J:57, 4
June 1907).14 He was admitted to Guy’s Hospital, London, on 12 February
1888.15
At the time Schwyzer was 25 years old. The heading of the summaryrecord from Guy’s Hospital contains an error regarding Schwyzer’s age at
the time. At first glance it seems to read: ‘Abstract of Report of Emile
Schweitzer oct 19’ (ibid).16 October 19, however, makes no sense because
the record itself, which covered only the period from 12 February to 14
April 1888, seems to have been sent along with the patient when he was
transferred to Bethem on the latter date. But as Colin Gale, Director of the
Bethlem Museum of the Mind, helpfully points out, ‘It’s not Oct. 19, it is
aet. 19. Aet. is Latin for “age”––the record is simply of the patient’s age
upon admission’ (Gale to the author, 28 Aug 2018).
Guy’s hospital seems to have been under the impression that
Schwyzer was 19. This mistake, however, was not repeated in the Bethlem
records when Schwyzer arrived there. They put his age down correctly
as 25 (Casebook Males 1888, # 38:[1]). The error in Guy’s record is
interesting because Honegger also incorrectly reports that Schwyzer was
20 when he attempted suicide (Hs 1068:17, Ms 2/Ts 1). The English edition
of the Freud/Jung letters too says he was 20 at the time (Freud & Jung
1974:57 [29J] [4 June 1907]. Henceforth F/J). Both the German edition
of the letters and the original letter itself, however, say he was 24 not 20,
12

‘Abstract of Report on Emile Schweizer aet. 19’, [1888] [1], from Guy’s Hospital
record which, along with its envelope, was pasted into Casebook Males 1888, # 38:[4],
Bethlem Art and History Collection Trust. His address comes from Casebook Males
1888, # 38:[1], except for the # 13, which may be delusional, which is reported in F/J
29J:57 (4 June 1907), and Hs 1068:18, 2.
13

Schwyzer is not named in this letter, but it is undoubtedly his case that is being
spoken of, as we shall see.
14

Hs 1068:17, Ms 2/Ts 1, mentions the suicide attempt but not the bullet to the head.

15

‘Abstract of Report on Emile Schweizer’, Guy’s Hospital, [1].

16

Throughout the record the month is given first and then the day.
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which is closer to the truth (Freud & Jung 1974a:63).17 It was perhaps this
mistake in the English edition that led Deirdre Bair to give 1882, a date
six years too early, as the time of the suicide attempt (Bair 2003:174 =
2007:249), although on 12 February 1882 Schwyzer would have been 19
not 20.18 It seems unlikely however that she got her date from the mistake
in the Guy’s hospital abstract, because, although she was somehow aware
that Schwyzer had been in two different hospitals in England, she only
knew the name of the second, Bethlem. The first (Guy’s) she refers to only
as an ‘unnamed London hospital’ (2003:174, cf. 2007:249).

Colin Gale, Director of the Bethlem Museum of the Mind (left), explains the 11
July 1889 entry on Emil Schweitzer [sic] in the Bethlem Royal Hospital Register of
Discharges and Deaths for 1885-1890 (Photo: Isaiah Johnson)

In any case, Schwyzer remained at Guy’s hospital from 12
February until 14 April 1888, at which time he was transferred to
Bethlem Royal Hospital, where he remained until 3 July 1889 (Colin
17

For the original letter, see the Sigmund Freud Papers, Bx 33, Manuscript Division,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. A copy was kindly provided to the author by
Patrick Kerwin (10 Sept 2014). With the exception of the present reference, I do not
give page numbers for the German edition of the Freud/Jung letters because they are
double referenced in both editions by number and date.

18

Bair was aware that it was Schwyzer’s case being reported in F/J 29J:57-58 (4 June
1907) (Bair 2003:705-706, n. 17 & 2007:993, n. 17).
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Gale to author, 2 July 2014).19 Honegger, then, was basically correct
when he said that Schwyzer was hospitalised in England for about a
year and a half (Hs 1068:17, Ms 2/Ts 1 and 1068:18,2). His source was
probably the records from Münsterlingen, where Schwyzer was interned
from 1897-1901, which noted that Schwyzer was ‘already mentally
ill in London in the 20s and there for 1 1/2 years in an institution’.20
At the time of his admission to Bethlem, Schwyzer was described
as a ‘rather delicate looking man. Medium height, brown hair, pale face,
Talks Swiss-German but understands very little English…The lines on
his face are rather more marked on [the] L[ef]t side than on the right R[ight]
[,] especially when he smiles [,] but the two sides of his face are not
naturally equally developed, his nose not being straight but inclined to the
L[eft]’ (‘Casebook Males 1888’, # 38:[3], Bethlem).21 He was said to be a
Protestant, a man of sober habits, with a ‘fairly good’ education, whose
attempt at suicide had been prompted by ‘overwork’ (Casebook Males
1888, # 38:[1]).22
19

Also, Casebook Males 1888, # 38:[1 & 4] has 3 July 1889 as the date of
Schwyzer’s release. B[ethlem] R[oyal] H[ospital] Register of Discharges and Deaths
for 1885-1890:201), gives 11 July 1889. Colin Gale explains: ‘in the nineteenth century,
there was a sub-committee responsible for formally approving discharges from Bethlem
that usually met weekly. Formal authority for discharges were given at these meetings,
but the discharges themselves did not always, or even often, take place on the same day,
in terms of when the patient actually departed from under the Hospitals’ [sic] roof’ Gale
to the author, 25 July 2018.
20

‘Nach dem ärztlichen Zeugnis war Referent schon in den 20er Jahren in London
geisteskrank u. dort 1 1/2 Jahr in einer Anstalt’ (Patientenakte Signatur Z 100.7888
Emil Schwyzer, in the Staatsarchiv of the Canton of Zürich. Verena Rothenbühler to the
author, 2 & 11 Feb 2021).
21

Beginning in 1888, the year Schwyzer became resident there, Alfred Baker and
Herbert Parker undertook taking pictures of Bethlem patients. These, along with others
taken by hospital staff in the 1880s and 1890s, amounted to some 300 photographs
(Gale & Howard 2003:13). Unfortunately, Schwyzer does not appear to have been
among those photographed (Colin Gale to the author, 17 July 2014).
22

As to who might have overseen Schwyzer’s case at Bethlem, Thomas Luck, the
current Archivist there, explains: ‘Neither I nor Colin [Gale] can convincingly make
out the initials of the doctor signing it off [i.e., at the end of Casebook Males 1888, #
38]. The Superintendent of the Hospital at the time is R Percy-Smith, and his deputy
is Theo B Hyslop, but we believe it will be one of the clinical assistants who signs
off Schwyzer’s casenotes. As the handwriting changes regularly in the book [and in
Schwyzer’s own record], I would take this to mean that there is no one doctor treating
him, and that he is probably being observed by a rotating cast of medical staff. In
the year 1889 these are listed in the annual report of the Hospital as E Goodall, E
Hobhouse, T Gordon Meikle, JP Boyd, J Cowper, HC Bristowe and GF Wickham—
so we believe the initials are one of these, though we think they all had a role in his
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The greatest concern reflected in Schwyzer’s records from Guy’s
hospital was his bouts of profound depression and his ongoing suicidal
tendencies. He was often said to be restless (‘Abstract of Report on Emile
Schweizer’, Guy’s Hospital, [2-3]; Casebook Males 1888, # 38:[1], 14[?]
Apr 1888). He made a further suicide attempt on 25 March, trying to
strangle himself with his head bandages, and then two days after that, he
tried to persuade one of the attendants to kill him (‘Abstract of Report on
Emile Schweizer’, Guy’s Hospital, [2-3]). This may be the same incident
described elsewhere, in which he asked the Sister of the Ward, a certain
Helen Hermann, to help him obtain a pistol (Casebook Males 1888, #
38:[1]).23 As we shall see later, Schwyzer was probably already delusional
before shooting himself, at least as later reported. But he certainly was
during his time at Guy’s and Bethlem. A note entered into the Bethlem
record from J.C. Steale [sic] of Guy’s Hospital reports on how Schwyzer
thought that ‘one of the dressers intended to cut his head off and that the
accidents received into the ward were caused by his faults’ (Casebook
Males 1888, # 38:[1]).24 As we shall see, this last-mentioned delusion,
the idea that he was responsible for harm done elsewhere, significantly
foreshadows things to come. One of the most remarkable entries in the
Guy’s Abstract was made on 29 March 1888, where it is reported that
Schwyzer ‘Has a long story about a murder he has committed says he
ought to die’ (‘Abstract of Report on Emile Schweizer’, Guy’s Hospital,
[3]). Whether there was any substance to the story or not is anybody’s
guess. But it seems unlikely given how the overall sense of the evidence
seems to suggest that Schwyzer was essentially a fragile and harmless
soul.
Schwyzer’s delusions continued at Bethlem as well. It is reported
at an unspecified date in April 1888 that Schwyzer ‘Sleeps badly-hears
treatment. If you were to force me to a guess I would take Gordon Meikle (it could
conceivably be TGM)’ (Luck to author, 29 Jan 2021). Indeed, Luck’s seems the only
possible guess, since the final initial does appear to be an M. But the initial(s) that come
before really look nothing like a T and/or a G.
23

A comment by Guy’s Hospital’s Edward Petronell Manby (misspelled as ‘Manly’)
entered into the Bethlem Record. See Manby’s obituary in The British Medical Journal
2 (28 Sept 1929):601; also, Thomas Luck to the author, 29 Jan 2021.
24

Bethlem Archivist David Luck suggests that ‘“Steale” should actually be John
Charles Steele, who by 1891 was Superintendent at Guy’s Hospital’, explaining that
‘the doctor’s certificates [two were required for entry at Bethlem] are transcribed into
the casebooks from the original petitions sent to Bethlem. Because of this they are liable
to misspellings or mistakes as the person writing in them tries to accurately copy the
information in the original, including the signature’ (Luck to the author, 29 Jan 2021, cf.
also 2 Feb 2021). In this case both doctors’ names were transcribed incorrectly.
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voices at night’, and in the same entry, that he is ‘Still suspicious & thinks
he is watched’. Then on 9 June of the same year, he is said to have ‘Heard
D[r] Savage’s voice last night “overhead.”’ (ibid).25
There is no indication in the records of either Guy’s or Bethlem
hospitals that Schwyzer posed any danger to anyone else. The single
instance in that direction took place on 12 June 1888 when Schwyzer
‘Attacked an attendant + tried to get the Keys from him’ (Casebook Males
1888, # 38:[3]). Schwyzer did, however, make at least one further effort to
harm himself on the night of 20 April 1888 by dashing his head against a
door, which caused him to be consigned to the padded room for the night.
We shall have more to say about this incident later.
Interestingly, the ‘yes and no’ forms that were filled out before a
patient entered Bethlem did not list ‘Delusions’ and ‘Depression’ as
separate items. Instead, they combined them in two forms: ‘Delusions,
Exaltation’ and ‘Delusions, Depression’. In Schwyzer’s case the latter was
affirmed with a ‘yes’ (ibid, 2). Next to the word ‘Hallucinations’ on the
same page was written ‘no’. ‘Paranoia’ or ‘Paranoid’, were not given as
options. Neither the Guy’s Hospital Abstract nor the Bethlem record make
any reference to Schwyzer’s experiencing visual hallucinations, only aural
ones, the hearing of voices in the night, mentioned above. The significance
of this will also become clear later.
After Schwyzer was released from Bethlem, he returned once more
to Zürich, where he spent the next 8 years working as a commis, or clerk
(Contra Hs 1068:17 Ms 2/Ts 1, which gives 9 years instead of 8). In March
1897, he had a second breakdown and was again institutionalised (Hs
1068:17, Ms 2/Ts 1), first at Mönchhof bei Kilchberg (Hs 1068:18,[8]),
and then on 22 March 1897,* at Münsterlingen in Canton Thurgau, where
he remained until he was transferred to Burghölzli on 7 October 1901.*
(Hs 1068:18,5). He remained at Burghölzli until his death on 30 April
1936.*
Given the size, scope and influence of Deirdre Bair’s biography of
Jung it seems appropriate to pause in order to describe more fully her
other departures from the chronology just presented. In addition to being
off by several years on the date of Schwyzer’s suicide attempt, she goes
25

Presumably Dr. George Savage, the Physician Superintendent (1878-1888). See
Gale & Howard 2003:9. Bethlem Archivist David Luck informs me that ‘According
to the Commissioners of Lunacy reports (a little more accessible than the minutes) Dr
Savage left the Hospital after their visit in August 1888, so regardless of the medical
staff’s notes it is possible it was his voice on this point’ (Luck to the author 2 Feb 2021).
Luck’s view, however, is that the staff recorded the incident because they assumed it
was delusional.
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on to claim that Schwyzer was transferred to Bethlem in 1884 (actually
1888) where, she says, he remained until 1887 (actually 1889), at which
time he was transferred to Mönchhof (actually ten years later, in 1897).
Then on 22 March 1897 (correct), he was moved to Münsterlingen. From
there, she says, he was transferred to Burghölzli on 27 October 1901
(actually 7 October 1901) (Bair 2003:174 = 2007:249). Finally she gives
two different dates for Schwyzer’s death, 1931 and 1937, neither of which
is correct (actually 1936) (Bair 2003:174 = 2007:249 [German ed.] &
2003:642 = 2007:912). Of all the dates Bair offers, 22 March 1897 as the
time Schwyzer was moved to Münsterlingen is the only one that is correct.
When confronted with Bair’s chronology, Colin Gale of the Bethlem
Museum of the Mind wrote: ‘I note that one of your sources (mistakenly)
suggests that Schweizer [sic] was hospitalised in Bethlem continuously
from 1884 to 1887. I don’t know how this mistake arose, but I see that not
all scholars have repeated it’ (Colin Gale to the author, 11 July 2014).
Event

Actual date & age

Bair’s date & age

Birth

22 Nov 1862

1862

Suicide Attempt

12 Feb 1888 (25 yrs)

1882 (19 or 20 yrs)

Guy’s Hospital

12 Feb – 14 Apr 1888 (25 yrs)

1882-1884 (19 or 20 yrs – 21
or 22 yrs)

Bethlem

14 Apr 1888 – 3 Jul 1889 (25-26
yrs)

1884-1887 (21 or 22 yrs – 24
or 25 yrs)

Mönchhof

Mar 1897 (34 yrs)

1887-1897 (24 or 25 yrs – 34
or 35 yrs)

Münsterlingen

22 Mar 1897–7 Oct 1901 (34-38
yrs)

22 Mar 1897 – 27 Oct 1901
(34-38 yrs)

Burghölzli

7 Oct 1901 (38 yrs)

27 Oct 1901 (38 yrs)

Death

30 Apr 1936 (73 yrs)

1931 & 1937 (68 or 69 yrs &
74 or 75 yrs)

Bair seems to claim that Schwyzer was let out of Guy’s hospital
(which she does not name), only to be reinstitutionalized at Bethlem
after ‘several weeks’, from which time he remained confined for the
rest of his life (Bair 2003:174-175 = 2007:250). But none of this is
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accurate. Bair may have meant that there were ‘several weeks’ (instead
of several years) between Schwyzer’s release from Bethlem until his later
institutionalisation in Zürich, or she may have been referring to the time
between his leaving Guy’s hospital and entering Bethlem. But as to the
latter, there was no break of ‘several weeks’ between Guy’s and Bethlem
hospitals. Schwyzer was admitted to Guy’s Hospital on 12 February and to
Bethlem on 14 April. The last date in the Guy’s record is 14 April 1888.26
And when he was admitted to Bethlem that same day his suicide attempt
was marked down as having occurred 8 weeks earlier (‘Abstract of Report
on Emile Schweizer’, Guy’s Hospital, [p. 3]; Casebook Males 1888, #
38:[1], Bethlem).
Honegger more accurately reported that by 1910, Schwyzer’s second
confinement had been going on for the past 13 years (i.e., since 1897) (Hs
1068:17, Ms 2 /Ts 1). However, one thing that seems clear when reviewing
the various sources is that Jung and Honegger did not have access to
Schwyzer’s medical records from England.27 As for Bair, it is possible
that she tried to fill in the gaps in Schwyzer early chronology based on
published statements Jung made after the details of the case were no longer
fresh in his memory. Most notable in this regard is Jung’s 1934 statement
that Schwyzer ‘was certified in his early twenties’ (Jung 1934:52/CW 9.I:
§109), or again his 1959 statement that by the time Schwyzer had his solar
phallus ‘vision’ in 1906, he had been ‘in the clinic or the ward twenty
years’ (Jung & Freeman 1959:434). The latter statement may have been
roughly true cumulatively, but it does not take into account the 8 years
between Schwyzer’s first and second confinements, i.e., from the time he
was 26 to when he was 34 (i.e., from 3 July 1889 to the Spring of 1897).28
JUNG’S 1907 DISCUSSION OF THE SCHWYZER CASE
Jung joined the staff of Burghölzli on 10 December 1900. He was
25 years old. Less than a year later, on 7 October 1901,* Schwyzer was
26

The last clearly legible date is 5 April (in the author’s photographs of the document),
Colin Gale feels confident that an inspection of the original makes it possible to identify
the last date as the 14th (Gale to author, 28 Aug 2018).
27

There are no records preserved from England in Krankengeschichte/Patientenakten
Z 100.7888 Emil Schwyzer (1862-1936), nor for that matter from his time in Mönchhof
in 1897 (Verena Rothenbühler to the author, 8 Feb 2021).
28

Hs 1068:18, [8] incorrectly states that it was between his 22nd and his 34th (or
possible 35th) year. Is the 5 in 34/35 written on top of the 4 in the manuscript, which
seems more likely, or the 4 on top of the 5?
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admitted to Burghölzli.29 He was 38 years old, with his 39th birthday
coming up the following month (22 November*). On the 31 December
1900 (the month Jung arrived) Burghölzli had 391 patients. Exactly one
year later, on 31 December 1901 (two months after Schwyzer arrived), it
had 360 (Brush 1905:653). With so large a number of patients it will be
prudent for us to keep in mind in all that follows how little actual day to
day contact Jung might have had with Schwyzer.
On 4 June 1907, Jung wrote to Freud describing the case histories of
two patients, one of whom, who was suffering from Paranoia and Dementia
Praecox, we know to be Schwyzer. He is not named and the description of
the case does not include the well-known details Jung would later feature,
but we can still be sure it is Schwyzer because the same strange series of
unfortunate events, the same names, and even some of the same peculiar
vocabulary, appear in both Jung’s letter and Schwyzer’s patient history
(Hs 1068:18, 2).
The patient loses his job in London, wanders for three days, eating
nothing. He is startled by a horse. A woman comes towards him whom
he mistakenly takes for a ‘cocotte’ (the same word in both accounts).
He imagines he sees Berty [Bertha Bosshardt? (Hs 1068:18, [6])] from
Zürich with a man (in Schwyzer’s patient history he initially thinks it is
his brother). He notices his address is #13, and then shoots himself in the
head.
This letter reveals that Jung once knew that Schwyzer had
left Zürich and traveled abroad, which contradicts the statement he
made more than a quarter of a century later that Schwyzer had ‘never
travelled’ (Jung 1934:52 / CW 9.I:§109). It also shows that Jung had
heard about Schwyzer’s head injury and suicide attempt, details he
never mentions in his published accounts. Why did Jung pass over these
details in later descriptions of the case? Is it possible that he forgot?
Was the scar on Schwyzer’s head, for example, still visible when Jung
knew him? It probably was, although it was never very large. When
the photographs of Schwyzer at the beginning of the article were
taken (sometime before 3 May 1917) it is not noticeable at all (Fig. 1).
The record from Guy’s Hospital described the wound at the time of his
suicide attempt as ‘the size of a small pea an inch in front of the left pinna [ear
flap30]… In front of this was a semicircular scorch. Its ant[erior] border was
29

For the date of Jung’s coming, see F/J, xv; Jung & Jaffé 1965:111 = 2013:132. The
7 October 1901 date for Schwyzer’s arrival is also noted in Schwyzer’s patient history
(Hs 1068:18, 5).
30
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convex
+
well defined,
its posterior
concave and
blurred’.
(‘Abstract
of
Report
on
Emile
Schweizer ’ ,
G u y ’ s
Hospital:[1]).
Then, when he
was admitted Fig. 1. Clip of Schwyzer’s head showing the condition of his left temple
to Bethlem two (c. 1917 or before at Burghölzli).
months later, the wound appeared as ‘a semicircular scar over
l[eft]-ear which is not yet quite healed’ (Casebook Males 1888, #
38:[3], Bethlem). Another description was given years later at the
beginning of Schwyzer’s second break down in the Spring of 1897.
At that time, it was described simply as a scar from the gunshot wound
in the left-temple area (Schussnarbe in der linken Schläfengegend). (Hs
1068:18, [8]). Very likely, then, the scar was visible when Jung knew
Schwyzer, though perhaps not very prominent. But again, how often would
Jung have actually encountered Schwyzer, and how closely would he have
considered him when he did? And why should Jung pay much attention to
Schwyzer? He seems to have been very repetitive in his delusional stories,
but at the same time something of a model patient. Honegger described
him as a diligent and capable worker in the hospital kitchen/scullery, a
post he apparently held for a number of years.31 (Hs 1068:17 Ms 2 /Ts 1-2).
In an environment where the squeaky wheel gets the grease, a patient like
Schwyzer would have been easy to ignore.
Although Schwyzer’s patient history did record that he had shot
himself in the head, Honegger does not mention it in the manuscript of the
30 March 1910 paper he presented on Schwyzer in Nuremberg.32 There he
only says that there had been a suicide attempt without going into details.
cartilage which forms the external ear in humans and other mammals’.
31

Schwyzer seems to have been engaged in his duties at the time of the 8 May 1902
eruption of Mount Pelée and the 28 December 1908 Messina earthquake (Hs 1068:17
Ms 11/Ts 9).
32

In 1976, C. A. Meier informed William McGuire that the Honegger’s Papers, which
Meier had in his possession, included his 1910 Nuremberg Paper. (McGuire to K.R.
Eissler, 1 Mar 1976:2). The reference can only be to Hs 1068:17.
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(Cf. Hs 1068:17, Ms 2/Ts 1 and Hs 1068:18, 2). So if Honegger followed
his manuscript closely, and Jung was in the audience, the latter would
not have been specifically reminded about his own 1907 mention of the
gunshot wound to the head. As we shall see, the reason the question is
important is that the gunshot wound has more direct relevance for grasping
the nature of Schwyzer’s so-called solar phallus ‘vision’ than the question
whether he was familiar with Dieterich’s Mithrasliturgie or not.
JUNG, J.J. HONEGGER, AND THE PASSION FOR
MYTHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Whatever Jung’s interest in the Schwyzer case might have been
in 1907, in 1910 it was given an entirely new focus that exclusively
featured the 1906 incident of Schwyzer’s seeing a phallus on the sun to
the exclusion of everything else in his case history. In the few cases where
Jung did appeal to other details from the case’s history in the published
accounts he tended to misremembered them. This new and narrower focus
was the natural result of Jung’s new-found fascination with the symbols of
mythology. We are helped to see this by the chronology, this time Jung’s
and Honegger’s.
Honegger never served, as one author put it, as ‘one of his [Jung’s]
psychiatrists at the Burghölzli’ (Noll 1997:102). As Shamdasani notes,
Honegger ‘was never a member of the permanent staff’ (2003:215, n. 75).
When he and Jung began their collaboration, Honegger had just recently
completed medical school in Zürich (Spring, 1909), had not yet submitted
his dissertation, and was not at the time (or ever) an employee of Burghölzli
(Walser 1974:245). But he would spend two months there as a volunteer,
and the timing of that would be significant.
Jung had submitted his resignation to Burghölzli on 7 March 1909
(Möller, Scharfetter, Hell 2002:449.), but he did not begin moving his
family out of his rooms there and into his new house in Küsnacht until
25 May 1909 (F/J 142J:224 [2 June 1909]: ‘last Tuesday’). On 21 June,
he wrote to Freud for the first time about a ‘very intelligent and subtleminded’ studiosus named J.J. Honegger who ‘wants to take up psychiatry,
[and] once consulted me because of a loss of reality-sense lasting a few
days’ (F/J 148J:237).
Soon after Freud and Jung had returned from the Clark Conference
in America at the end of September 1909, Jung began to speak of a
newfound passion: the study of the symbolism of ancient mythology.33
33
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One of the first hints of it comes in a 14 October 1909 letter to Freud,
where Jung refers to ‘reading with pleasure’, Thomas Inman’s Ancient
Pagan and Modern Christian Symbolism Exposed and Explained (1874).
(F/J 157J:251). On 8 November he writes telling Freud that he has been
‘immersed every evening in the history of symbols, i.e., in mythology
and archaeology…Rich lodes open up for the phylogenetic basis of the
theory of neurosis’ (F/J 159J:258). Jung uses the term phylogenic to refer
to inherited ideas. In the same letter he mentions he was reading Friedrich
Creuzer’s four-volume Symbolik und Mythologie der Alten Völker (191021),34 and a ‘capital book’, by Richard Payne Knight, A Discourse on the
Worship of Priapus, and Its Connection with the Mystic Theology of the
Ancients (1865 [1786]). On 15 November he told Freud, ‘I spend much
of my time with young Honegger…Hardly a day goes by without an
exchange of ideas…For me there is no longer any doubt what the oldest
and most natural myths are trying to say. They speak quite “naturally”
of the nuclear complex of neurosis’ (F/J 162J:262-263 [15 Nov 1909]).
From the larger context of the letter it appears that the subject of his and
Honegger’s daily discussions included phallic symbolism, which is also a
prominent theme of the letter.
On Christmas day 1909, Jung reported that ‘Honegger…is now
working with me with great understanding, and I shall entrust to him
everything I know so that something good can come of it. It has become
quite clear to me that we shall not solve the ultimate secrets of neurosis
and psychosis without mythology and the history of civilization’ (F/J
170J:279). Before Jung wrote his next letter to Freud, Honegger had
become a ‘voluntary worker’ at Burghölzli, which he was from 7 January-12
March 1910.35 He spent the two months focusing almost exclusively on
the Emil Schwyzer case, spending an hour or two each day with the patient
(according to Hs 1068:17, Ms 1/Ts 1).
From that time forward until the 30 March Nuremberg meeting,
in which each story reflected a different age of humanity (Jung 2012:23-24). Kenny
argues that the dream itself was inspired by a paper by Franz Boas given at the Clark
Conference (Kenny 2012:181).
34

Later Jung would recall his enthusiasm in reading Creuzer: ‘I went through the three
or four volumes at top speed, reading like mad, in fact’ (Jung 2012:24).
35

It is Jung who describes Honegger’s position at Burghölzli in F/J 186J: 308 (17 April
1910): ʻIn Burghölzli my policies are regarded with displeasure...Honegger, who was
there as a voluntary worker, came down so heavily on my side that he immediately
lost contact with the clinic’. Also Hs 1068:17, Ms 1/Ts 1 p. 1: ‘Volontär.’ Dates come
from Shamdasani (2003:215), citing the ʻIndex of directors, secondary, assistant and
voluntary doctors at the Burghölzli since 1870ʼ, Burghölzli archives.
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things seem to have become increasingly busy for Jung and we hear less in
his published letters about leisurely evenings discussing mythology with
Honegger. At the beginning of the New Year, Carl and Emma took a brief
vacation at Unterwasser (F/J 172J:284), after which Jung was taken up
by a series of lectures delivered every Wednesday from 12 January-16
February on the announced subject of mental disturbances in children, but
featuring what he had been learning about symbolism (F/J 175J [30 Jan
1910]: 288-289, n. 1). At the same time, he was putting together the July
1910 issue of the Jahrbuch für psychoanalytische und psychopathologische
Forschungen. It is difficult to say to what extent Honegger was involved in
the lectures or Jahrbuch prior to the 30 March meeting.
On January 30, Jung confided to Freud that he doubted whether
Honegger would have the research he was working on ready for inclusion
in that issue of the Jahrbuch. On this he turned out to be correct. On 2
March Jung informed Freud that he had ‘asked Honegger for a lecture on
D[ementia]. p[raecox]’ for the Nuremberg meeting, while at the same time
saying he was about to begin work on his own paper for the meeting (F/J
181J:299). On 8 March Jung left for Chicago where he spent most of the
rest of the month while Honegger took over his patients and helped Emma
with the final preparations for the meeting (Emma Jung to Freud, F/J: 301,
303 [8 & 16 March 1910]).36 All the letters and telegrams sent home by
Jung during this trip made mention of Honegger, but nothing is said about
the latter’s upcoming paper. Jung does make mention on the ship home that
he is working on his own paper for the Congress.37 Upon reaching Europe,
Jung went directly from the boat to the Nuremberg meeting (Thomas
Fischer to the author, 2 Feb 2021). It is quite possible therefore that the first
and even perhaps the only full encounter Jung ever had with Honegger’s
paper prior to the publication of Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido was
when he heard it delivered on 30 March at the Nuremberg meeting. In any
case, the day after Honegger gave his paper Jung enthusiastically reported
to Emma that Honegger’s paper had gone well (Honegger grossartig
abgeschnitten). (Comment made in a 31 March 1910 letter sent from the
meeting on Nuremberg’s Grand Hotel stationary. Thanks to Thomas Fischer
for providing me with this reference, Fischer to the author, 16 Dec. 2020).
36

Thomas Fischer informs me that ‘Honegger is mentioned in every letter by Jung
sent from his impromptu trip to the USA (as H[onegger] is staying in the Jung-House,
looking after Jung’s practice and patients left behind)’ (Fischer to the author, 16 Dec.
2020).
37

According to Thomas Fischer, who kindly reviewed the unpublished letters in the
Jung Family Archive in order to provide the author with this information (Fischer to the
author, 2 Feb 2021).
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We may ask why, given the great number of patients at Burghölzli,
Honegger chose Schwyzer as the focus of his attention for special study?
There could have been any number of reasons, but what he and Jung had
been so earnestly studying together during the previous two or three months
would have surely played into it somehow. A good deal of what Jung had
been reading dealt with phallic symbolism, not infrequently presented with
solar associations. We see this in his exchanges with Freud at that time.
On 15 November 1909, for example, Jung had said that the ‘dying and
resurgent god (Orphic mysteries, Thammuz, Osiris, [Dionysus], Adonis,
etc.) is everywhere phallic’ (F/J 162J:263), this following up on an 11
November letter in which Freud told Jung that ‘Oedipus is thought to have
originally been a phallic demon’ claiming that his name ‘means simply
erection’.38 In the same letter Freud also mentions that, after hearing Jung
praise Knight’s A Discourse on the Worship of Priapus (mentioned above),
he too had also ordered himself a copy (F/J 160F:260).
The three works Jung mentions reading at the time, Creuzer, Knight,
and Inman, shared two things in common. First, they were all something
beyond outdated by the time Jung read them, something indeed more like
obsolete. Second (which flowed from the first), they all shared the naïve
assumption, a common one at that early stage of research, that all religions
and religious symbolism ultimately derived from a single source, although
there was a great deal of difference of opinion as to what that source might
be. This assumption dovetailed well Jung’s developing idea of a single
origin of ideas rooted not in a single historical source whence they worked
their way outward finding a multiplicity of local expressions throughout
the world, but in a shared inherited source in the human psyche itself
whence they might emerge independently anywhere, at any time.
The problem is that sweeping claims of the sort made in these
early works as to the common origins of religions, the meanings of their
iconography, monuments, myths, and symbols, ran way out ahead of
the evidence that would have been needed to make them credibly. The
necessary languages and texts were not yet adequately known.39 Knight’s
book and the editions of Creuzer in Jung’s library had been published
prior to both Jean-François Champollion’s 1822 announcement that he
had succeeded in deciphering hieroglyphics using the trilingual Rosetta
38

A surmise based on the fact that Oedipus means ‘the swollen footed’ (οἶδος =
swelling & πούς = foot). See also F/J 163F:266 (21 Nov 1909).
39

This level of outdatedness did not apply to Thomas Wright’s ‘Essay on the Worship of
the Generative Powers during the Middle Ages of Western Europe’, which was added to,
and amounted to more than half of the 1865 edition of Knight’s work (originally, 1786).
Jung owned the 1865 edition.
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Stone (Hierogliphic, Demotic, Greek),40 and Sir Henry Rawlinson’s 1835
copying of the first characters from the trilingual Behistun Inscription in
Iran (Old Persian, Elamite, Babylonian), which would ultimately provide
the key to cracking cuneiform, the script used in Nineveh and Babylon
(Rawlinson 1898:58).
In addition, despite the fact that a great enthusiasm for India had
emerged in Germany in the latter part of the eighteenth century, especially
after 1790, very few classic Hindu or Buddhist texts had yet become
available in European Languages, and hardly any Europeans could read
Sanskrit. The first to learn it was the Englishman Charles Wilkin who
also produced the first translation of a classical Sanskrit text in a European
language: The Bhăgvăt-gēētā, or, Dialogues of Krĕĕshnă and Ărjŏŏn
(1785). The first German said to have learned Sanskrit was Friedrich
Schlegel, who began his studies of the language in 1803 (Feldman &
Richardson 1972, 352). Access to actual classical Indian texts of any
sort remained patchy for some time after, as we see in Schopenhauer’s
recollection that ‘Up till 1818…there were to be found in Europe only
a very few accounts of Buddhism, and those extremely incomplete and
inadequate, confined almost entirely to a few essays’ (Schopenhauer
1969:2,169 = 1912-1913:2,208).41 This continued to be the case well into the
19th century. The first complete edition of the Dhammapada in a Western
language (Latin), for example, did not appear until 1855 (Fausbøll, 1855).
By the time Jung became interested in mythology the situation had greatly
changed, not least thanks to the 50 volume Sacred Books of the East series
edited by F. Max Müller between 1879 and 1910. Jung would eventually
own a complete set. But that came later.
By the end of the 19th century single-source theories of the origin
of religion and mythology had come under serious scrutiny, as Folklorist
Andrew Lang wrote in a work published in 1897: ‘these resolutions of
myths into this or that original source—solar, nocturnal, vegetable, or
what not—are often very perilous. A myth so extremely composite as
that of Osiris must be a stream flowing from many springs, and, as in
40

Revealing the same to the public at large in the same year in his Lettre à M. Dacier
relative à l’alphabet des hiéroglyphes phonétiques. Champollion published his ample
though still quite provisional Précis du système Hiéroglyhique des Anciens Égyptiens in
1824.
41

Other examples of texts becoming available include, e.g., Méridas Poullé’s French
translation of a Tamil version of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa (1788), Friedrich Maier’s
German (1802) and J.P. Paurraud’s French’s (1787) translations of the Bhagavad Gita,
and William Carey & Joshua Marshman’s 3 volume English edition of the Ramayana
(1806-1810).
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the case of certain rivers, it is difficult or impossible to say which is the
real fountain-head (Lang 1897:xxii). Given the proliferation of fanciful
interpretations early on in the study of myth and comparative religion,
characterised as they often were by an over-readiness to equate figures from
different religions and mythologies buttressed by erroneous etymologies
and misinterpretations of iconographic details, the progress of the 19th
century involved not only learning new things, but unlearning old ones,
and toppling older erroneous certainties.42 Lang summed up the situation
at the end of the century well when he wrote: ‘The history of mythology
is the history of rash, premature, and exclusive theories. We are only
beginning to learn caution’. (Lang 1897:xxiii). But all this happened after
the books Jung started his myth studies with were written. It is to those we
shall now turn our attention.
The German Romanticist Creuzer, steeped as he was in NeoPlatonic thought, would have naturally appealed to Jung, especially in his
idea that the symbol was the foundational element upon which both myth
and religion are built. According to Creuzer the symbol emerges from the
human yearning to give birth to the infinite in the realm of the finite, i.e.,
to bring the realities from the realm of the ideas (the Forms), into this
world of shadows. The symbol embodies the ambiguity and contradiction
of the fruit of the attempt (Creuzer 1810:66-69, §§29-30).43 For Jung the
Examples abound, including the claim by Alexander Hislop, one of Inman’s trusted
sources, that ‘Cannibal = Kahna-Bal, priest of Baal’ (1871:325). Or again, Jacob
Bryant’s that the name of the Egyptian sun God Amon was derived from the name of
Ham the son of Noah (1714:5), or that the name of Christ and the Hindu deity Krishna
are etymologically related (see Huggins 2019), or that they are both sun gods based
on claims such as Charles Vallancey’s ‘that Crishna in Irish means the Sun’ (Jones
1806:262), that ‘Krishen [Krishna]...and the nine Gopia...are clearly the Apollo and
Muses of the Greeks’, and that ‘Hesus [sounds like Jesus!] was an appellative of the
Sun’ (Vallancey, 1786:537 & 1782:38), or that Abraham was Saturn and Issac was
Zeus’ (Fourmont 1735:1.96), or Kaempfer’s claim after seeing a statue of the Buddha in
Siam, that ‘The Saint being represented with curled Hairs, like a Negro, there is room to
conclude, that he was no native of India, but was born under the hot Climate of Africa’
(1727:38, Bk. 1:2, cf. Moor 1810:231-232; Hislop 1871:57). With so many errors and
fancies in these older works it would have been difficult for Jung to avoid repeating
at least some of them, as he did, for example, when he embraced Friedrich Nork’s
misreading of the 2nd/3rd century Christian writer Tertullian which insinuated a link
between the name of the goddess Athena (Pallas) and the word phallus (Nork 1843:229
= Jung 1912a:212, Jung 1916:246-247).
42

43

Creuzer 1810:108, § 40: ‘Im Symbol nimmt ein allgemeiner Begriff das irdische
Gewand an, und tritt als Bild bedeutsam vor das Auge unseres Geistes. Im Mythos
äussert die erfüllte Seele ihr Ahnen oder Wissen in einem lebendigen Wort’. For
Creuzer, as Burton Feldman has noted, ‘the symbol keeps the infinite and finite,
the spiritual and transient, in indivisible unity. The Creuzerian symbol is the thing
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realm of ideas could be transitioned over into the notion of the realm
of the collective unconscious. When Jung read Creuzer, he would have
found some discussion of phallic themes, but not in the way Richard Noll
suggested when he wrote that ‘Jung never admitted (or had forgotten) that
the mythological motif of a “solar phallus” (Sonnenphallus) was discussed
by Creuzer in the third volume of his widely read mythological works’
(1999:55). Noll refers to Creuzer’s 1841 third edition, not the editions Jung
actually owned, namely the first editions of volumes 1, 2, and 4 (1810,
1811, and 1812) and the second edition of volume 3 (1821).44 The section
Noll mentioned referring to a sonnenphallus made its first appearance
in the much-expanded 1820 2nd edition of volume 2 (670), which then
migrated into the third volume of the third edition of 1841 (335), which is
where Noll encountered it (see Noll 1999:81).
For his part, Knight identified the worship of masculine and feminine,
the active and passive agents of generation, as the root of all religions. For
him, the male organ representing the ‘generative powers of God’, and the
female the ‘generative powers of nature or matter’ (1865:28). From his
perspective the main task of the interpreter of religious and mythological
symbols ultimately came down to trying to identify which symbols
represented the male generative powers and which the female.
Inman, finally, drank deep from Knight, but also from such dubious
sources as Geoffrey Higgins’s ponderous Anacalypsis: An Attempt to Draw
Aside the Veil of Saitic Isis; Or, An Inquiry into the Origin of Languages,
Nations, and Religions (1836). Higgins was a Freemason who wrote his
massive idiosyncratic work with an eye toward proving that Freemasonry
was the original religion from which all others sprang forth. 45

symbolized, where myth now only represents it’ (Feldman & Richardson 1972:388899).
44

Thanks to Thomas Fischer for providing me with this information regarding the
editions of Creuzer in Jung’s library.
45

We see this in statements like: ‘the [ancient Egyptian] mysteries were not the origin
of Masonry; they were Masonry itself’ (Higgins 1836, 1:719), ‘I have no doubt that the
Cabalistic oeconomy was similar to that of a lodge of Freemasons’ (1:816), and ‘Every
part of Christianity refers back to Abraham, and it is all Freemasonry’ (1:790). Higgins
also gives a nod to the idea of Freemasonry’s flowing in at least some sense from India:
‘Masons were the builders of Solomon’s temple, and they procured the wood Almug
from India, whence they and their art came’ (1:719).
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Of the three books Jung named, Inman’s is most relevant to our
discussion here. This is because of its singular and unrelenting search for
examples of phallic symbols across all religions. For Inman, anything that
was generally long and
straight counted for a phallic
symbol, and anything vaguely
almond shaped, a vulva.46
According to Inman, symbols
of the male, included ‘towers
or spires…and minarets…
Whatever
was
upright,
and longer than broad…A
sword, spear…dart, battering
ram, spade, ship’s prow,
anything indeed intended to
pierce into something else’
(1974:xxii-xxiii), ‘a tall
straight tree, especially the
palm and the fir or pine…a
tall upright stone…a cone, a Fig. 2. Bronze of Rama, Sita and Hanuman (see footnote
pyramid, a thumb or finger 46).
pointed straight [the “phallic hand” (ibid:127)], a mast, a rod, a trident, a
narrow bottle or amphora, a bow, an arrow, a lance, a horse, a bull, a lion,
46

We may think of Inman’s interpretation of the familiar vitarka-mudrā, a hand
gesture signifying argumentation or discourse common to the art of Buddhism and
also occasionally encountered in Hindu iconography as well (see, for example, Shiva
as Dakshinamurthi). Because the gesture involved the tips of the thumb and forefinger
touching one another and forming something like an almond shape Inman thought it
must be ‘the symbol of the yoni’ (Inman 1875:18, Pl. XIV, cf., Vogel 1998:95). This
misidentification is only the beginning of Inman’s problems relating to this particular
bronze (Fig. 2). He thinks the figures represent ‘Parvati, the Hindoo virgin, and child’,
which he identifies as ‘perhaps Crishna’ (1875:18). But the sons of Shiva and Parvati
are Ganesha and Karttikeya, not Krishna. The mother of Krishna is Devaki. The
figures Inman identifies as mother and child clearly represent, not a virgin and child,
but a male god and his female consort. The smaller figure has breasts, one of which the
larger figure is fondling. The actual item was part of the Joseph Mayer Collection at the
Free Museum of Liverpool (now the World Museum). The old catalogue identifies the
larger figure as the god Vishnu, the smaller as the goddess Lakshmi, and the monkey to
the right of Vishnu as the god Hanuman (Gatty 1882:87). The present writer’s view is
that the catalogue’s identification is incorrect also, and that the male and female figures
are Rama and Sita not Vishnu and Lakshmi. For a similar example without Hanuman
but with vitarka-mudrā see the following Rama and Sita figurine from London’s
Victoria and Albert Museum: http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O480164/rama-and-sitafigures/.
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and many other animals conspicuous for masculine power’, ‘the sun, light,
fire, a torch, the phallus or linga, an erect serpent’ (ibid:115) or a non-erect
serpent, ‘a spear head, a hare, a tiara, a cock, and a tortoise’(ibid:99). The
last mentioned was included in the list, Inman says, because its head and
neck resembles a penis.
Horns count
for phalluses too on
the alleged grounds
that ‘in ancient
symbolism, a part of
a symbol stands for
the whole’ (ibid:124125). And, as we
saw, bulls, along
with other ‘animals
conspicuous
Fig. 3. Assyrian ‘sacred tree,’ in a panel from the Northwest
for
masculine
Palace of Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud (now in the Metropolitan
Museum in New York) from Thomas Inman’s Ancient Pagan
power’ have horns
and Modern Christian Symbolism (Fig. 176 / p. 126).
(ibid:115). Pillars of
all sorts counted for phalli, even including the British Museum’s three
famous Assyrian obelisks (Inman 1875:99).47
A typical example of the kind of overreach one often found in the
earlier period is Inman’s phallic/vulvic take on the mysterious Assyrian
‘sacred tree’, in the panel from Northwest Palace of Ashurnasirpal II at
Nimrud now in the Metropolitan Museum in New York (Fig. 3). In the
picture two eagle-headed figures stand on either side of the tree with
baskets and what look like pine cones (Fig. 2) (Inman 1875:31, fig. 18).48
Even now, however, the meaning of the image remains a mystery, since
47

Presumably the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III (BM ANE 118885), the White
obelisk of Assurnasirpal I(?) (ANE 118807), and the fragmentary ‘Rassam’ obelisk
of Ashurnasirpal II (ANE 118800, XVI-XXII). Such an interpretation is by no means
credited by Assyriologists, nor in the descriptions that accompany the items on the
two that are currently on display in the British Museum, nor in works produced by the
museum describing them (see, e.g., Mitchell 1988:46-49), nor in fact in any credible
works treating these items.
48

See, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/322610. The museum’s
description reads: ‘One suggestion is that it symbolizes the fertilization of the land
through the imagery of artificial date-palm fertilization, in which male date-spathes are
used to fertilize female plants. The Assyrian term for the cone, however, seems to be
“purifier,” and it is therefore likely that the symbolism has as much or more to do with
magical protection’. Other images of winged figures hold the bucket and pine cone
beside the heads of men not trees. Even Inman has an example of this from the British
Museum (1875:25, fig. 7).
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‘no Assyrian text discovered to date discusses the nature or purpose of
this treelike thing’ (Giovino 2007:1). Yet Inman felt sure he knew what
the scene was about: ‘the pine-cone, = the testis, and the basket = scrotum
(?), intense emblems of the male creator’, and the tree itself, “the door”
whence life issues to the world’, i.e., a vulva. In one of the ‘sacred tree’
scenes Inman reproduces, a figure is shown pointing at (actually above)
the tree, which Inman identifies as ‘the fist with the forefinger extended, or
“the phallic hand”’ (Inman 1875:126-127).
M o s t
significant for our
discussion here
are places where
Inman directly
associates the sun
with a phallus
in statements
like, ‘The sun,
being the active
Fig. 4. L-R: Thomas Inman’s and Richard Payne Knight’s
fructifying cause
drawings of a phallic cross from Sant’ Agata de’ Goti.
in nature, was
generally regarded as male’, ‘As a male, the sun was supposed to have
the emblems of virility’, and ‘The earth was the primitive pudendum, or
yoni, which is fecundated by the solar heat, the sun, the primitive linga’
(1875[1874]:113,xix,116).
Many of the things Inman asserted about phalluses and vulvas were
already known to be flawed by the time his book appeared. Even more
so now. And we know that Jung had some reservations about Inman’s
accuracy. At one point he told Freud he thought Knight’s book ‘better than
Inman, who is rather unreliable’ (F/J 159J:258). But the only clue he gave
as to what he meant by unreliable is his note that Knight provided a more
explicitly drawn image of a phallic cross from Sant’ Agata de’ Goti (Fig.
4), (F/J 162J:264, cf. Inman 1874:14-15, Pl. XI, fig. 4 & Knight 1865:147,
n. 5 & Pl. XXXV, fig. 4). But whatever Jung’s objections, they did not keep
him from appealing to Inman’s works in earlier editions of Wandlungen,
although by the time the English edition of Symbols of Transformation
came along, Jung removed most or all of the references to him and to
Knight as well.49
49

Jung himself had long been aware of the inadequacies of Wandlungen, noting that
he had ‘never felt happy’ with the book due to its having been ‘written at top speed,
amid the rush and press of my medical practice, without regard to time or method’,
with the result that he, ‘had to fling my material hastily together, just as I found it’
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Jung’s discussion of Schwyzer’s solar-phallus vision was not the
only reference to the connection between the sun and phalli in Wandlungen.
It was just one instance of a broader link he was making between the two.
In that work, for example, Jung identified sunbeams as phallic symbols,
and he insisted that the ‘Sun’s rays = Phalli’ (1916:524, n. 69, 1912a:196,
n. 2, 1912:247, n. 2). Further he says that when rays are shown coming off
the sun like spokes, it represented a phallic wheel (‘A wheel always refers
to the sun’) (1916:228, 1912a:196).50
It is easy to imagine that Jung’s reading, and especially his reading
of Inman, might have reminded him of his 1906 encounter with Schwyzer
and his strange talk about seeing the sun’s penis move back and forth to
create the wind. Did he as a result recommend Schwyzer to Honegger
as a potential candidate for research? Such might explain why Honegger
singled out Schwyzer for study from among the many patients at the clinic.
Perhaps Jung was trying to direct his assistant toward profitable research
as he would afterward do when handing over the Honegger’s papers to his
later assistant C.A. Meier. In 1976, William McGuire spent an evening
with Meier, who told him that ‘Jung gave them [Honegger’s papers] to
him in the 1930’s, suggesting he might do something with them’ (William
McGuire to K.R. Eissler, 1 Mar 1976:2, William McGuire Papers Bx
43, Fd 5; Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC).
Meier later reported that he had attempted to follow up with Schwyzer
but ‘never succeeded in finding out the function of the solar phallus in
his [Schwyzer’s] hallucination system. During my time he no longer
remembered it and his system was producing fewer and fewer fantasies’
(Meier 1995:78).
Even before Honegger started his two-month stint as a volunteer at
Burghölzli, he and Jung were very hopeful about discovering examples of
inherited mythological symbols expressed in the delusions of the mentally
ill. Schwyzer’s delusion, as Jung recalled it, dovetailed perfectly with the
emphases of the particular books they had been reading and discussing.
(Jung 1956, xxiii; CW 5). He had expressed concern about this at the beginning as well,
remarking to Freud on 15 November 1909 on how he was ‘painfully aware of my utter
dilettantism’ (F/J 162J:263).
50

Jung writes to Emma (1 July 1910) of a new idea entering his mythological work,
‘nämlich die Logoslehre des Philo Judaios’. This probably refers to the connection that
Philo makes between the logos and the sun in De somniis (On Dreams) I.85 where he
is interpreting Genesis 19:23-24. See, Jung 1911:215, 1912a:98; 1916:113; 1956:106.
Thanks to Thomas Fischer for providing me with this reference (to the author, 2 Feb
2021).
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HONNEGER’S PAPER
J.J. Honegger presented his paper summing up his research on
Schwyzer on Thursday 30 March 1910 at the Second Psychoanalytic
Congress in Nuremberg, Germany.51 His was the last paper of the morning
(F/J:573). The central focus of the paper was Schwyzer’s view of the
cosmos. Schwyzer believed he had created everything from his own seed,52
and had as the centerpiece of his cosmos an earth shaped like a flat lense
(Hs 1068:17, Ms. 6 /Ts 4: die Gestalt einer flachen Linse) surrounded
by a seemingly endless sea frozen around the edges, a disk floating on
the aether. (Ms 1068:17, 9 (typescript 7): Die Erde liegt wie eine Scheibe
auf dem Aether). This idea was really the ‘big discovery’ coming out of
Honegger’s two months of observation. When Adolf Meyer, who had been
trained under Honegger’s father, visited Jung and Honegger between 27
June and 5 July 1910, it was this discovery that stood out in his memory.
Meyer recalls how: ‘One of Honegger’s patients (whom J. had analysed 3
yrs. ago without any results in this direction) gave a splendid reproduction
of a Ptolemaic conception of the world with interesting detail…very much
as in the creation, flat, with an edge’. (Adolf Meyer Collection, Fd VI/7/25,
Alan Mason Chesney Medical Archives, Baltimore, MD).53 Schwyzer’s
drawing, which is, as Meyer noted, masterfully executed, still exists (Hs
1068:10 Schwyzer Erdkarta. Permission was not granted to reproduce this
image). Jung also singled this out as a significant discovery by Honegger
in Wandlungen and in Symbols of Transformation (Jung 1912:184 and n.2;
1912a:133 and n. 2, 1916:154 & 511, n. 34, 1956:140 / CW 5: § 200).
In his enthusiasm for discovering proof of inherited ideas, Honegger
neglected to take into account other possible influences on Schwyzer that
might have had a bearing on his flat-earth views. Had he done so he might
have discovered that during Schwyzer’s years in England there was a very
active flat-earth movement going on there. It was rooted in the 1865 book
Zetetic Astronomy: Earth Not a Globe! by Samuel Birley Rowbotham
51

So far as the author is aware, Honegger was the first to present an academic paper
on the Schwyzer case and Jung the first to discuss it at any length in print. There are, in
addition, no doctors’ signatures in Schwyzer’s Swiss case records from Münsterlingen
or Burghölzli between the start of his second confinement in 1897 and 1910 (Verena
Rothenbühler to the author, 8 Feb 2021).
52

The description of the cosmos runs from the 2nd to the 10th page of the 14-page
manuscript of Honegger’s paper, and the description of the flat earth—how the sun and
moon move to give the illusion of day and night work, how the disk is kept floating in
space, etc.—from the sixth to the tenth page. See, also Rank 1910:735. Rank’s abstract
is reproduced in Walser 1973:111, and in English in Walser 1974:253-254.

53

Thanks to Sonu Shamdasani for providing me with copies of the relevant pages from
Meyer’s 1910 diary.
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writing under the pen name ‘Parallax’. The movement was forcefully
continued under John Hampden, who loved stirring up controversy with
prominent evolutionists, and gave birth in 1893 to the Universal Zetetic
Society, which had its own magazine called The Earth is Not a Globe
Review (For the history of the movement, see Garwood 2007).
More generally, Honegger might have pursued the possible
significance of Schwyzer’s regular references to the Freemasons, a group
much taken up with mythological symbolism and with trying to prove
their antiquity by seeking parallels in the texts and symbols of world
religions and mythology. Sometimes, as we have already seen in the case of
Geoffrey Higgins, they presented Freemasonry as at one with, or standing
behind, the ancient religions. As a child Schwyzer had lived in the same
house with a family by the name of Scherer (Hs 1068:18, 1). The father
was apparently the president of the local masonic lodge. Schwyzer claims
he had encountered the Freemasons in England as well and was actually
made a Freemason himself as he lay in the hospital after shooting himself
in the head (Hs 1068:18, 2). It is difficult to distinguish between reality
and fantasy in what Schwyzer says about the Freemasons and the Scherers.
For most of his life he had been obsessed with Marie Scherer, one of the
daughters of the family, whom he described as holding all the secrets of
freemasonry (Hs 1068:18, 1: Sie habe das ganze Freimaurergeheimnis in
d. Hand). Schwyzer was never able to bring himself to express his life-long
love for the girl. So when Marie eventually became engaged to a certain
doctor (Hs 1068:18, 3, [10]),54 Schwyzer’s second break down quickly
followed. Schwyzer came to view the Scherers as a mostly malevolent
cosmic power. They were the gods of the Freemasons, and everyone
surrounding him was controlled by them (Hs 1068:17, Ms 14,12/Ts 11,910). If they were young with brown eyes, it was Marie looking out at
him, if grey eyes, then her sister Lydia, if elderly, then old mother Scherer
(Hs 1068:17, Ms 12/Ts 9-10). According to Schwyzer, it was the Scherers
who tricked astronomers into believing that the moon has mountains (Hs
1068:17, Ms 7/Ts 5).
54

The second-mentioned passage is dated March 1898. In his 4 June 1907 letter to
Freud (F/J 29J:57), Jung confuses Marie with her sister Lydia. This implies that Jung
was not intimately aware of the details of Schwyzer’s case, since the latter seems to
have spoken of Marie very frequently (e.g., as in Hs 1068:[10]: ‘Das Marieli von dem
er so oft spreche’). The mistake also suggests that Jung did not read Schwyzer’s case
history carefully when preparing his letter to Freud. Had he done so he would have
discovered that Schwyzer did not even like Lydia. According to Schwyzer everything
Lydia did was unpleasant, but everything Marie did was pleasant (Hs 1068:18, 5, dated
7.10.1901).
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Honegger’s paper says nothing about the sun having a phallus. Indeed,
neither the words ‘penis’ nor ‘phallus’ appear in the manuscript. Mention
is made, however, of the sun having an ‘upright tail’ (Aufwärtsschwanz),
but, as we shall see in a later section, in the context it was a ray of light
not a phallus. Jung took over the word Aufwärtsschwanz, and gave it a
new meaning after reading Dieterich’s Mithrasliturgie a few months after
Honegger gave his paper. We shall have a good deal more to say about
Honegger’s paper as we proceed.
THE MITHRASLITURGIE (MITHRAS LITURGY)
Even though Jung stressed the similarly, indeed near identity,
between Schwyzer’s 1906 experience and a passage in the Mithrasliturgie,
when one actually compares the strange arcane language of that passage
with what Jung describes Schwyzer saying or doing, it hardly seems
obvious that the two are as closely related as he seemed to think. Here is
the passage as presented in Hans Dieter Betz’s recent critical edition of
the Mithrasliturgie (Mithra’s Liturgy) into which I have inserted in two
places the original Greek word and Dieterich’s German translations in
parentheses (Brackets Betz’s):
Now the course of the visible gods will appear through the disk of
god, my father; and in similar fashion the so-called pipe (aulos/
Röhre), the origin of the ministering wind; for you will see it
hanging from the sun-disk like a pipe (aulos/Röhre). From the
region of the west [it is the source of] the unending east wind,55
when it is assigned to the region of the east, and in the same
way the other [west wind going] toward the regions of that one
[scil.,56 the east].57 Then you will see the turn-about of the image
[scil., the pipe]. And you will see the gods (Betz 2005:52).58

While we certainly see similarities between what is said here
55

Meyer reads: ‘You will see the outflow of this object toward the regions westward,
boundless as an east wind’ (Betz 1986:49).
56

Scil. = scilicet: ‘namely’.

57

Meyer: ‘if it be assigned to the regions of the East–and the other (viz. the west wind),
similarly, toward its own regions’.
58

The English translation of the Mithras liturgy by theosophist G.R.S. Mead, which
Jung was also familiar with and quoted from in Wandlungen, also translated aulos in
this passage as ‘pipe’ (Mead 1907:22, cf. Jung 1911: 212)
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and what Schwyzer saw, there is nothing approaching ‘word for word’
correspondence as Jung occasionally suggested (Jung 1929:111 / CW
8:§228 & 1935:42 / CW 18:§85).
There are of course some obvious differences between the passage
and how Jung describes the Schwyzer incident. The pipe (phallus?) hangs
down rather than stands erect. The wind presumably comes through the
pipe rather than from the pipe’s moving back and forth stirring the air.
But these are superficial issues compared to a more essential but less
obvious difference. Jung is taking the word translated ‘pipe’ here and
‘Röhre’ in Dieterich (1910:7) to be a euphemistic reference to a penis.
But that is by no means obvious from the text. Indeed in the edition
quoted above, the editor, Hans Dieter Betz, actually pokes fun at Jung for
suggesting it: ‘Fantastic is Carl G. Jung…for whom the hanging pipe is—
what else?—a phallus’ (Betz 2005:143n. 311). Even in English the more
obvious interpretation is that the Sun is presented to the initiate as playing
a musical instrument, a pipe.
But beyond this, the Greek word aulos, translated ‘Röhre’ and
‘pipe’ casts even more definitive doubt on Jung’s interpreting the word as
referring to a penis. To be sure, the German word ‘Röhre’ can be taken as
a euphemism for a penis (Küpper
1982-1984:6.2329).
But the
situation is different with the
underlying Greek term aulos.
There are a number of
Greek words that were used in
antiquity to refer to the male
member, from the discrete and
respectfully descriptive aidoion
(See, e.g., Herodotus, Histories
2.30.4 48.2-3, Aristotle, The
History of Animals 7.3 (583b)
and 10.5 (637a)) and phallos
(Herodotus, Histories 2.48.2),
to the crude peos (Aristophanes,
Fig. 5. Girl playing aulos, Terracotta lekythos (oil
flask). Attributed to the Brygos Painter, ca. 480 Clouds 7734; Lysistrata, 415,
B.C. (Courtesy Metropolitan Museum of Art, 928, 1012; Women at the
New York).
Thesmophoria 62). Other terms
invited usage as intentional double entendres, including kerkos (tail)
(Aristophanes, Women at the Thesmophoria, 239), schoinion (rope)
(Aristophanes, The Wasps, 1342), and pragma (thing) (Aristophanes,
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Clouds 195-197). In his book, The Maculate Muse, Jeffrey Henderson
provides a veritable lexicon of the Greek euphemisms and obscenities
used in Attic Comedy, and dedicates an entire chapter to male and female
sexual organs (1991:108-130). Significantly the word aulos only appears
once in the book, and that referring not to a phallus but to the potential
usefulness of the musical instrument called an aulos for making fart
sounds and other obscene noises to accompany the bawdy antics of actors
on stage (1991:198).
The reason aulos is not a natural choice in Greek to be used to refer
to the male organ is that it not a single pipe. It was the double-piped
musical instrument that we see depicted everywhere in Greek and Roman
art (Fig. 5). As John G. Landels explains,
In the woodwind category there was one instrument which
spanned the whole history of Greek and Roman music, and
which appears more commonly in illustrations than any other—a
double, reed-blown pipe, called aulos in Greek and tibia in Latin.
For many years it has been the practice of Classical translators,
including some very distinguished ones, to use the word ‘flute’
for this instrument. This is extremely misleading and inaccurate...
the aulos did not look like a flute; it was a double pipe, the two
pipes being held out in front of the player. (Landels 1999:24).

Landel’s criticism of Classical translators rendering aulos as ‘flute’
can also be leveled against standard Greek lexicons over the last three
centuries. Wilhelm Pape’s Griechisch-deutsches Handwörterbuch,
which Jung owned and used in this connection, defined aulos as a wind
instrument, but especially as a flute that differed from ours by having a
mouthpiece and a deeper tone (cf. Pape 1849:1,353 and Jung 1931:151
/ CW 8:§318). Pape’s entry followed closely the earlier definition given
in Franz Passow’s Handwörterbuch der griechischen Sprache (1819–
1824),59 which later became the basis as well for the authoritative Liddell,
59

Pape: ‘…jedes Blaseinstrument, bes. die Flöte...von unserer Flöte sowohl durch dass
eingesetzte Mundstück (γλωσσίς), als durch den stärkeren, tieferen, Ton verschieden’.
/ Passow: ‘…jedes Blasinstrument, bes. die Flöte, die aber wieder mehrere Unterarten
hatte, und sowohl wegen ihres wie beym Hoboe eingesetzten Mundstückes, als wegen
ihres tieferen, volleren und stärkern Tons von unsrer Flöte wesentlich verschieden
zu denken ist.’ / Early editions of Liddell and Scott: ‘…any wind instrument, mostly
rendered a flute, though it was more like an oboe, as well from its having a mouthpiece,
as from its fuller deep tone’. Later editions of the latter would add ‘clarionet’ and
eventually drop ‘oboe’. The situation has not improved in the interim. G. W. H.
Lampe’s A Patristic Greek Lexicon (1961) gives pipe, flute, as its first definition and
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Scott, Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon (LSJ), whose earlier editions
simply repeated Passow’s definition. The current magisterial 9th edition of
Liddell, Scott, Jones (1940) still inadequately defines aulos as ‘pipe, flute,
clarionet’.60
Feeling the inadequacy of both ‘Röhre’ and ‘pipe’ as translations
of aulos in the Mithrasliturgie, the author decided to pursue the question
with Stefan Hagel of Vienna’s Institute for the Study of Ancient Culture of
the Austrian Academy of Sciences. Hagel is the author of Ancient Greek
Music. A New Technical History (Cambridge University Press, 2009),
and he is also associated with the European Music Archaeology Project.
Had Hagel ever heard aulos being used in reference to the male member?
‘This was the view of Carl Jung in interpreting a text (Mithras Liturgy)’, I
wrote, ‘but I have been doubtful of it precisely because the aulos is usually
double-piped’. Hagel responded:
I agree that a phallic interpretation makes little sense for double
pipes. I have always wondered whether the quasi-restriction to
double pipes might be due also to the requirement of avoiding
phallic connotations … After all, one of the very few texts
on the monaulos [that is to say mono-aulos, single aulos],
Martial Epi[grams]. [14]. 64, famously exploits precisely that
association.61

When the Mithras Liturgy uses the term aulos to refer to the
musical instrument the sun is playing the intended reference is almost
certainly to the then universally familiar double-piped wind instrument
and not to a phallus. As such the ancient text simply cannot represent an
inconspicuously meaningful symbolic parallel to Schwyzer’s reference to
the sun’s having a phallus in 1906.

tube as its second and only alternative, and even the 3rd edition of BDAG, i.e., Bauer,
Danker, Arndt, Gingrich’s authoritative A Greek English Lexicon of the New Testament
and Other Early Christian Literature (2000) offers only flute.
60

Jung did not own Passow’s Handwörterbuch. Thanks to Thomas Fischer for
information on lexicons in Jung’s library.
61

Electronic response (26 Sept 2018) at http://www.doublepipes.info/pipesinstruments-singulars-or-the-plural/. Martial’s epigram, entitled ‘Tibiae’, reads as
follows: Ebria nos madidis rumpit tibicina buecis; saepe duas pariter, saepe monaulon
habet // ‘The drunken flautist bursts our ears with her bibulous cheeks; often she uses
two pipes at once, often only one’ (ET: Walter C.A. Ker).
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A TUBE FROM HEAVEN
Jung believed that the similarity between what Schwyzer saw and
the content of the passage from the Mithrasliturgie was so striking as to
place it beyond dispute (Jung 1931:151/CW 8: § 319). Still, to remove
any remaining doubt, he felt it was important to provide a third, similarly
striking parallel to both. He felt sure he had found it in an obscure medieval
artistic motif in which the conception of Jesus62 is ‘represented by a tube
[Röhre] or pipe [Schlauch]63 coming down from heaven and passing
beneath the robe of Mary. Into this flies the Holy Ghost in the form of a
dove for the impregnation of the Mother of God’ (Jung 1912a:94, 1952:11
/ CW 5:§150, 1991:95 / CW Supp. Vol. B:§172).
Jung included mention of this pictorial motif in several of his
accounts of the Solar-Phallus story (see also Jung 1931:151 / CW 8:§319,
1934:52 / CW 9.I:§108. In the last-mentioned account, it is ‘the dove or
the Christ-child’ that comes down the tube). But he gave no details, not
even any indication where such a picture might be found, until Symbole
der Wandlung, the 1952 revision of his 1911/1912 Wandlungen und
Symbole der Libido. In Symbole der Wandlung two obscure paintings were
presented to illustrate the motif spoken of in the passage (Plates III and
VIII in Jung 1956: between 274 & 275). These examples were chosen not
by Jung but by Jolande Jacobi. Three hundred pictures chosen by her were
included in the original 1952 edition of Symbole. This is indicated on the
title page of that edition.64 The German edition for the Gesammelte Werke
also acknowledged that Jung had entrusted the task of gathering pictures
to his ‘proven colleague’ Dr Jolande Jacobi (Jung 1973:8). Unfortunately,
the English editors, gave no indication who chose the pictures.
What are now Plates III and VIII were specifically linked to the
passage under consideration in the 1952 edition (Jung 1952:168). The
images do not appear with their traditional titles in any of the editions, but
have been provided with freshly minted ones presumably by Jacobi or Jung.
And even though both pictures include what might be mistaken for a tube
62

Originally Jung incorrectly referred to the the virginal conception of Jesus as the
‘conceptio immaculata’, which actually refers to the Roman Catholic teaching of the
sinless conception of Mary (Jung 1911:211, 1912a:94, 1916:108, 1991:95). The error
was later corrected (Jung 1952:167, 1956:101 / CW 5:§150).
63

‘Pipe’ was changed to ‘hose-pipe’ to translate Schlauch in Jung 1956:101 / CW
5:§150.

64

‘Mit 300 Illustrationen, ausgewählt und zusammengestellt von Dr. JOLANDE
JACOBI’.
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or pipe, neither actually has anything to do with a tube coming down from
heaven and up under the Virgin’s robe. After our discussion of what these
two Plates actually depict, we shall suggest what we suspect was probably
the actual image Jung had in mind when he initially spoke in Wandlungen
of a pictorial parallel to Schwyzer’s vision and the Mithrasliturgie.
PLATE III/ABBILDUNG 4 (JUNG 1952 = ABBILDUNG 19).65
The first plate is labelled Christus im Schoβ der Jungfrau / Christ
in the Virgin’s Womb, dated c. 1400, and attributed to an Upper Rhenish
Master (Jung 1952:81/1956: between 274 & 275). The picture was taken
from a coffee-table Christmas picture book entitled Das Christgeburtsbild
der frühen Sakralkunst (1939) by the pious Austrian painter Aloys
Wachlmyer, who is better remembered as Aloys Wach a minor player
in German Expressionism in his youth (Guenther 1991:1-4; Wachlmyer
1939:11-18). The name Wachlmyer gave the picture on his plate list in
the back of his book was Maria in ihrem Hause (Mary in her house).

Fig. 6. ‘Joseph’s Doubts’ motif with the pregnant Virgin working her spindle and distaff.
The painting is called Maria am Spinnrocken at Berlin’s Staatliche Gemäldegalerie, where it
resides, and attributed to a Nuremberg or Bohemian master (c. 1410).
65

I give first the plate number in volume 5 of Jung’s English Collected Works (258259), then that of volume 5 of his Gesammelte Werke (71), then finally the 1952 original
German edition (81).
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In the picture we see the Virgin placed in an architectural setting
with the child Jesus not so much in as in front of the Virgin’s womb and
framed by an aureole of gold behind him. The aureole is a common artistic
convention for depicting Jesus in Mary’s womb referred to as a mandorla
(Italian: ‘almond’). Upon initial inspection, we see what might be taken
for the tube Jung was referring to coming down from the top right side of
the picture, passing through the Virgin’s hands and then dropping down to
the left at the bottom of the picture. As it passes between Mary’s hands it
also seems to go in front of/through/behind the baby Jesus.
But what we are actually seeing is not a tube. The title given the
picture on its accompanying plaque in Berlin’s Staatliche Gemäldegalerie,
where it currently resides, clarifies the matter: Maria am Spinnrocken.
What we are actually seeing is yarn being spun by the Virgin, coming
down from the top of her distaff on the right, where the unspun fibers of
flax or cotton or wool have been affixed, and being twisted into yarn by the
Virgin with the aid of her spindle, which is suspended on the left toward
the bottom (Fig. 6).
Depictions of Mary spinning are extremely common in the
iconography of both Eastern and Western Christendom. The motif had
its origin in the second-century Proto-Gospel of James 10-11 where the
youthful Mary was chosen to spin scarlet thread for the curtain of the
Jerusalem Temple, which she was doing when the Angel Gabriel arrived
with his announcement that she was to give birth to Jesus.
In the Eastern Church it became standard for Mary to be holding a
spindle and thread in icons of the Annunciation, but normally the spindle
only, not the distaff (Nes 2000:39 & Ouspensky 1982:172). According
to the Hermeneia, or ‘Painter’s Manual’ of Dionysius of Fourna, an
eighteenth-century iconographer
from Mount Athos Monastery
in Greece, the Virgin is to
be shown ‘standing before a
chair, with her head slightly
bowed; in one hand she holds a
spindle with a roll of silk thread
upon it, while she stretches
out her right hand towards the
archangel Gabriel who stands
before her’ (Dionysius of Fourna
Fig. 7. Annunciation, Pignatta Sarcophagus,
1996:32). There are exceptions
Ravenna, Italy, 4th-5th cent.
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to the spindle-only rule in the East, as is seen, for example, in a 10th
century picture from the icon gallery of the Church of Saints Clement
and Panteleimon in Ohrid, Macedonia (Babić 1985:17). In addition,
one of the earliest depictions of the Annunciation on the 4th/5th
century Pignatta Sarcophagus in the garden next to Dante’s tomb in
Ravenna also showed Mary with her spindle and distaff (Fig. 7).66
In the West, however, depictions of Mary’s spinning eventually came
to be replaced or supplemented in Annunciation scenes with her reading a
Bible opened to Isaiah 7:14, the passage that features the prophetic words
relating to herself: ‘Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and
shall call his name Immanuel’.67
However, Plate III does not depict an Annunciation scene. It is
not about the conception of Jesus. The overly large face peering into the
window on Mary’s right, with bald head and grey hair, is not the angel
Gabriel but Mary’s husband Joseph. In the Proto-Gospel 9-13 and its
Latin counterpart, the 7th/8th century Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 8-10, the
elderly Joseph is away on a building project when the annunciation occurs
and only returns later to discover to his dismay that Mary is well along in
her pregnancy. He doubts her purity and reproves her. So, besides Maria
am Spinnrocken, this picture is also described as a ‘Joseph’s doubts’ scene
(Gibson 1989:168).68 The Joseph’s doubt motif is not especially common
in paintings, but it was a regular feature in Medieval English Mystery
Plays.69
Other examples which combine the Joseph’s doubt motif and
66

For other early examples see Taylor (2013:25 fig. 4 & 26, fig 6). Taylor writes
concerning the Pignatta Sarcophagus that ‘there appears to be a distaff held under
her left arm and a thick fiber rove’ (32). She may be correct but this author remains
uncertain.
67

See, e.g., Gibson (1990:47) who dates the shift to the beginning of the 13th century
in the west (c.f. Robb 1936, 485, n. 21). More recently, however, Miles has provided
examples that the motif as early as the 9th century (The Brunswick Casket), noting
that by the ‘the late twelfth century the Reading Annunciate had completely pervaded
the Western artistic tradition’ (2014:643, fig. 1 & 668). The Isaiah 9:6 passage can be
seen with particular clarity in Matthias Grünwald’s Annunciation from the Isenheim
Altarpiece c. 1510-1515 (see, e.g., Pelikan 1996: among the unnumbered plates
following p. 128).
68

Referring to the same motif, Rosenau (1944, Pl. I.C) calls the picture ‘Joseph
Reproves the Virgin’.
69

The Townely Play, no. 7e.; N-Town Play, no.12; The York Corpus Christi Play, no.
13. All accessible at https://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams/text-online/. See, further, Gibson
1975 & 1989, Cf. Flanagan 1996. It is perhaps no surprise that Gibson chose this
picture for the cover of her 1990 book.
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Mary working at her distaff and spindle can be cited,70 but particularly
ubiquitous in church decorations, paintings and holy cards of the 19th and
20th centuries, are scenes representing the Holy Family that show Mary
spinning
with
spindle and distaff,
Joseph
working
at his carpentry,
and the child Jesus
either playing or
helping
Joseph.
Indeed, the Roman
Catholic
Church
the author attended
as a small child
in the American
West, which was
dedicated in 1915,
had a stained-glass
window with this
scene, as did the
new Church built
to replace it in
1963, this time with
windows designed
by Gabriel Loire.71
When seeking
illustrations of the
ubiquity of this
theme it occurred
Fig. 8. Holy Family Scenes from Graz, Austria, showing
Mary using a spindle and distaff. L-R, T-B: (1) Loretokapelle,
to the author to
Garisonskierke (c. 1888), (2) Joseph Ritter von Hempel, ‘Das
Christkind auf der Schaukel’ (‘The Christ child on a seesaw’)
keep an eye out for
(1850), Neue Galerie, (3) 19th century painting on glass,
local expressions of
Volkskundemuseum, (4) Josefskirche (1908).
it in Graz, Austria,
where he happened to be at the time. Without much trouble he came
across four. Two carved relief panels, one in the Loretokapelle in the
70

For example, a small 15th century diptych at the Abtei Nonnberg in Salzburg, Austria
(Gibson 1989, 167, fig. 6:13), and a fresco on the North wall of the sacristy door in the
Urbanskirke in Schwäbisch Hall, Baden-Wurttemberg (Rossner 2012).
71

https://www.ateliers-loire.fr/en/gabriel-loire-usa-washington-clarkston-holy-familyparish-catholic-church.php.
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Garisonskierke (c. 1888) and the other in the Josefskirche on Schönaugürtel
(1908).72 He also found a very charming 19th century painting on glass in
the Volkskundemuseum, Graz, and lastly a sentimental scene in the Neue
Galerie entitled Das Christkind auf der Schaukel (‘The Christ child on
a seesaw’) (1850), by the Austrian artist Joseph Ritter von Hempel (Fig.
8). Since the distaff and spindle represent one of the most common and
ancient domestic technologies, it is surprising that a picture of it came to
be confused with a tube coming down out of heaven to impregnate the
Virgin. And perhaps more surprising still, given the fact that a photograph
exists of Toni Wolff, an intimate of Jung, holding a distaff and spindle
(Healy 2017:149, fig. 50).

The author at the Staatliche Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, with Alois Wachlmyer’s Das Christgeburtsbild
(1939), the source of Plate III in Symbols of Transformation, and the original in the background
(Photo: M. Huggins).

PLATE VIII/ABBILDUNG 17 (JUNG 1952 = ABBILDUNG 50)73
Plate VIII is labelled Die Obumbratio Mariae in the German editions
of Symbole, which is translated in the English as The Overshadowing of
72

Bartholomäus Peter Neuböck (Figuralbildhauer), Bartholomäus Gorendschek (Jernej
Gorenček) (Ornamentbildhauer), and Wilhel Sirach (Vergoldemeister).
73
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Mary (Jung 1952:168, 1973:134, cf. 1956:274-275). The title no doubt
refers to the Latin Vulgate reading of the Gospel of Luke chapter 1 verse
35, where the angel Gabriel tells Mary that ʻThe Holy Spirit shall come
upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall overshadow (obumbrabit)
thee.ʼ In the picture we see several people, buildings, objects and animals
with Latin labels, and what appears to be a strait tube-like line coming
down from heaven onto Mary’s head. The tube might then seem to continue
around behind her shoulder and then to bend and pass through her hands.
There is also some sort of small animal at her knee that at first looks like a
dog. But the picture is really too small to get a clear idea of what is going on.
In the German editions the picture is misidentified as a late 15th
century Wirkteppich (i.e., a tapestry), in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum
in Munich. The caption in English describes it as a ‘Tempera painting on
wood, Erfurt Cathedral, 1620-40’, which is more correct. It is a painting
and it is at Erfurt.74 The origin of the error in the German edition is not a
mystery. Tafel 42 in the second part of Karl von Spiess’s Marksteine der
Volkskunst, which was the source for this image, contains two pictures.
The captions for both are at the bottom of the page. The German editions
of Symbole simply took over the wrong caption (i.e., that of fig. 113 instead
of fig. 112) (Fig. 9).
Von Spiess does not give the picture a name but rather includes it
among more than
a
dozen
other
examples
of
the same motif.
However, we can
Fig. 9. Caption from Tafel 42 of the second part of Karl von
Spiess’s Marksteine der Volkskunst.
discover what it is
from one of the few Latin labels we can actually clearly see in the center at
the bottom of the picture as it appears in Symbole: Hortus Conclusus. Once
we have the name, we also know that what seems to be passing through the
Virgin’s hands is not a tube coming down from heaven, but a horn that is attached
to the animal at Mary’s knee, which turns out to be not a dog but a unicorn.
The Hortus Conclusus theme represents a curious amalgam of
standard symbols and themes of late medieval devotion drawn from the
allegorical interpretation of items in the Old Testament thought to refer to
the Blessed Virgin Mary (see examples in Labriola & Smeltz 2002). The
words Hortus Conclusus comes from Canticle of Canticles 4:12 which
reads in the Latin Vulgate: Hortus conclusus soror mea, sponsa, hortus
74

In the Diözesankunstmagazin. Dated more recently to the second quarter of the 16th
cent. by Beker-Lamers 2003.
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conclusus, fons signatus, ‘A garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse, a
garden enclosed, a fountain sealed up’. The passage was taken to refer to
Mary’s perpetual virginity ante-partum, in-partu, and post-partum, that is
to say, before, during, and after, the birth of Jesus. The 4th century writer
Saint Jerome, who was really the architect of the Catholic perpetualvirginity doctrine, had already understood this passage and its terminology
as prefiguring the perpetually virgin Mary, and it continued to be so
understood throughout the Middle Ages.75 In addition, there are two other
primary motifs in Hortus Conclusus scenes, which are unusually, even
inexplicably, combined. The first is the Annunciation, in which Gabriel
tells Mary that even though she is a virgin she is going to bear a son,
a scene most often accompanied by a ray (or rays) from heaven along
which the Holy Spirit and/or the child Jesus is seen descending. When
the rays had a clear termination point it was usually on Mary’s head, as
in the picture under discussion. This detail is found not only in Hortus
Conclusus scenes but in almost all Annunciation scenes.
The second theme was a mystic unicorn hunt, which ultimately
derives from the Physiologus, a 3rd or 4th century work in Greek that stands
behind the various Medieval Bestiaries. According to the Physiologus:76
The hunter cannot approach [the monoceros or unicorn] because
he is extremely strong. How do they hunt the beast? Hunters
place a chaste virgin before him. He bounds forth into her lap
and she warms and nourish the animal and takes him into the
palace of kings. (chap. 36, Physiologus 2009, 51).

Out of this passage was born a common pictorial theme depicting
a unicorn laying its head in the lap of a virgin. The theme was often
combined with the idea of the unicorn hunt, in which the unicorn is not
led off to a palace but speared by the hunter while its head lay in the
virgin’s lap. When the theme came to be combined with the Annunciation
in Hortus Conclusus scenes Gabriel was duly transformed into a hunter
blowing his horn with four hunting dogs, named, in this case from top to
bottom, Justice, Truth, Mercy, and Peace (Iustitia, Veritas, Miseracordia,
and Pax). The dogs’ names represent an intentional allusion to Psalm 84:11
of the Latin Bible (85:10 in current editions): “Mercy (miseracordia) and
truth (veritas) have met each other: justice (iustitia) and peace (pax) have
75

Jerome, Against Jovianus 1.31 and Letter 48.20 (to Pammachius).

76

On the origin and date of the Physiologus see, Scott (1998).
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kissed’.77 And instead of Gabriel’s words from the Latin edition of Luke
1:28 Ave Gratia Plena (‘Hail Full of Grace’) coming from his mouth, they
proceed in Hortus Conclusus scene out of the end of his hunter’s horn.
The rest of the items in the picture follow standard Medieval allegorical
understandings of Old Testament items prefiguring the Virgin Mary as
shown in Figure 10. The combination of Hortus Conclusus and Unicorn
Hunt motifs was relatively short lived, perhaps because of the Council of
Trent’s 1563 call for the abolition of images suggestive ‘of false doctrine,
and furnishing occasion of dangerous error to the uneducated’.78
Like Plate III, Plate VIII does not represent an example of the motif
Jung was describing. Out of the several examples of the Hortus Conclusus
images in Karl von Spiess’s book in the section dealing with this motif,
we may wonder why Jacobi chose this particular image?79 One item that
might have commended it to her is the ruler-straight line coming down
from heaven, which could easily be taken for a tube, and then the illusion
that makes it seem to bend and pass through the Virgin’s hands when the
identity of the animal at her knee is not properly grasped. Yet the straight
white tube-like line that is so striking in von Spiess, and by extension in
77

The special significance of this passage to the present context comes from a sermon
featuring it on the Feast of the Annunciation in 1140 AD by Saint Bernard of Clairvaux.
In the sermon, Bernard presented a parable that became widely known and endlessly
retold in sermons, books, plays, and art throughout the remainder of the Middle Ages.
Bernard tells of a debate over the fate of humanity between God the Father and his
four daughters, Justice, Truth, Mercy, and Peace (Iustitia, Veritas, Miseracordia, and
Pax). In the beginning, Bernard says, humanity was clothed in these four virtues. But
they lost them in Eden’s fall. Mercy and Peace appealed to God the Father for some
means of human redemption and forgiveness to be found, a proposition which Truth and
Justice firmly rejected. In response God proposed this resolution. If an innocent person
would be willing to die on behalf of fallen humanity, whose willingness stemmed from
love, death would be bound and humanity saved. Truth and Mercy went forth in search
of such a person on the earth. Naturally no one was found, and when they returned from
there, they were scolded for failing to realise that only the one who had proposed the
plan, God himself, was worthy to fulfill it. So God calls Gabriel to go to the virgin and
make his announcement. God tells Truth and Mercy to go before the incarnating Christ,
Justice to get ready his throne, and Peace to accompany him. See, Bernard of Clairvaux,
‘In Festo Annuntiationis Beatae Virginis’, Patrologia Latina 183.383-390. The story is
summarised in English in Traver 1907:16-17. See further, the lengthy poetic rendering
of the story in John Lydgate’s 15th century Middle English Life of Our Lady, where we
also find the theme of Christ as Unicorn being pacified by the Virgin Mary (Lydgate
1961:333-35).
78

Council of Trent, 25th Sess. (Dec. 3, 1563), (Schaff 1993:2,203).

79

None of the other examples presented in von Spiess shows a tube coming down and
going under Mary’s robe. Von Spiess includes a general list of the items one would
expect to find in pictures of this type (von Spiess 1942:114).
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Symbole der Wandlung and its English counterpart actually represents an
enhancement. In the original painting the line or beam is much less clearly
defined and ephemeral, and even seems to dissipate somewhat before
reaching the Virgin’s head.80
Jung was already familiar with the theme of the Virgin-tamed
unicorn in its connection to Hortus Conclusus pictures when he originally
wrote Wandlungen: ‘The unicorn is hunted by the archangel Gabriel, and
driven into the lap of the Virgin, by which was understood the immaculate
conception [sic]’ (Jung 1916:525, n. 11, = 1912:257-258 n. 2 and 1912a:206207). This statement was not carried over to Symbols of Transformation
(Jung 1956:214 / CW 5:§314, cf. 1916:525 n. 11). But another one like it
is retained from Wandlungen and specifically linked to Plate VIII showing
that Jung (or Jacobi) was aware that the animal at Mary’s knee in the
picture was a unicorn: ‘In Christian picture-language the unicorn, as well
as the dove, is a symbol of the spermatic Word or Spirit’ (Cf. pl. VIII.)’
(Jung 1956:321 / CW 5:§492, cf. 1916:335, 1912:356, 1912a:305). The
words ‘picture language’ were added to what Jung had originally written,
perhaps as a way of connecting the remark more directly to the picture in
Plate VIII’.81 Jung also now introduces a footnote directing his readers to
the very extensive discussion of the symbolic significance of the unicorn,
including the Hortus Conclusus theme, in Psychology and Alchemy (See
esp. Jung 1968:435-448 / CW:518-526 & 1972:495-510 / GW:518-526).

80

https://www.flickr.com/photos/28433765@N07/5685963259/in/
album-72157623030373555/.
81

‘It is well known that, in addition to the dove, the unicorn is also a procreative
symbol of the Logos’ (Jung 1916:355) // Bekanntlich is außer der Taube auch das
Einhorn ein zeugendes Symbol des Logos (Jung 1912a:305; 1912:356).
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Fig. 10. Items in the Erfurt Hortus Conclusus (Symbols of Transformation, Plate
VIII).
A. Aurora consurgens: ‘morning rising’ (Canticles 6:9)
B. No Latin label: God
C. No Latin label: The Holy Spirit
D. Virga a[a]ronis: Aaron’s [budding] rod (Hebrews 9:4/Numbers 17:8)
E. Fons signatus: ‘a fountain sealed’ (Canticles 4:12)
F. Urna aurea: ‘the golden urn’ of manna (Hebrews 9:4)
G. Turris davidis: ‘Tower of David’ (Canticles 4:4)
H. Porta clausa: the closed gate (Ezekiel 41:2)
I. Ave Gratia Plena: ‘Hail [Mary] Full of Grace’ (Luke 1:28)
J. Quasi oliva speciosa: ‘As a fair olive tree’ (Ecclesiasticus 29:4)
K. Ecce ancilla Domini: ‘Behold the Handmaid of the Lord’ (Luke 1:38)
L. Isaias Propheta: ‘Isaiah the Prophet’ (Isaiah 7:14 & Matthew 1:23)
M. Iustitia, Veritas, Miseracordia, and Pax: ‘Justice, Truth, Mercy, and Peace’ (Vulgate
Psalm 84:11)
N. Vellus gideonis: ‘Gideon’s fleece’ (Judges 6:36-40)
O. Gideon.
(Pictured right: Julia Budai, Librarian at the C.G. Jung Institute in Küsnacht,
Switzerland, holding a 1952 edition of Symbole der Wandlung open to Abbildung 50
[Plate VIII]).
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In ‘The Concept of the Collective Unconscious’ Jung remarked that,
it is in the highest degree unlikely that his [Schwyzer’s] vision
had anything to do with the rare medieval representations of the
Conception, even if through some incredibly improbable chance
he had ever seen a copy of such a painting…He had never
travelled. And there is no such picture in the public art gallery in
Zürich, his native town’ (Jung 1934:52 / CW 9.I:§109).

Despite Jung’s being mistaken here (Schwyzer had traveled), his
statement may be suggestive. It seems highly probably that Jung would
have been aware of the fact that one of the most beautiful and celebrated
Hortus Conclusus / Unicorn Hunt tapestries in the world is at the
Landesmuseum Zürich and has been on permanent display there since it
was acquired in 1896 (Fig. 11).82 A picture of this famous tapestry appears
in Jung’s Psychology and Alchemy (1968:442, fig. 245/CW 12:§521 =
1972:504, abb. 245/GW 12:§522).

Fig. 11. Hortus Conclusus tapestry (1480), Swiss National Museum, Zürich, from the
Kreuzkapelle in Lachen, Canton of Schwyz.

Schwyzer did not have his second breakdown and confinement until
the Spring of 1897, after having worked as a clerk (commis) in Zürich for
82

Andreas Hösli to the author 25 March 2014. For the details of the museums
acquiring the item see Scwheizerisches Landesmuseum in Zürich 5: Jahresbericht
1896:78-80. This is not the only Hortus Conclusis image at the Landesmuseum (see,
e.g., Wyss 1960:113-24).
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the 8 years previous. So it is quite possible he saw it too. Deirdre Bair
even claims that Schwyzer was ‘an employee of the Swiss Landesmuseum
in Zürich’ (Bair 2003:706, n.19 = 2007:994, n.19).83 In any case, when
Jung stated that there was ‘no such picture in the public art gallery in
Zürich, his native town’, it should probably count for yet another piece of
evidence to suggest that the Hortus Conclusus picture presented in Plate
VIII was not the picture he had in mind when writing the accompanying
text. It also raises the question of how involved Jung was at the stage of
the production of Symbole in which the pictures were inserted and linked
to particular statements in the text.
If the two plates given in
Symbole did not really represent
the actual theme or picture Jung
originally had in mind, then what
did? The obvious place to look for
the answer is in the sources Jung
was reading as part of the original
preparation
for
Wandlungen.
And when we do this a plausible
answer presents itself in Figure
138 on page 92 of Thomas Inman’s
Ancient Pagan and Modern
Christian Symbolism (Fig. 12).
Even Inman’s accompanying text
for this figure is reminiscent of the
language Jung used in describing
the picture he had in mind: ‘A
circle of angels forming a sort of
sun, having luminous rays outside,
Fig. 12. Picture from Thomas Inman’s Ancient
and a dove, the symbol of Venus,
Pagan and Modern Christian Symbolism that
Jung may have had in mind as a parallel to
dart a spear (la pique) down
Schwyzer’s solar-phallus ‘vision’.
upon the earth (la terra),
or the virgin. This being received, fertility follows’ (Inman 1875:92).84
83

I am informed by Andreas Hösli that ‘We [the Landesmuseum] don’t possess records
of employees from this period of time. In the annual reports, there is also no mention
of Emil Schwyzer’ (to the author, 21 July 1914). Bair cites as her source ‘the Honegger
Papers’ but does not specify a particular folder. I was not able to verify this claim
when I examined the Honegger Papers. Nor is it to be found in the Krankengeschichte/
Patientenakten Z 100.7888 Emil Schwyzer (1862-1936) in the Staatsarchiv of the
Canton of Zürich (Verena Rothenbühler to the author, 17 July 2020).

84
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There are a few points of doubt with this identification. The first
is that Jung initially identified the artist as a German (Jung 1911:211,
1912a:94, 1916:108), and he retained this identification in Symbole (Jung
1952:167, 1956:100-101 / CW 5:§150). But Inman’s picture is from an
Italian work by Alberto da Castello entitled Rosario della gloriosa Vergine
Maria. Inman gives only an English title to the picture and says it was
printed in Venice (1874:91). Then too it supposes that Jung followed Inman
in the mistake of thinking the picture represented the Virgin Mary with the
infant Jesus in her womb. Castello had actually identified it as a picture of
Mary’s mother Anna with the child Mary in her womb.85 Unlike the birth
of Jesus, Mary’s birth was not virginal, as we read in the promise to Mary’s
father Joachim in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, the foundational text for
the iconography of this subject in the Western Church: ‘I am an angel of
God…your wife…has conceived a daughter from your seed (ex semine
tuo)’ (Pseudo-Matthew 3:2; ET: Ehrman & Pleše 2011:82-83). That Jung
might have made this mistake is suggested by the fact that the same picture
appears wrongly identified as the Virgin and child Jesus in Psychology and
Alchemy (Jung 1968:179, fig. 87 / CW 12:244]).86 In short, the match is
not perfect, the spear does not go up under Anna’s dress, but it comes as
close to doing so as anything this writer has seen.
WHAT DID SCHWYZER SEE?
Similar difficulties accompany Jung’s 1911 reports of Honegger’s
discoveries regarding the ‘hallucination’ (Wahnidee) of Schwyzer. ‘The
patient sees in the sun an “upright tail” [Aufwärts-Schwanz] similar to
an erect penis. When he moves his head back and forth, then, too, the
sun’s penis sways back and forth in a like manner, and out of that the
wind arises’ (Jung 1916:108-109, 1911:211, 1912a:94). As already noted,
Jung derives the words ‘upright tail’ here from a passage in Honegger’s 30
March 1910 Nuremberg paper.
It is interesting to note that in the context Honegger singled out
Aufwärtsschwanz in the manuscript of his paper with quotation marks, as
than those of his source. He even adds la pique and la terra, giving the impression that
they are in his source. They are not.
85

Alberto da Castello, 1566, 38a: ‘Maria vergine fu santificata nel ventre di santa
Anna’.
86

There the source is identified in the List of Illustrations as coming from the
Rosario della gloriosa Vergine Maria via Inman, but clearly the original book was not
consulted.
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if wanting to preserve Schwyzer’s precise wording at that point, raising
once more the question whether Jung had suggested beforehand that he
try to coax Schwyzer into redescribing his 1906 Solar-Phallus ‘vision’?
However, Honegger does not in any way suggest in his paper that Schwyzer
equated the Aufwärtsschwanz with a penis. That was Jung’s interpretation
of what it meant, not Honegger’s and not Schwyzer’s on that particular
occasion. Consistent with this, Jung does not actually say in the text that
the patient saw an erect penis, only that he saw an, upright tail ‘similar to’
an erect penis. In the German he speaks of a ‘so-called upright tail’ (einen
sogenannten “Aufwärts-Schwanz” [d.h. soviel wie erigierten Penis]).
Since Schwyzer had already identified the tail coming off the sun
as a phallus in 1906 we may wonder what additional element Dieterich’s
Mithrasliturgie brought to the table when Jung read it in the summer of
1910. As he says in his earliest account: ‘Honegger discovered the following
hallucination…This strange hallucination remained unintelligible to us for
a long time until I became acquainted with the Mithraic liturgy’ (Jung
1916:108-109 =1991:95-96 / CW Supp. B:§173, italics mine). Given his
earlier experience with Schwyzer, Jung certainly already had some idea that
Honegger’s ‘upright tail’ might also have underlying phallic associations,
even though, by his own admission, everything had not as yet fallen into
place for him until he read the Mithrasliturgie.87 Interestingly the only
really new thing the Mithrasliturgie seems to offer in terms of a parallel
to Schwyzer’s Solar-Phallus ‘vision’ is a connection between the aulos
(which Jung took to be a penis) and the origin of the wind.
We have already mentioned a very significant lacuna in Jung’s
published statements on the Schwyzer case, namely, the fact that
Schwyzer’s had shot himself in the head, where the bullet presumably
remained for the rest of his life. The injury appears to have resulted in
87

Jung was apparently eager to advance his protégé’s career by giving him credit for
initially reporting Schwyzer’s ‘hallucination’ of an Aufwärtsschwanz rising from the
sun. This as we have seen was not entirely true. Jung also took pains to speak of the
matter in a way that echoed the language of Honegger’s paper. Later, however, in
the major revision of Wandlungen that became Symbole der Wandlung, Jung credits
himself with the discovery by replacing ‘Honegger…entdeckt’ with ‘Ich habe…
beobachtet’. He also replaces the allusion to Honegger’s paper about the patient’s
seeing ‘einen sogenannten “Aufwärts-Schwanz” [d.h. soviel wie erigierten Penis]’
with the simpler ‘ein membrum erectum’. Jung entered these corrections in his own
hand into a copy of the 1938 third edition of Wandlungen (1938a:94). Thanks to Sonu
Shamdasani for sharing crucial pages from this book containing Jung’s corrections with
me and for verifying Jung’s handwriting. The book itself is currently housed in the
Hochschularchiv der ETH Zürich, register number Hs 1301:1.
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a number of baneful physical consequences.88 Early on these included
confused speech (mixing French, English, and German words),89 loss
of memory and any real sense of chronology,90 the loss of the ability to
stick out his tongue,91 rapid weight gain,92 twitching on his right side,93
weakness in his right hand (Casebook 134: Males 1888, # 38:[3]),94 the
onset of ‘weakmindedness’, (10 October 1888, Casebook 134: Males
1888, # 38:[4]) and epileptic type seizures accompanied by foaming at the
mouth (18 May 1888, Casebook 134: Males 1888, # 38:[3]). The original
head wound was followed by others. It is reported that during one of his
seizures Schwyzer fell, hitting his head on the floor causing the bruising
of his left occipital region (ibid.). Schwyzer suffered at least two other
self-inflicted head injuries when trying to kill himself by bashing his head
against a door in one case and a wall in another (21 April 1888, Casebook
134: Males 1888, # 38:[3]).95
But the most conspicuous and lasting effect of Schwyzer’s suicide
attempt was the damage done to his left eye. This was discussed at some
length in the Guy’s and Bethlem records, and mentioned as well in the
Swiss records accessed by Honegger. The most complete description
comes from the Bethlem record on the occasion of the examination of
Schwyzer on or soon after his arrival there on 14 April 1888:
R[igh]t Eye is normal. L[ef]t Eye Ptosis [drooping upper eyelid] +
external Strabismus [outward non-alignment]. He has complete
88

Unfortunately we know nothing of Schwyzer’s physical or mental condition prior to
his attempted suicide beyond the fact that he seems to have been delusional after losing
his job.
89

25 March 1888 (‘Abstract of Report on Emile Schweizer’ [1888]:2).

90

When he arrived at Bethlem he told them he had been at Guy’s hospital for 6 months,
when he was actually only been there since 12 February, scarcely more than two months
(Casebook 134: Males 1888, # 38:[3]).
91

21 April 1888 (Casebook 134: Males 1888, # 38:[3]). This may be a consequence of
an additional self-inflicted injury to his head (see below).
92

When Schwyzer arrived at Bethlem on 14 April 1888, he was described as a ‘thin,
rather delicate’ man, but by 10 October of that same year he had become ‘very fat’
(Casebook 134: Males 1888, # 38:[1, 3-4]).
93

14 February 1888 (‘Abstract of Report on Emile Schweizer’ [1888]:1).

94

But this may have been partly due to his being left-handed, which is suggested by his
shooting himself in the left side of his head.
95

Also in the Spring of 1897 at Mönchhof bei Kilchberg (Hs 1068:18, 3). In the latter
case at least he was apparently attempting suicide.
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paralysis of all his ocular both intra and extra ocular muscles
with the exception of the External Rectus. L[ef]t Pupil is dilated +
does not react either to light or accommodation. Apparently he
has no diplopia [double vision]. When made to follow an object
with his R[igh]t Eye he follows till the object come[s] opposite the
visual axis of his L[ef]t Eye + then he lets his R[igh]t Eye turn out
+ fixes the object with his Left. He says he does not see double.
He can count fingers with his Left Eye + he says he can see quite
well with it…Both disks very pale. Field of vision for white is
normal in R[igh]t Eye a little contracted in L[ef]t. Field for colours
is much contracted in both eyes. (Casebook 134: Males 1888, #
38:[3]).

Even while he
was still hospitalised
in England, the ptosis
began to improve, but
the strabismus and
paralysis only slightly if
at all. With regard to the
latter, little had changed
nearly a decade later
Fig. 13. Schwyzer’s external strabismus. At Burghölzli,
when Schwyzer had his 1917 or earlier.
second breakdown in the
Spring of 1897, when we read of paralysis of the right [sic] side of the
face, the right eye having a ‘neuropathic expression’ and a fixed gaze,
a conspicuous external strabismus with the left eye lying fixed in its
outer corner, and the scar from the gunshot wound in the left temple
area.96 Finally, Honegger’s 1910 Nuremberg paper also makes it clear
that at that time Schwyzer still had the external strabismus (‘nach
aussen schielenden’) (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11/Ts 9). According to Honegger,
Schwyzer described his fixed left eye as, ‘cosmic’ and ‘the sun’ (Fig. 13).
Though trauma to the head, brain, and eyes of the sort Schwyzer
suffered, occasionally result in hallucinations, this does not seem to be
what was occurring in his case.97 Indeed it is a question whether, strictly
96

Hs 1068:18,[8]: ‘eine Fazialisparese rechts. Das linke Auge steht unbeweglich
im aüßeren Augenwinkel, schielt nach links aussen. Schussnarbe in der linken
Schläfengegend. Das rechte Auge zeigt einen neuropathischen Ausdruck, de[r?] Blick
ist starr’.
97

Thanks to Dr. Rob Cheeley of Project Grace in Yunnan, China, for help with
questions relating to head injuries and hallucinations.
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speaking, he ever had hallucinations in the sense of seeing things that
were not there. To be sure he was delusional, and in this case he seems to
have been exploiting his eye injury to create visual phenomena for himself
to which he would then assigned delusional significance. He did this by
a combination of squinting, of closing his eyes half way, of waggling
his head, of alternately closing and opening his eyes. In Honegger’s
paper such actions are referred to as Schwyzer’s ‘sun experiments’
(Sonnenexperimente) (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11/Ts 9).
In the Bethlem account we saw that when Schwyzer fixed an object
with his left eye his right eye would ‘turn out’ (Casebook 134: Males 1888,
# 38:[3]). From Honegger’s paper we learn that Schwyzer appears to have
exploited this capacity as part and parcel of making his ‘sun experiments’.
If, while looking at the sun, he alternately closed his right and left eyes it
would seem to make the sun jump around.98 Taking advantage of the partial
disconnect between his two eyes, Schwyzer could also make the sun seem
to elongate and even pull apart. Honegger described these abilities as ‘eine
feine Kompensation für die kosmetische Entstellung’, ‘a fine compensation
for the cosmetic disfigurement’ (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11/Ts 9).
THE AUFWÄRTSSCHWANZ, A RAY OF LIGHT (LICHTSTRAHL)
NOT A PHALLUS
Like several other words Schwanz can serve as a vulgarism to refer
to a penis (Küpper 1982-1984:8,2583), but that is not what Schwyzer had
98

Here is the relevant passage from Honegger’s paper for this and what follows: Der
Herr gefällt sich nun auch im Genusse seiner Allmacht: Er macht in der freien Zeit
Sonnenexperimente: Er bringt die Sonne zum Hüpfen, indem er d. r. Auge schliesst, und
sie mit dem linken, sonst nach aussen schielenden fixiert. Die Sonne hat dann einen
scheinbaren Ruck nach links gemacht. Wenn er d. schielende schliesst, so bleibt der
Effekt natürlich aus. Er bezeichnet daher sein linkes Auge als das kosmische, als die
Sonne, eine feine Kompensation für die kosmetische Entstellung. Er pflegt auch gerne
die Sonne mit halbgeschlossenen Augen anzublicken und sie dadurch zum Tanzen zu
bringen, ein Spiel, das auch mit gewöhnl. Lichtern sehr genussreich ist. Besonders
schön ist es, die Sonne durch starkes Zukneifen der Augen in die Länge zu ziehen,
auseinanderzuziehen, ihr einen ‘Aufwärtsschwanz’ aufzusetzen. Wenn er dabei den
Kopf im Takt einer Melodie hin u. her wiegt, so wird dieser Aufwärtsschwanz (der
Reflex) wie eine Fahne hin- u. her geschwenkt und dadurch entsteht dann der Wind.
Hier wieder die Vorstellung von materiellen Lichtstrahlen. [...] Ganz wie d. Kinder
glaubt er, dass ihm die Wolken und der Mond nachlaufen wohin er geht. Geht er den
See entlang, so weist der Reflex des Mondes immer auf ihn, so dass die hinter ihm
Gehenden sehen müssen: Davorne [sic, Ts reads: Da vorne] geht der Herr. Das ist das
Leiden der Verbindg. des Herrn mit den Gestirnen […]’ (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11/Ts 9). My
bolding.
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in mind when he spoke to Honegger in 1910. He did not suggest that the
Aufwärtsschwanz referred to was a penis, but a ‘reflection’ (der Reflex),
a tail of light he was able to cause to rise from the sun by squinting at
it. When Schwyzer combined this action with moving his head back and
forth to music, the tail of light would move back and forth too, not like a
penis, as Jung suggested, but like a ‘flag’ (Fahne).
What Honegger was reporting, then, was not a hallucination at all,
but a universally familiar visual phenomenon of the sort Hermann Hesse
described in his 1927 short story Dream Journeys, when he spoke of ‘a
flickering round of dancing lights such as anyone sees when squinting at
the sun’ (Hesse 1972.286-287).99 It is a phenomemon especially easy to
recreate by squinting at street lights at night or at the table lamp on your
desk.
In the same context Honegger reports that Schwyzer also thought that
when he walked along the lake and the reflection of the moon (der Reflex
des Mondes) on the water always pointed to him, it was to let other people
know that he was the Lord. This is again a delusional interpretation of a
natural phenomenon that everyone has experienced of the kind described
very well in Italo Calvino’s description of Mr. Palomar’s evening swim:
As the sun sinks toward sunset, the incandescent-white reflection
acquires gold and copper tones. And wherever Mr. Palomar
moves, he remains the vertex of that sharp, gilded triangle; the
sword follows him, pointing him out like the hand of a watch
whose pivot is the sun. ‘This is a special homage the sun pays to
me personally,’ Mr. Palomar is tempted to think, or, rather, the
egocentric, megalomaniac ego that dwells in him is tempted to
think (Calvino 1985:13-14).

What Mr. Polomar was ‘tempted to think’ Schwyzer really did think.
He also really thought that the visual phenomena he made himself see in
the course of his sun experiments were actually happening in the external
world. Since he viewed himself as the creator of all things, Schwyzer
regularly interpreted external events as being directly caused by him. He
attributed the devastating 28 December 1908 Messina earthquake to his
becoming angry at another patient for contaminating his dishwater. He
also thought that the 8 May 1902 eruption of Mount Pelée on the island
of Martinique was caused by his jumping from a first-floor window to
99

‘…einen flimmernden Reigen bewegter Lichter, wie jeder ihn beim Blinzeln gegen
die Sonne sieht’ (Hesse 2001:8,393).
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retrieve a wash rag. In the process the sun bounced, hit the top of the
volcano, and caused the eruption (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11/Ts 9).
As we see from the dates of the two events, Schwyzer’s God delusion
with its imagined implications for the external world was long standing.
In fact, it was already present at the beginning of his second breakdown
and institutionalisation in 1897 (Hs 1068:18 [8]: ‘Er sei der persönliche
Gott.’). And the conviction that his actions affected the external world was
already present in his 1888 Guy’s hospital report, where he expressed his
belief that the ‘accidents received into the ward were caused by his faults’
(Casebook Males 1888 (CB/134), # 38:[1]).
The Sonnenexperimente he produced by squinting at the sun that
Jung observed in 1906 and Honegger in 1910 also went back to at least
1897. It is reported that when he was in Mönchhof in the Spring of 1897
Schwyzer was making weather (Hs 1068:18 [8] ‘Im Mönchhof habe er
Wetter gemacht.’).100 And then by February 1898 in Münsterlingen he was
already commenting on how he was able to make the sun strangely jump
around in the sky by squinting at it (Hs 1068:18 [10]: ‘Er sieht die Sonne
blinzelnd an sind erklärt, sie mache so eigentümlich lustige Rücke am
Himmel.’). On yet another occasion Schwyzer said he made weather to
keep someone away from him (Hs 1068:18,3: ʻEs sei ihr gesagt worden,
er erzeuge Winde, so dass sie sich ihm nicht nähern könne.ʼ).
Honegger concludes from the fact that Schwyzer waggled his head
to move the Aufwärtsschwanz back and forth to make wind, that he must
have been viewing it as in some sense substantial, or material, in itself.
And in the course of explaining this, Honegger removes any remaining
doubt that he regarded the upright tails Schwyzer was raising from the
sun by squinting at it in 1910 as materialised rays of light (materiellen
Lichtstrahlen) not phalli.101 Schwyzer’s idea, says Honegger, corresponded
to ‘infantile notions of the sunbeam” (infantilen Vorstellungen vom
Sonnenstrahl)”’,which he illustrates with a reference to Wilhelm Busch’s
children’s book Der heilige Antonius von Padua (1872) where Saint
Anthony is said to hang his cap on a warm sunbeam (einen warmen
Sonnenstrahl) (Fig 14).102

100

In this case by making snow come through the wall.

101

He also referred to them as material rays of light in a passage he crossed out at the
same place (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11).

102

‘Flugs nimmt Antonia seine Haube // Und Hängt sie, wie an einen Pfahl //An einen
warmen Sonnenstrahl’ (Busch 1972:41).
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Fig. 14. Illustration of St. Anthony hanging his cap on a sunbeam in Wilhelm Busch’s children’s
book Der heilige Antonius von Padua (1872), cited by Honegger in his 30 March 1910 paper
on the Schwyzer case at the Second Psychoanalytic Congress in Nuremberg.

Honegger also mentions as another parallel, children’s stories where
the sun is presented as a woman with golden hair (=rays of the light) that
could be plucked.103 Both illustrations were chosen to provide additional
examples of material rays of light (materiellen Lichtstrahlen) in order to
tie what Schwyzer was seeing with common stock motifs of myths and stories.104
We can well imagine that Jung might not have been satisfied with these
parallels, coming as they did from childrens stories that everyone, including
Schwyzer, might have been familiar with. What he needed were parallels
that Schwyzer could not possibly have known about. These he felt sure he
had found in the Mithrasliturgy and in Medieval pictures showing a tube
coming down from heaven and under the Virgin’s robe to impregnate her.
From Jung’s descriptions of the 1906 incident, it is clear that
Schwyzer was doing the same sort of thing then as he was in 1898 in
Münsterlingen and in 1910 when talking to Honegger. He was engaging
in his ‘sun experiments’. While ‘wagging his head and blinking into
the sun’, Schwyzer had explained to Jung that ‘when I move my head
to and fro, it [the sun’s penis] moves too’ (Jung 1934:50-51/ CW
9.I:105). Schwyzer realised that if other people did the same thing he
was doing, they could generate the same visual phenomenon themselves.
103

The identification of the plucked hair as Lichtstrahlen also appears in Hs 1068:17,
Ms 8/Ts 7.
104

Honegger’s third example comes from Daniel Paul Schreber’s description of ‘the
rays of a whole world [Strahlen einer ganzen Welt]—somehow mechanically fastened
at their starting points’, that seemed to saw his head in pieces when he was suffering
from mental illness (Schreber 1988:136 = 1903:155 [German ed.]).
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According to Jung, Schwyzer ‘invited me to blink into the sun like he
did and waggle my head’ (1934:52 / CW 107:§52), ‘said I must look
at the sun with eyes half shut, and then I could see the sun’s phallus’
(Jung 1931:150/CW 8:§317). And he told Jung, ‘you must move your
head, too, like this’ (Jung & Freeman 1959:434). Jung attempted it but
for some reason was unsuccessful (Jung 1935:41/CW18:§85). The fact
that Jung failed actually surprised Schwyzer as it might well surprise
us also (Jung 1934:50-51/ CW 9.I:§105). The only difference between
the accounts of Jung and Honegger is that in 1906 Schwyzer identified
the light tail he saw on the sun as a phallus whereas in 1910 he did not.
For years Schwyzer had been identifying himself with the sun. In
March 1898 he was reported as saying that he himself was the sun (Pat. sagt, er
sei die Sonne), that the sun had been in his mother womb before his birth, and
that if he had died before birth all would be darkness (Hs 1068:18, [10]). In
the same context he claimed that he himself had set the course of the sun,
which had previously wandered about randomly. In Honegger’s 1910 paper
Schwyzer claimed that before he was born there was no sun, only a yellow
sky. It only took its circular shape after his birth (Hs 1068:17, Ms 4/Ts 3).
As noted earlier, Schwyzer interpreted the whole universe as being
formed from his own seed. As such it is scarcely incredible that he might
have occasionally interpreted the Aufwärtsschwanz, the light ray he liked
to produce by squinting at the sun, as a solar phallus, that is to say, as in
some sense his own phallus. But he did not interpret it that way when
speaking with Honegger, nor in any other place known to this author
except the 1906 incident.105 Nor can we say that Jung took undue credit
for Honegger’s research. The two men interpreted the Aufwärtsschwanz
in two distinctly different ways, Honegger as a material light beam and
Jung, informed by his earlier experience, as a solar phallus paralleled in
the Mithrasliturgie.
In any case, using words like ‘hallucination’ (Wahnidee) and ‘vision’
to describe what Schwyzer called a ‘solar phallus’ in 1906 and an ‘upright
tail’ in 1910 does not really do justice to what was actually occurring.
There was nothing at all unusual in the manner in which Schwyzer made
himself see the tail (anyone, or most anyone, can do it any time they like).
The only thing that made Schwyzer’s experience different was that he
seems to have actually believed that his sun experiments affected external
105

In Honegger’s paper Schwyzer described the sun as consisting of the moon and
the stars coming together. (Hs 1068:17, Ms 8/Ts 7). In the context he likens the
combination to coitus, apparently having in mind an image of an ovum (the moon)
surrounded by sperm such as he might have seen, for example, in Haeckel 1874:137,
fig. 12.
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reality. That was certainly delusional, but it did not really amount to a
vision or hallucination.
CONCLUSION
On 12 February 1888 a despondent and delusional Emil Schwyzer,
later to be nick-named ‘the Solar-Phallus Man’, pressed a small pistol
against his left temple and pulled the trigger. He had recently been fired
from his position at a bank. He was 25 years old at the time and living at 28
Finsbury Square, London. After shooting himself Schwyzer was rushed to
Guy’s hospital. He survived but the bullet had caused significant damage
to his head, including paralyzing his left eye so that it lay fixed in its
socket in an outward-looking position (external Strabismus). When asked
to follow an object with his right eye he would do so until it reached the
visual axis of his left, at which point the left eye would take over and
his right eye would fall back. Eventually Schwyzer came to believe he
was the creator of all things, and that he could actually make the sun do
things in the sky by looking at it in various ways, aided more or less by
this disconnect between his two eyes. By alternately opening and closing
his right and left eyes, he could make the sun seem to jump around in the
sky. By squinting at it hard, he could cause it to elongate and even pull
apart. Jung’s assistant J.J. Honegger described the enjoyment Schwyzer
got out of making these ‘sun experiments’ (Sonnenexperimente) as a
‘compensation for the cosmetic disfigurement’. (Hs 1068:17, Ms 11/Ts
9). Another thing Schwyzer would do along these lines was to make an
‘upright tail’ (Aufwärtsschwanz) of light rise from the sun by squinting
at it. This was a visual phenomenon that most people with normal vision
can make themselves see as well by squinting at, say, a table lamp or
streetlight, but with one difference. Schwyzer actually believed that the
visual phenomenon he created by doing this was real and substantial
so that when he moved his head back and forth and the tail of light
seemed to move with it the air was stirred up and wind was created.
Schwyzer was already making weather and causing the sun to jump
around in the sky as early as 1897/1898, well before coming into contact with
either Jung or Honneger (Hs 1068:18 [8], [10]).106 In 1906 Jung encountered
106

Could it be Schwyzer Eugen Bleuler was describing in the following passage?: ‘A
hebephrenic made fun of himself because he, the Lord, walked between two doctors
and yet did not know how to get out of the hospital. While he was a patient in another
hospital, he used to make the weather, right after tea time. Here in this institution,
nothing seemed to happen after coffee-time. A “King of the Whole World” himself
asked the question “whether all this did not sound rather fantastic”’(Bleuler 1950:127-
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Schwyzer squinting at the sun and waggling his head to make wind with
the light tail. On that occasion Schwyzer described the tail of light as the sun’s
penis. In early 1910 Jung’s assistant J.J. Honegger observed Schwyzer doing the
same thing but describing the resultant upright tail (Aufwärtsschwanz) not
as a solar phallus but as a reflexion (Reflex), a ray of light (Lichtstrahl),
which made wind when it moved back and forth like a flag (Fahne).
Schyzwer ’s Aufwärtsschwanz and other ‘sun experiments’
represented a relatively minor point in the 30 March 1910 paper Honegger
gave at the Second Psychoanalytic Congress in Nuremberg. The main focus
of that paper was a presentation of Schwyzer’s concept of the cosmos he
believed he had created from his own seed, the central feature of which
was a Ptolemaic flat earth.
In Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido (1912 [1911]), Jung made
reference to Honegger’s mention of Schwyzer’s Aufwärtsschwanz but gave
it a phallic interpretation. Between Honegger’s paper and Wandlungen
Jung had discovered what he believed to be two significant parallels that
provided the key to understanding what Schwyzer was seeing in both
1906 and 1910. The first parallel was an obscure passage in an ancient
work known as the Mithrasliturgie that seemed to feature a pipe (Röhre)
hanging from the sun which was described as the ‘origin of the ministering
wind’. The second was a theme in Medieval art that showed a ‘tube’
(Röhre) or ‘pipe’ (Schlauch)107 coming down from heaven and passing
beneath the robe of Mary’, into which ‘flies the Holy Ghost in the form
of a dove for the impregnation of the Mother of God’ (Jung 1912a:94,
1952:11 (CW 5.150), 1991:95 (CW Supp. Vol. B:§172)). Jung insisted
that Schwyzer could not have known about the Mithrasliturgie passage
nor the theme in Medieval art because the former had not been published
until four years after Schwyzer had his 1906 solar-phallus ‘vision’ (not
correct), and because Schwyzer never traveled and no example of the
type of picture he was describing was to be found in Zürich (also not
correct and…complicated). Jung regularly featured the Schwyzer case as
an example of ‘the fantasies or delusions of his patients …paralleled in
mythological material of which they knew nothing’ (Bennet 1985:69).108
Following are the broad conclusions of this article:
1.
Jung did not get his claim that Schwyzer saw a solar phallus
from Honegger’s 1910 paper, since Honegger made no such claim there.
128=1911:104 [German ed.]).
107

‘Pipe’ was changed to ‘hose-pipe’ to translate Schlauch in Jung 1956:101/CW 5.150.

108

Not referring specifically to the Schwyzer case, although it may have been the case
Jung had in mind.
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Rather he reinterpreted the ‘upright tail’ (Aufwärtsschwanz) mentioned
by Honegger as a solar phallus based on his own reading of Albrecht
Dieterich’s edition of the Mithrasliturgie a few months later. Once one
sees the bigger picture this is clear even from the language Jung uses in his
first mention of the matter in Wandlungen itself.
2.
Jung’s use of terms like ‘vision’ and ‘hallucination’ to describe
what Schwyzer saw is not apt. Schwyzer’s Aufwärtsschwanz was not a
hallucinatory event but one of a series of self-generated ‘sun experiments’
(Sonnenexperimente) that he had engaged in from time to time over a long
period as a way of amusing himself. The delusional element was that he
imagined that what he made himself see was actually affecting the external
world.
3.
The Mithrasliturgie cannot be appealed to as a parallel to Schwyzer’s
‘vision’ of a solar phallus because there is no reference in that work to a
solar phallus. Jung was misled by both Dieterich’s translation and his own
copy of Wilhelm Pape’s Griechisch-deutsches Handwörterbuch (1849)
into accepting the translation of the Greek word aulos in the Mithrasliturgie
as a Röhre (‘pipe’), by which he understood a single pipe hanging from
the sun, which he took to be an indirect reference to a penis. However,
it was not that. The reference rather was to the sun’s playing an aulos,
the familiar double-piped instrument depicted everywhere in Roman and
Greek art, and especially on Greek vases. The only real parallel between
what Schwyzer saw and what the Mithrasliturgie describes is that in both
cases wind was produced. In the former case by the air’s being stirred up
by the back-and-forth movement of the Aufwärtsschwanz and in the latter
by the sun’s blowing air through his double-piped musical instrument.
4.
The obscure Medieval art theme of a tube coming down from
heaven and up under the Virgin Mary’s cloak to impregnate her also falls
short as a significant parallel to what Schwyzer saw. The simple reason is
that no such obscure Medieval theme apparently exists, or even supposing
it did, Jung never revealed where. Neither of the two images contributed
by Jolande Jacobi 40 years after the fact to illustrate Jung’s claim about the
theme in Symbole der Wandlung/Symbols of Transformation have anything
to do with what Jung described. We argue however that Jung actually did
have a particular image in mind. He had seen it in Thomas Inman’s Ancient
Pagan and Modern Christian Symbolism (1874), one of the first volumes
he read when his passion for the study of mythology began in the fall of
1909. However, Inman mistakenly imagined that the picture showed Jesus
in his mother Mary’s womb, when it actually depicted Mary in her mother
Anna’s womb. Jung reproduces Inman’s picture along with his confusion
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about who the figures represent in Psychology of Alchemy.
5.
Although Jung does not name the patient in a letter he wrote
to Freud on 4 June 1907, there can be no doubt that he was describing
Schwyzer. From the letter it is clear that at the time Jung was aware of a
number of relevant details about the case that he either never mentions
in his published accounts (e.g., that Schwyzer had shot himself in the
head), or directly contradicts (e.g., that Schwyzer had in fact traveled). In
June/July 1910 Jung told Adolf Meyer about analyzing Schwyzer three
years previous (i.e., 1907) but without significant results. Once Jung and
Honegger had begun actively seeking proof of connections between the
symbols of myth and the delusions of mental patients expressing inherited
ideas, Jung’s interest in Schwyzer appears to have been rekindled. As noted
earlier, according to Honegger’s 1910 paper, Schwyzer did not interpret
that upright tail as a phallus but as a ray of light (Lichtstrahl). It was Jung
who, through his later reading of the Mithrasliturgie and perhaps under
the influence of his recollection of the 1906 solar-phallus incident as well,
took the step of interpreting what Honegger reported as a phallus.
The idea of a lens-shaped flat earth, which was the central focus
of Honegger’s paper, may have come to Schwyzer via contact with the
very active flat-earth movement going on in England while he was there.
However, being convinced instead that the notion came to Schwyzer
from the realm of inherited ideas, Honegger and Jung did not explore that
possibility.
6.
It is not clear whether Jung recommended Schwyzer as the subject
of Honegger’s two-month study based on his own recollection of the 1906
solar-phallus incident, or was simply reminded of the earlier incident by
Honegger’s reference to Schwyzer seeing an Aufwärtsschwanz. What is
clear is that despite his renewed interest in the case, Jung never seems to
have gone back and fully refreshed his memory about the other details
of Schwyzer’s patient history. Why Jung never did so might be partially
explained by potential difficulties connected with accessing the patient
himself. Such may at least be suggested by the attendant chronology of
events. Jung had resigned from his position at Burghölzli several months
before Honegger began his research on Schwyzer as a volunteer there at
the beginning of 1910. It appears that at the time some hostility existed
at the clinic toward Jung and his methods and that this may even have
caused Honegger to be asked to leave earlier than he had intended after
being too vocal in his defense of Jung (F/J 186J:308 [17 April 1910]).
When Honegger committed suicide the following year, Jung
scrambled to salvage as much of his research as possible (F/J 252J:416 [19
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April 1911]). Honegger’s research on Schwyzer was among the materials
Jung managed to recover. However, it remains unclear whether Jung ever
actually reviewed their contents. In any case, Jung gave Honegger’s papers
to his assistant Carl Alfred Meier in the early 1930s ‘suggesting he might
do something with them’ (William McGuire to K.R. Eissler, 1 Mar 1976:2,
William McGuire Papers, Bx 43, Fd 5; Manuscript Division, Library of
Congress, Washington, DC). Meier was working at Burghölzli in those
years, knew Schwyzer and, being on site, had ongoing access to him. But
ultimately Meier reported failure, noting that he ‘never succeeded in finding
out the function of the solar phallus in his [Schwyzer’s] hallucination
system’ (Meier 1995:78).109 It has been our purpose in the present article
to take a fresh look at this case that so intrigued Jung throughout his life
in order to see whether we might be able to move our understanding of it
a few steps forward.
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T

he sign on the gates of hell in Dante’s Commedia––
ʻAbandon all hope all who enter hereʼ––might not be
out of keeping when individuals first begin to grapple
with Liber Novus, the spirit of the depths and the dark
denizens that lurk within. For Jung’s Liber Novus is a descent into
hell: Jung’s hell, and possibly our own. At the same time, it marks
the inception of an engagement with madness, divine madness,
and prophecy which led to a radical reformulation of Jung’s work.1
But all may not be lost. As a denizen of this domain nailed and
chained to this book for what seemed fast approaching an eternity
and close at times to turning into a shade myself, the following
provides some short dispatches from hell to help one on one’s descent.
As the Christian designation for the dwelling of the dead, depictions
of hell from the outset was superimposed on classical descriptions of the
underworld or Hades. The first major Christian description of hell occurs
in the apocryphal apocalypse of Peter (Elliot 1993:593f). In this, Christ
shows Peter hell in graphic detail, people hanging by their tongues, a lake
of flaming mire and other full of pus, clouds of worms, people gnawing
their tongues and having flaming fire in their tongues and so forth.
The key trait of these depictions is a notion that in hell punishments
enact the nature of sins. In his 1893 work on this text, Nekyia, Albrecht
Dieterich argued that the apocalypse of Peter drew heavily on OrphicPythagorean traditions. Descents into the underworld feature in different
traditions.
At the outset of Liber Novus, two descents have an exemplary role,
Odysseus’ descent into the underworld in the Odyssey and Christ’s descent
into hell. First to Odysseus. Book 11 of the Odyssey depicts Odysseus’
descent into the underworld to consult Tiresias. To enter the land of the
dead libations mixed with honey, milk then sweet wine and white barley
were made. They then cut the throats of sheep, probably organic in that
time. Tiresias then gives warning and advice concerning what lies in store.
We will return to this motif but I would just like to put this as one of the
backdrops to the terrain we’ll be entering.
The second major theme is that of Christʼs descent into hell, the
harrowing of hell. The Apostles’ Creed states, ʻhe descended into hell. The
third day He rose again from the deadʼ. This is cryptically brief: what
indeed took place there? Accounts are found in the apocryphal gospels.
It was a descent into hell to preach to the dead, to redeem the dead and to
1 An earlier version of this article appeared in French in Colloque de Bruxelles. Danger
et nècessité de l’individuation. Bruxelles: Esperluète Littéraire, 2014:1-26.
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redeem Adam. This formed one of the major themes in Christian theology
until a reaction sets in in the Protestant Reformation. Zwingli, for example,
took the account of Christʼs descent simply to indicate that he had really
died. Calvin dismissed it merely as a fable.
The fusion of classical descriptions of the underworld and the
Christian hell reaches its apotheosis in Dante’s Commedia. It is important
to note that in presenting his vision of hell and one’s journey through it,
Dante also presented a hermeneutics of how the text should be read. In
his famous letter to Cangrande Della Scala he differentiated two modes in
which the Commedia could be read: ʻThe first sense is that which comes
from the letter, the second is that of that which is signified by the letter. And
the first is called the literal, the second allegorical or moral or anagogicalʼ.
He then differentiated them in this text in the following manner:
The subject of the whole work, taken only from a literal standpoint,
is simply the status of the soul after death, taken simply... If the work
is taken allegorically, however, the subject is man, either gaining
or losing merit through his freedom of will, subject to the justice
of being rewarded or punished. (cited in Boldrini 2001:30-35).

In this second mode of reading, hell is to be understood in an
allegorical sense.
The historian D. P. Walker (1964) notes that hell began to lose its
hold in the 17th century. There were many reasons for this: the weakness
of scriptural arguments for hell, the decline of the notion of retributive
justice, the rise of rationalist modes of thought and problems concerning
the precise location of hell conceived of as being in the bowels of the earth.
For example, in his article in Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie,
Swiden argued that the number of the damned argued against the location
of hell in its traditional place inside the earth (Casey 2009:211f). It was
simply overcrowded. The only place big enough was the sun, and this had
the added virtue that it provided enough heat for the eternal flames. So even
back then, there were problems of global warming and over-population,
but in the form of sufficient space for the dead and heat for the fires of hell.
Alongside this notion of the problem concerning the literal hell and
its location was a metaphorical use of the word hell. The Oxford English
Dictionary characterises this as ʻa place, state or situation of wickedness,
suffering or miseryʼ. It notes instances of the first usage going back in the
English language to Chaucer. In Miltonʼs Paradise Lost, Satan states ʻthe
mind is its own place, and in itself / can make a Heav’n of Hell, a Hell of
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Heav’n.ʼ Satan knew a thing or two about hell’.
An instance of this metaphorical use is found in a statement by
Meister Eckhart which Jung cited on several occasions:
Therefore do I turn back once more to myself, there do I find
the deepest places, deeper than hell itself: for even from there
does my wretchedness drive me. Nowhere can I escape myself!
Here I will set me down and here I will remain. (Eckhart von
Hochheim n.d.:389).2

Here, the self is described as ‘deeper than hell’. Within the context
of the decline of the belief in a literal hell, two figures stand out: Emanuel
Swedenborg and William Blake. In terms of sensual precision and graphic
detail it is perhaps only Swedenborgʼs hell which comes close to matching
Danteʼs. Swedenborg, a Swedish scientist and Christian mystic underwent
a religious crisis in the 1740s depicted in his Journal of Dreams [1860]. In
1745, he was sitting in a tavern in London. He heard a stranger say, donʼt
eat so much. He went back home and that night the stranger appeared in
a dream and revealed himself as Christ and told him that he would travel
through heaven and hell and talk with demons and angels and the dead and
show people the true faith. He was told to note what he’d seen and heard
and demonstrate the symbolic meaning of the Bible, which he duly did.
In Swedenborgʼs work, Heaven and Hell [1758], heaven and hell were
presented as strictly dichotomous. All things in accord with the divine order
corresponded to heaven and all contrary things to hell. In hell, the spirits of
the dead continue their lives much as they did on earth. The main thesis of
Swedenborg’s work is encapsulated in this statement, ʻheaven and hell are
from the human raceʼ (Swedenborg [1758]:174). Within each of us there
were two gates. One which is open to evil and to hell, the other to good and
to heaven. What characterises those who are currently in hell was that when
they were living in the world they loved the flesh, the self and the world
as opposed to the soul, the love of the Lord and the love of the neighbour.
Now how did one get to hell? Swedenborg presents its geography.
Hells were to be found under mountains, hills and rocks and their opening
appeared like holes and clefts. Some of the hells looked like the dens and caves
of wild beasts in the forests. Some were like the hollow cabins and passages
that are seen in mines. Some hells present an appearance like the ruins of
houses and cities after conflagrations. In some hells, there were nothing but
brothels. There are also deserts where all is barren and sandy (ibid:363).
2 This was cited by Jung in 1921 in Psychological Types (CW 6: §166n).
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One didn’t see them by walking by them because a light only flashed when
the soul was cast into hell. They would have some smoke coming up.
Against the common belief that there was one hell which was the
same for everyone, Swedenborg noted that there was an infinite variety
and diversity. In a similar manner to Dante, Swedenborg not only
presents a vision of hell but also a hermeneutics, a spiritual hermeneutics.
He argued that the Bible had two levels of meaning, a physical literal
level and an inner spiritual one. These were linked by the doctrine of
correspondences. We will return to this notion in the visionary tradition
of a linkage between a vision encapsulating its own hermeneutics.
The most acute reader of Swedenborg was William Blake. From his
youth, Blake had visions of angels and historical figures whom he conversed
with. For a time, he joined the Swedenborgian church in London, where
it was established. Blake became critical of the institutionalisation of
Swedenborgianism and began taking a more critical view of Swedenborg.
Around 1890, he published The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. Here,
Blake articulated his critique of Swedenborg. Indeed the very title, The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell encapsulated his sense that these were not
two radically dichotomous and distinct locations. Swedenborg’s problem,
he noted, was that he had conversed only with angels and not with the devils
who hated religion (Blake 1790:157). He had had the wrong informants:
if you want to know what hell is like, you have to talk to a devil. What
Swedenborg failed to see, Blake noted in his annotations to Swedenborg,
was that ʻHeaven & Hell are born togetherʼ (ʻAnnotations to Swedenborg’s
Wisdom of Angels Concerning Divine Love and Wisdomʼ, ibid:96).
Blake articulated a notion of dynamic oppositions. What is basic is a
series of contraries: attraction and repulsion, reason and energy, love and
hate, and these oppositions were necessary for life. What religion has called
good and evil were secondary terms, derivatives which sprang from these
basic series of contraries. They were not primary. At the same time, Blake
then launched a critique of organised religion. And of Swedenborg, he
noted, ʻdone much & will do much good[;] he has correct[e]d many errors
of Popery and also of Luther & Calvinʼ (Crabb Robinsonʼs diary, Symons
1907:257). However, he felt that there was little that was genuinely new in
his work and it ultimately served orthodox belief despite its protestations
to the contrary. Blake considered Dante to be the greater figure. And
his last years he produced a series of engravings to the Commedia.
Before turning to Jung’s descent, I would like to briefly sketch some
of the historical background of divine madness. The locus classicus for
the idea of divine madness was Plato’s discussion in the Phaedrus. Plato
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differentiated two kinds of madness––the first was from human ills, the
second was from a divine release: ʻMadness, provided it comes a gift of
heaven, is the channel by which we receive the greatest blessingsʼ (Plato 360
BCE:46-244). Plato distinguished four types of divine madness: (1) inspired
divination, such as by the prophetess at Delphi; (2) instances where when
ancient sins have given rise to troubles, individuals have broken forth into
prophecy and brought relief by leading to prayer and worship; (3) possession
by the Muses; (4) the lover. The first was inspired by Apollo, the second
by Dionysus, the third by the muses and the fourth by Aphrodite and Eros.
In the Renaissance, the theme of divine madness was taken up
by the Neoplatonists, such as Ficino, and by humanists such as Erasmus.
Erasmus’ discussion in his Praise of Folly in 1509 is particularly important,
as it fuses together the classical Platonic conception with Christianity.
For Erasmus, Christianity was the highest type of inspired madness. Like
Plato, Erasmus differentiated between two types of madness:
Thus as long as the soul uses its bodily organs aright, a
man is called sane; but truly, when it bursts its chains and
tries to be free, practising running away from its prison,
then one calls it insanity. If this happens through disease
or a defect of the organs, then by common consent it is,
plainly, insanity. And yet men of this kind, too, we find
foretelling things to come, knowing tongues and writings
which they had never studied beforehand—altogether
showing forth something divine. (Erasmus 1509:128-9).

He added that if insanity ʻhappens through divine fervour, it may not
be the same kind of insanity, but it is so like it that most people make no
distinctionʼ (ibid). For lay people, the two forms of insanity appeared the
same. The happiness which Christians sought was ʻnothing other than a
certain kind of madnessʼ (ibid:132). Those who experience this ʻexperience
something which is very like madness. They speak incoherently and
unnaturally, utter sound without sense, and their faces suddenly change
expression... in fact they are truly besides themselvesʼ (ibid:133).
In 1811, the German philosopher F. W. J. Schelling discussed divine
madness. He noted that ʻThe ancients did not speak in vain of a divine
and holy madnessʼ. He related this to the ʻinner self-laceration of natureʼ,
which was often depicted in mythology and represented in rituals such
as the rites of Dionysus. Schelling claimed that ʻNothing great can be
accomplished without a constant solicitation of madness, which should
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always be overcome, but should never be entirely lackingʼ. Individuals
could be typified by their relation to madness. There were sober spirits in
whom there was no trace of madness, together with men of understanding
who produced cold intellectual works. Alongside these individuals, there
were individuals who were overcome by madness, and others who managed
to govern madness. He contended that: ʻThere is one kind of person that
governs madness and precisely in this overwhelming shows the highest
force of the intellect. The other kind of person is governed by madness
and is someone who is really madʼ (Schelling 1811:102-4). Thus to be
capable of the highest creative acts required the overcoming of madness.
As these examples show, several philosophers and theologians
argued that there existed a divine madness which bestowed the greatest
gifts, and also, that it is not easy to recognise and distinguish this form
of madness from ‘ordinary’ madness. In the latter half of the nineteenth
century, psychiatry was dominated by a materialistic outlook. Within
theology, little place was given to the ecstatic experiences praised by
Erasmus and others. The materialistic perspective was used to discredit
religion and religious experiences. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century, the psychological study of religion commenced (see Iagher 2015).
A work which marked a watershed was William James’ The Varieties of
Religious Experience. What distinguished his study from those of other
psychologists was his focus on the extreme forms of religious experience,
and his stress on their non-pathological nature. He criticised the attempt
to reduce religious experiences to be nothing but psychopathology:
Medical materialism finishes up Saint Paul by calling his vision
on the road to Damascus a discharging lesion of the occipital
cortex, he being epileptic. It snuffs out Saint Teresa as an hysteric,
Saint Francis of Assisi as an hereditary degenerate... And
medical materialism then thinks that the spiritual authority of all
such personages is successfully undermined. (James 1902:16).

For James, establishing the origin of an experience was no way to
decide upon its spiritual significance, which could only be done by judging
the results of such experience. As he put it, ʻBy their fruits ye shall know
them, not by their rootsʼ (ibid:24). He went so far as to suggest that if
there were inspiration from higher realms, it could well be that a neurotic
temperament was required for it to be received. For James, the common
source of religious inspiration and psychopathology was the subliminal
consciousness.
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We now return to Jung. In the preceding, there has been no
mention of Freud. As Eugene Taylor and I have argued for decades a
Freudocentric legend of the genesis of Jungʼs psychology, namely that
its origins lay first in Jungʼs discipleship and then divergence from Freud
has led to the complete mislocation Jung in the intellectual history of the
20th century (See Shamdasani 1998; Taylor 1996; Borch-Jacobsen and
Shamdasani 2012). Since 7 October 2009 the full extent of this error
became apparent in the public domain, with the publication of Liber
Novus. To continue to argue that psychoanalysis is the key determining
context for the emergence of Jungʼs psychology can hence forth only be
regarded as an act of willful obscurantism. In no way does Liber Novus
emerge as a consequence of Jungʼs divergence from Freud. Rather,
it should be located and situated within the context of the visionary
tradition. What Liber Novus presents us with is on the one hand is a way
back to hell: a hell that was increasingly lost to the western imagination,
and on the other, a way back to the inspiration of divine madness.
As noted between the autumn of 1913 and the summer of 1914,
Jung engaged in lengthy period of self-experimentation inducing fantasies
in a waking state: his first ‘season in hell’. If one reads these fantasies
through chronologically, it is clear that the main theme was a deliberate
intent to regain a sense of religious meaning in his life. Moreover, this first
sequence had more or less come to a successful culmination by the end
of April, 1914 (See Jung 1913-1932, Black Book V, April 1914:212f).3
The outbreak of the war convinced Jung that a number of his
fantasies had been precognitive: indeed, that they had been prophetic of
this event. This gave him a completely new perspective on the relation
between his fantasies and what was unfolding in the world. How could
one accommodate this possibility within psychology? Jung reflected at
length on this question, and reflected on the themes of madness, prophecy
and the hells of one’s experience, and how they could be accommodated
in a modern view of the world. He wrote a handwritten manuscript of a
thousand pages adding a second layer of lyrical elaboration, interpretation
and commentary. This was his second ‘season in hell’, in which he
reentered his fantasies, reliving them, and contemplated their meaning.
He then had this typed and retranscribed it into a calligraphic volume.
This was self styled as a prophetic work, ʻDer Wege des
Kommendenʼ, the way of what is to come. Like Danteʼs vision of
hell, like Swedenborgʼs vision of hell, Jungʼs vision contains its
3 It is significant that Jung ends the second section part of Liber Novus, Liber Secundus,
in the middle of this entry.
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hermeneutic within it. In the second layer, he elaborated a lyrical
commentary on the meaning of his fantasies. Thus, like Dante,
Swedenborg and Blake, Jungʼs endeavour was not simply to elaborate
a work born of visionary experience and to give it form, but also to
elaborate a hermeneutics of how it should be read. In a critical sense
then interpretative commentary is superfluous. The book contains
its own interpretation. What is required is a wider contextualisation.
In Liber Novus, Jung deliberately laid aside psychiatric terminology.
The term he uses, ‘madness’, is a general one. At the beginning, Jung
recounted how he had reached a turning point in his life. Up till then,
he had pursued science. But he had now come to realise that science
did not encompass all of life. There was much of life which was not
in accordance with reason, which science simply set to one side. Thus
Liber Novus commences with the issue, how is one to comprehend
what is irrational? It is from within this perspective that the question
of madness is posed, as madness represents, par excellence, what is
not in accordance with reason. Thus madness is taken in a wide sense.
When Jung took up the topic of divine madness, the question
he was addressing was that in psychiatry and psychology, there was
no way of differentiating ‘divine’ from ‘ordinary’ madness. In other
words, there was no way of telling whether a particular experience
was of spiritual or psychopathological origin. With the exception
of figures such as William James, the question was not even posed.
On 14 and 16 January 1914, Jung wrote down the following fantasy
sequence. His I found himself in a library, with a librarian. He asked him
for a copy of the Imitation of Christ (Jung 1915-1930:328f; 1913-1932,
Black Book III:136).4 Jung’s I said that he wanted to read it for prayer
rather than for scholarly interest, as there were times when science
left one cold. He then had a discussion with the librarian concerning
Christianity, Nietzsche and Goethe. He left the library and went into the
kitchen where he met a fat woman. He sat down and read his book. She
asked if he was spiritual, as she thought that no one would read such a
book if he wasn’t a pastor. Then shadowy forms appeared. They said
that they were Anabaptists who have been dead for over 300 years. Their
leader, Ezechiel, said that they were heading towards Jerusalem to pray
at the holiest graves. Jung’s I asked to be taken along. Ezechiel replied
that they couldn’t take him, because he had a body.
At this moment, people burst in, including the librarian and the
police. Jung’s I was placed in a van, where he continues to read his book.
4 References to Liber Novus are to the Reader’s Edition, henceforth abbreviated as LN.
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He then realised that he had been taken to an insane asylum. There, he
was confronted by a superintendent, two doctors, a small fat professor. A
psychiatric examination ensued. The fact that he is carrying The Imitation
of Christ is taken as proof that his is a case of religious paranoia. The
professor states that the Imitation of Christ today leads to the insane
asylum. Jung’s I states that he feels completely well, and objects to the
diagnosis. He is then placed in a ward. His neighbour is in the final stages
of a progressive paralysis. Reflecting upon this episode, Jung reflected:
The problem of madness is profound. Divine madness—a
higher form of the irrationality of the life streaming
through us––at any rate a madness that cannot be integrated
into present-day society––but how? What if the form
of society were integrated into madness? At this point
things grow dark, and there is no end in sight. (LN:338).

This sequence forms a striking parody of the psychiatric
examination––the very procedure which Jung had performed on hundreds
of occasions. It also forms a strong critique of the diagnostic system of
psychiatry. The very fact that he was reading The Imitation of Christ was
taken as a symptom of a psychiatric malady. Two nights later, Jung had a
further dialogue with his soul.
Soul: Have you recognized that all of your foundations are
completely mired in of madness? Do you not want to recognize
your madness and welcome it in a friendly manner? You
wanted to accept everything. So accept madness too. Let the
light of your madness shine, and it will suddenly dawn on you.
Madness is not to be despised and not to be feared, but instead
you should give it life... If you want to find paths, you should
also not spurn madness, since it makes up such a great part of
your nature... Be glad that you can recognize it, for you will
thus avoid becoming its victim. Madness is a special form of the
spirit and clings to all teachings and philosophies, but even more
to daily life, since life itself is full of craziness and at bottom
utterly illogical. Man strives towards reason only so that he
can make rules for himself. Life itself has no rules. That is its
mystery and its unknown law. What you call knowledge is an
attempt to impose something comprehensible on life. (ibid:348).
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Jung wanted to accept and affirm life, and his soul told him that to do
this, he had to accept his own madness and learn to value it. But the problem
he was confronted with was that if reason shunned the irrationality of
madness, how could one accommodate this within science or scholarship?
Were these not apotropaic defences against madness, and hence against life?
Jung’s further deliberations on this subject led him to suspect
that this exclusion of divine madness from contemporary Western
societies had a historical source: Christianity. In Liber Novus, he noted:
You will consider yourself mad, and in a certain sense you
will in fact be mad. To the extent that the Christianity of this
time lacks madness, it lacks divine life. Take note of what
the ancients taught us in images: madness is divine. But
because the ancients lived this image concretely in events,
it became a deception for us, since we became masters of the
reality of the world. It is unquestionable: if you enter into
the world of the soul, you are like a madman, and a doctor
would consider you to be sick. What I say here can be seen
as sickness, but no one can see it as sickness more than I do.
This is how I overcame madness. If you do not know what divine
madness is, suspend judgment and wait for the fruits. But know
that there is a divine madness which is nothing other than the overpowering of the spirit of this time through the spirit of the depths.
Speak then of sick delusion when the spirit of the depths can no
longer stay down and forces a man to speak in tongues instead
of in human speech, and makes him believe that he himself is
the spirit of the depths. But also speak of sick delusion when the
spirit of this time does not leave a man and forces him to see only
the surface, to deny the spirit of the depths and to take himself
for the spirit of the times. The spirit of this time is ungodly, the
spirit of the depths is ungodly, balance is godly. (ibid:149-150).

Thus present day Christianity lacked divine madness––it blocked
access to divine revelation and ecstatic inspiration. Nothing could be
further from Erasmus’ conception of Christianity as inspired madness. To
recover a notion of divine madness, one had to return to the middle ages––
and it is no accident that important episodes of Liber Novus are set there. In
a lecture in London in 1938, Jung noted: ʻFrom my observations, I learned
that the modern unconscious has a tendency to produce a psychological
condition which we find, for instance, in medieval mysticismʼ (Jung 1938,
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CW 18:§638).
As Jung saw it, anyone entering the world of the soul would be
seen as mad––exactly as he was. This was inescapable, because society
lacked a capacity to differentiate such states. Jung argues that if one
wants to know what divine madness is, one should look at the fruits––
the pragmatic standpoint advocated by William James. Divine madness,
Jung suggested, consists in ʻthe spirit of this timeʼ being overpowered
by ʻthe spirit of the depthsʼ. Delusion occurred when there is no
reconciliation between the two and one identified with ʻthe spirit of the
depthsʼ. Thus divine madness and delusion are intimately linked––
what differentiates one from the other is the failure of the individual
to maintain a proper relation to ʻthe spirit of the depthsʼ. For Jung,
Nietzsche was the prime example of someone who failed to do this.
The final element of Jung’s discussion of divine madness in Liber
Novus occurs in his encounter with the Cabiri (see LN:425f). The Cabiri
were the deities celebrated at the mysteries of Samothrace. They were held
to be promoters of fertility and protectors of sailors, and had put in an
appearance in Goethe’s Faust. The Cabiri offered to forge Jung’s I a sword
with which to cut through the knots which he was entangled in. Jung’s I
took up the sword, and was about to strike when he realised that the knots
were his brain. The Cabiri indicated that the interconnections represented
his madness, and that the sword represented the overcoming of madness.
They then revealed that they themselves were these interconnections, and
were willing to die for his sake. They told him that if he struck, he would
overcome his madness, which he did. The notion here of overcoming
madness is close to Schelling’s distinction between the person who is
overcome by madness and the person who manages to govern madness.
What does Jung mean by the overcoming of madness? The overcoming
of madness designates the process by which one is to gain inspiration and
instruction from the spirit of the depths and the various figures without
identifying with them.
In his subsequent writings, Jung attempted to translate some of
the ideas of Liber Novus into psychological and scientific terms. In the
language of Liber Novus, one could say that this was an attempt to reconcile
ʻthe spirit of this timeʼ with ʻthe spirit of the depthsʼ. Henceforth, he would
attempt to lead his patients through the selfsame steps which he had taken,
and to reinvigorate Christianity with the divine madness it had cast aside.
In so doing, he tried to transform the practice of psychotherapy into a
sanctuary where an element of divine frenzy could enter in. In his 1934
Eranos paper, ʻArchetypes of the Collective Unconsciousʼ, Jung wrote:
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The symbolic process is possible only when one allows the egoconsciousness to enter the image, whatever it is; that is, when
no obstruction is offered to the happening in the unconscious.
But this is tantamount to a temporary renunciation of being a
subject. One might, therefore, call the necessary condition
for the process an intentionally induced psychosis [eine
freiwillig eingeleitete Psychose]. For a psychosis is a largely
involuntary yielding before an irruption from the unconscious
that has attained a higher potential than consciousness, and
so overflows the inhibiting barrier––called the threshold of
consciousness––that is otherwise maintained intact. This
analogy is again no empty metaphor, but represents a constant
danger in the process––threatening, indeed, yet fortunately
remaining for the most part at some distance. (Jung 1939a:30).

The manner in which such a process has been traditionally imagined
and conceived has been as the descent into hell. Before returning to how
Jung articulated this in Liber Novus, I would like to briefly consider his
relation to Dante and Blake.
In terms of the western cultural tradition, not a little has been
written on Jung’s relation to figures in his pantheon such as Goethe and
in particular Nietzsche.5 But other figures such as Dante, Swedenborg
and Blake have received little attention till now.6 In Jung’s copy of the
Commedia there is a touching slip of paper inserted by the opening
cantos by the lines, ʻin the middle of the journey of our life / I found
myself astray in a dark wood / where the straight road had been lost
sight of.ʼ This was a situation where Jung found himself. In a lecture
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in 1935, Jung noted,
A point exists at about the thirty-fifth year when things begin
to change, it is the first moment of the shadow side of life, of
the going down to death. It is clear that Dante found this point
and those who have read Zarathustra will know that Nietzsche
also discovered it. When this turning point comes people meet

5 On Jung’s reading of Goethe, see Bishop (2008). On Jung’s reading of Nietzsche,
see Bishop (1995); Liebscher (2011); Domenici (2019). On Jung and western cultural
history, see my Jung: Biography in Books (2011).
6 On Jung’s relation to Dante, see Priviero (2021). On Jung’s relation to Swedenborg,
see Taylor (2007).
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it in several ways: some turn away from it; others plunge into it;
and something important happens to yet others from the outside.
If we do not see a thing Fate does it to us. (Jung 1935:223).

It’s clear from this that Jung found an existential as well as a literary
prototype for his activity in the Commedia. There are also indications that
Jung was reading the Commedia during this period. On 26th December
1913 he transcribed the following lines from the Purgatorio into Black
Book 2: ʻAnd I to him: “I am one who, when love / Breathes on me,
notices, and in the manner / That he dictates within, I utter words”ʼ
(Purgatorio 24, 52-54). ʻAnd then, in the same manner as a flame /
Which follows the fire whatever shape it takes, / The new form follows
the spirit exactlyʼ (Purgatorio 25, 97-99). (Jung 1913-1932, Black
Book II:197). These citations give voice to Jung’s undertaking to give
expression to what he was experiencing, and his attempt to transcribing
what he was hearing in a faithful manner. Here, too, the new form follows
the spirit exactly, as Jung attempted to maintain a fidelity to the event.
In his published scholarly writings, Jung read the Commedia as a
visionary experience disguised under historical and mythical events. Its
significance for Jung as a historical document is found in his commentary
in Psychological Types in 1921. He argued that the birth of modern
individualism began with the worship of women, ʻwhich strengthened
manʼs soul very considerably as a psychological factor since the worship
of women meant worship of the soul. This is nowhere more beautifully
and perfectly expressed than in Danteʼs Divine Comedyʼ (Jung 1921, CW
6:§377). Here, Jung situates the Commedia right at the birth of modern
individualism, the worship of the soul. He then goes on to comment on
canto XXXIII in Paradiso, Saint Bernard’s prayer to the Virgin Mother.
We turn now to Swedenborg. In his youth, Jung read through many
volumes of Swedenborg. Though not directly cited, Swedenborg features
critically in the backdrop to Liber Novus. At the very beginning of the text
Jung’s turning away from the things of the world to the soul can be seen
as parallel to Swedenborg’s conception of heaven and hell––the turning
inward, the turning away, and the realisation that what he previously lived
had been a hell, in a sense, a negation of the soul. There are also many
similarities in the manner in which Swedenborg engaged in dialogues with
figures in the spiritual world and Jungʼs endeavour in Liber Novus. The
critical difference is simply one of ontology. Jung replaces Swedenborg’s
spiritual realism with psychic realism, his notion of esse in anima,
first articulated in Liber Novus itself and then in Psychological Types.
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Swedenborg’s spiritual hermeneutics, reading the symbolic sense of the
Bible, also appears to inform the hermeneutics of layer two of Liber Novus.
By contrast, Jung’s relation to the works of Blake appears to be
more ambivalent and oscillates. And this appears to be connected to Jung’s
ambivalence concerning the notion of art.7 Jung’s library contains four
editions of works by Blake: The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1927),
Pencil Drawings (1927), The Writings (1925) and A Quotation from the
Works (1913). Intriguingly, in his manuscripts, there is also an undated list
of excerpts from volume one of the 1906 of Blake’s Poetical Works (ETH
archives, Hs 1055:377, ʻDiv. Träumeʼ). In 1921, Jung cited Blake’s The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell in Psychological Types, which indicates
that he read it during this period when he was working on Liber Novus.
It is curious that the most read chapter in Psychological Types has been
the definition of types at the end. In the perspective followed here, the
most important chapter of the text is Chapter 5, ʻThe Type Problem in
Poetryʼ, in which Jung sought to transpose into the conceptual language
some of the insights of Liber Novus. At the end of this chapter, Jung cites
Blakeʼs statement from Heaven and Hell that there were two classes
of men, the prolific and devouring, and that religion was an attempt to
reconcile the two (Jung 1921, CW 6:§460).8 Jung then noted that this
summarised the whole of his previous discussion, which is quite striking.
In 1930 in a discussion of visionary works of art, Jung noted
that poets turn to mythological figures to give suitable expression
to their experience. This did not mean that they were working with
secondhand material, rather that it was the only way to give form to
imageless primordial experience. One starts with imageless primordial
experience, authentic visionary experience, which poets use mythological
and historical figures to give form to. They’ve derived the figures from
somewhere, but that does not mean that the visions themselves are
merely derivative. This point is important to note when one considers
Jung’s use of historical figures in Liber Novus. Jung then commented
ʻDante decks out his experience in all the imagery of heaven, purgatory,
and hell.... Blake presses into his service the phantasmagoric world of
India, the old Testament, and the apocalypseʼ (Jung 1930, CW 15:§151).
As stated here, Jung considered that Blake’s work contained visions
from the collective unconscious clothed in mythological language.
In 1939, in his introduction to Suzuki’s work on Zen Buddhism
7 On this question, see my ʻExpressions symboliques: Jung, Dada, le Mandala et l’art
de la folieʼ (2018).
8 This passage was one of those which Jung excerpted in his undated manuscript.
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Jung noted the glimmerings of a breakthrough of total experience in the
west where to be found in Goethe’s Faust and Nietzsche’s Zarathustra,
again the usual suspects from Jung’s pantheon. However, tucked away
in a footnote we find ʻin this connection, I must also mention the English
mystic William Blakeʼ (Jung 1939b, CW 11:§903). This implicitly raised
Blake to the level of Goethe and Nietzsche. In 1944, in Psychology and
Alchemy, Jung featured two images by Blake, one of which is his one of
his illustrations to Dante. The legend in Psychology and Alchemy describes
this as the soul as a guide showing the way. It’s a revealing slip. It’s actually
Dante and Virgil ascending the mountain of purgatory (Jung 1944, CW
12:55, 60; figures 5, 19). Jung appears to have transposed his experience
in Liber Novus, where his soul did indeed lead the way, on to Blake.
In a 1948 letter, he noted, ʻI find Blake a tantalizing study, since
he has compiled a lot of half- or undigested knowledge in his fantasies.
According to my idea, they are an artistic production rather than an authentic
representation of unconscious processesʼ (Jung 1975:513-4). Here again,
one finds examples of this oscillation. It as though this oscillation concerns
Jung’s own ambivalence concerning his own work, was Liber Novus a
work of art? The notion of the dynamic interplay of contraries central to
Blake’s Heaven and Hell is a key theme in Jung’s Liber Novus, though
there’s no evidence to suggest that he derived this idea from Blake. Rather,
it’s indicative of what Jung may have found tantalizing in the reading and
study of Blake.
We return now to Jung’s descent. Around 1910, he went on a sailing
trip with his friend Albert Oeri and three young doctors, during which Oeri
read out chapters from the Odyssey dealing with Circe and the Nekyia.
Jung noted that shortly after this, ʻhe, like Odysseus was presented by faith
with a Nekyia, the descent into the dark Hadesʼ (Jung/Jaffé 1962:1023). Here, Jung figures his self-experimentation as a descent into the
underworld. Let’s now, briefly, trace this motif. On the 21st December of
1913 in a fantasy at the outset of his journey in which he first encountered
the biblical figures of Salome and Elijah, Jung’s I gazes into a stone and
catches sight of Odysseus and his journey on the high seas, one of the first
figures that he encounters. After his interchange with Salome and Elijah,
Jung’s I looks again into this stone thinking again of Odysseus and how
he passed the rocky islands of the Sirens and wonders if he should do so
or not, imagining himself in the same situation. In his commentary in the
layer two on this passage, he noted that the image indicated the lengthy
wanderings lay ahead of him. Odysseus had gone astray when he played
his trick at Troy. Then Jung notes that Odysseus would not have become
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what he was without his odyssey (LN:182n). So it’s the question of the
necessity of the wandering, of the erring, in terms of his becoming. In
handwritten drafts to the second book of Liber Novus, Liber Secundus,
Jung subtitled Liber Secundus the ʻAdventures of the Odysseyʼ. In the
corrected draft this is retitled ʻThe Great Odysseyʼ (ibid:212). And finally,
Jung suggested the line from the Odyssey ʻhappily escaped from the jaws
of deathʼ be used as a motto for Aniela Jaffé’s biography of him, Memories,
Dreams, Reflections.9
We come now to the descent into hell. On 28 November Jung noted
in the Black Books, ʻI hear the cruel word “Wait.” This is the devil’s most
horrible punishment of hell, he lets people waitʼ (Jung 1913-1932, Black
Book II:165). He experiences the desert of his self as ʻa hot hellʼ (ibid). A
fortnight later, on 12 December, Jung engaged in his first visual fantasy.
In his 1925, in a seminar he recalled, ʻI devised such a boring method
by fantasizing that I was digging a holeʼ (Jung 1925:51). In the Black
Books, the fantasy begins in a vivid manner: ʻI fall with you along gray
rocks into whirling depths, pillars of steam shoot up, hissing and roaring
noises––descent into hellʼ, following which he enters a black cave (Jung
1913-1932, Black Book II:168; LN:147). For one versed in Swedenborg,
digging a hole in the rocks is a sensible procedure, as is where he suggested
that hell could be found. In the fantasy that ensues, Jung saw a killed
figure float by on the stream and serpents covering the sun, from which
a stream of blood flowed. In 1914, after the outbreak of the Great War,
Jung felt that these fantasies were precognitive, so he titled this chapter,
ʻDescent into Hell in the Futureʼ. In this fantasy he had descended into hell
and the bloodshed that he’d saw depicted what was happening in Europe:
ʻAs darkness seized the world, the terrible war arose and the darkness
destroyed the light of the world, since it was incomprehensible to the
darkness and good for nothing anymore. And so we had to taste Hellʼ.
(ibid:265). Hell was now indeed let loose. It was the earth, the bloodshed
and the slaughter of the Great War. The world had gone literally to hell.
But critically, in Jung’s account in Liber Novus, this was not
senseless but meaningful for the further development of mankind. We
may follow further depictions of Jung’s imagination of hell in Liber
Novus. On 12 January he found himself in a gloomy vault with a tangle
of human bodies. He realised then that he’d reached the underworld
or hell (ibid:315). On 18 January 1914 after he had been interred in
his fantasy in an insane asylum, he found himself in a steamer, his
9 Draft Manuscript of Memories, Dreams, Reflections, Countway Library of Medicine,
Boston:213. See my Jung Stripped Bare by his Biographers, Even (2005).
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neighbour in the ward, a fool who declared himself to be Nietzsche
and Christ told him simply that they were in hell (ibid:347). On 2
February 1914 his serpent soul tells him that they had arrived in hell
(ibid:430). He saw a hanged man who’d poisoned his parents and his
wife. The man tells him that he’d done this to honour God so that they
could escape the wretchedness of life for state of eternal blessedness.
In his fantasy of 28 December 1913 he found himself in a castle
in the forest where he met an old scholar. He is led to a room to sleep and
imagines that the scholar has locked up his daughter were seen to be a
hackneyed theme for a romantic novel. She then literally appeared before
him. Jung’s I noted:
I am truly in Hell—the worst awakening after death, to be
resurrected in a lending library! Have I held the men of my
time and their taste in such contempt that I must live in Hell
and write out the novels that I have already spat on long ago?
Does the lower half of average human taste also claim holiness
and invulnerability, so that we might not say any bad word
about it without having to atone for the sin in Hell? (ibid:222).

So the canonical notion of the fitting punishment in hell is articulated
here. Jung had despised such novels. His I now finds himself condemned
to literally be in one, forced to live them out. The contemporary
equivalent would no doubt be finding his work featured in the Venice
Biennale alongside works of Rudolf Steiner and psychiatric patients.
Reflecting on this episode, Jung noted, ʻYour Hell is made up of
all the things that you always ejected from your sanctuary with a curse
and a kick of the footʼ (ibid:231). What was required then was to give due
attention to what led one to contempt and rage. Through accepting this,
through accepting what one had rejected, one redeemed one’s own other
into life. Hence, the notion of going to hell is seen as essential in affirming
fullness of one’s existence and indeed of life itself. Life affirmation
required an affirmation, and an acceptance of hell. Hell epitomises a state
that Jung found himself in. A moment of collapse of all that he cherished,
all that he had striven for, all that he’d aspired to and held dear. It
represented a transvaluation of all his values and he comments as follows:
What do you think of the essence of Hell? Hell is when the depths
come to you with all that you no longer are or are not yet capable
of. Hell is when you can no longer attain what you could attain.
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Hell is when you must think and feel and do everything that you
know you do not want. Hell is when you know that your having
to is also a wanting to, and that you yourself are responsible for
it. Hell is when you know that everything serious that you have
planned with yourself is also laughable, that everything fine is also
brutal, that everything good is also bad, that everything high is also
low, and that everything pleasant is also shameful. (ibid:169-70).

Thus the experience of hell represented a complete moment of
reversal, the Eckhartian sense of the return to one’s self as deeper than
hell itself or indeed the deepest hell. Jung continues ʻbut the deepest hell
is when you realize that hell is also no hell but a cheerful heaven. Not a
heaven in itself but in this respect a heaven and in that respect a hellʼ (ibid).
This is indeed what Blake would have called the marriage of heaven
and hell. What then does one do when one finds one’s self in hell in life?
Jung found a prototype in Christ’s descent into hell, the harrowing of
hell. One of the key themes in Liber Novus is that of the imitation of
Christ, and how was this to be understood and how it was to be lived. In
reflecting upon this, Jung understood it not on a literal level but in this
deeper sense of living one’s life as fully as Christ lived his. In attempting
to do this he has experienced something akin to Christ’s descent into hell:
No one knows what happened during the three days Christ
was in Hell. I have experienced it. / The men of yore said
that he had preached there to the deceased. What they say is
true, but do you know how this happened? / It was folly and
monkey business, an atrocious Hell’s masquerade of the
holiest mysteries. How else could Christ have saved his
Antichrist? Read the unknown books of the ancients, and you
will learn much from them. Notice that Christ did not remain
in Hell, but rose to the heights in the beyond. (ibid:167).

In Jung’s understanding, Christ’s journey to hell was necessary.
Without this he would not have been able to ascend to heaven. In
Jung’s account in Liber Novus, Christ had to become his antichrist, his
underworldly brother. He had to become hell himself. Christ’s task of the
redemption, of the salvation of the dead, is then taken up in what I call
Jung’s theology of the dead in Liber Novus. To cite one of the statements
from the draft of Liber Novus: ʻNot one iota of Christian law is abrogated
but instead we are adding a new one accepting the lament of the deadʼ
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(ibid:345n). In Jung’s theology of the dead, redemption does not take
the form of saving the souls of the dead, but of taking on their legacy
answering their unanswered questions.10
After his work on Liber Novus, in his published scholarly writings,
Jung attempted to translate some of the insights of Liber Novus to a
language acceptable to medical scientific audience. One aspect of this
undertaking was a psychological formulation and interpretation of Christ’s
descent into hell. In 1937, in his Terry Lectures at Yale Jung noted, ʻthe
three days descent into hell during death describes the sinking of a
vanished value into the unconscious whereby conquering the power of
darkness, it establishes a new order, and rises up to heaven again, that is,
attains supreme clarity of consciousnessʼ (Jung 1937, CW 11:§149). In
1952, in Aion he noted, ʻThe scope of the integration is suggested by the
“descensus ad infernos”, the descent of Christ’s soul to Hell, whose work
of redemption also encompasses the dead. The psychological equivalent of
this forms the integration of the collective unconscious which represents
an essential part of the individuation processʼ (Jung 1951, CW 9,2: §72).
Here we find Christ’s descent to hell interpreted as the
individuation process and the integration of the collective unconscious,
the central theme in Jung’s later work––but we must pause here, which
language, which articulation is primary? The first person voice and
articulation in Liber Novus or its subsequent reformulation decades
later into the psychological conceptuality of the Collected Works?
Relevant here are some comments that Jung made in a discussion of
none other than Swedenborg, in the Psychological Club in the 1950s:
There are also visions whose pathological character can be
recognized not from their form but from their effects. Or also,
that they subsequently require a continual working. For instance,
Niklaus von der Flüe. He had a terrible vision and had to protect
himself from it. (Reinterpretation of the vision in the image of
the holy trinity). The same with Swedenborg: he went up to
into this doctrinaireness, to protect himself against the vision;
since this was dangerous for him. He hitched himself to the
concepts. One must also give the patient something, with which
he can hold onto himself, which he can grasp. (=concepts).
The visions of Swedenborg are something terribly important.
Also with him a danger is shown, that he plunged into the abyss,
because of that he had to hold onto the concepts. These form
10
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a true salvation for many men. (Aniela Jaffé papers, ETH).

This is a nuanced statement. Jung was saying that to protect himself,
Swedenborg formed concepts. But Jung is not merely being critical and
indicates that for many people, concepts were all they have to hold onto
to be able to withstand the experiences in question. Now this raises the
question whether Jung’s later conceptual system––which in some of his
followers has not lacked for doctrinairness––forms such a safety net or
guard rail, which has been vital for some, no doubt, for protection, but may
have ended up blocking access to the very experiences in question. Taking
this further, does Jung’s significance lie in his conceptual formulations,
individuation, the collective unconscious, the integration of collective
unconscious, archetypes and so forth or rather does it, in the terms of his
own visionary experience, lie in the recovery of hell as made accessible
through individual fantasy, through individual vision, and through
enabling a new route to hell and back? If, as Jung claimed, Dante and
Blake clothed visionary experience in mythological forms, could we not
pose the question that Jung in turn attempted to clothe visionary experience
in conceptual psychological forms? If so, the power and significance of his
work does not reside in his concepts which are familiar to us, but in the
visionary experience which was at the back of them. Liber Novus then
finally enables one to reconsider Jung’s significance in wholly new yet
quintessentially ancient manner, as recovering the road to hell, and with it,
the way to recovering something of divine madness, without succumbing
to psychosis. In 1935, Jung headed his Eranos paper ʻDream Symbols
of the Individuation Processʼ with an epigram from Virgil’s Aeneid, with
which I will end:
... facilis descensus Averno;
noctes atque dies patet atri ianua Ditis;
sed reuocare gradum superasque euadere ad auras,
hoc opus, hic labor est... VI, 126-29
Easy is the descent to Avernus:
night and day the door of gloomy Dis stands open;
but to recall your steps and pass out to the upper air,
this is the task, this is the toil. (Jung 1935, CW 12:39,
prior to §44).
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W

e do not yet have a history of the imagination in
psychotherapy in the twentieth century, nor even
a history of the ways in which the imagination
was used by Jungians, let alone by other kinds of
therapists. So for that reason alone, this book is a welcome addition to the
literature, and will certainly be useful reading for anyone who attempts
such a history in the future. Couple with that the fact that this is (to my
knowledge at least) the first account of Robert Desoille’s waking dream
therapy (rêve éveillé dirigé, henceforth RED) in English and you certainly
have a pretty interesting start.
Cassar divides his work into three parts, themselves divided into
several chapters. Part 1 looks at Jung’s understanding of active imagination,
Desoille’s RED and at the subsequent theoretical & practical developments
of these two techniques in Jungian and Desoillian (or post-Desoillian)
traditions. The second part (called ‘Jung and Desoille—A Historical
Investigation’) looks, rather briefly, at some of Jung and Desoille’s
shared intellectual context (e.g. Pierre Janet, psychical research) and also
outlines the work of some figures that both Jung and Desoille encountered
at some point in their lives, some of them psychotherapists, but not all,
such as Charles Baudouin, Roberto Assagioli and Mircea Eliade. Part 3
is concerned with more closely comparing the two techniques of RED
and active imagination, examining topics such as the body, the use
of verbal stimuli in RED vs. the non-directiveness of Jungian active
imagination, transference and counter-transference, or interpretation.
Many things could be said about this rich account.
On the positive side, it is clear that Laner Cassar is intimately
familiar with Desoille’s work and with all the developments that have
happened among his (primarily French) disciples since his death in 1966.
His chart of the development of post-Desoillian groups is an excellent
tool for anyone trying to make sense of the history of these little groups,
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who seem more fractious than a group of 18th century Protestants.
The same could be said of his command of the Babel of post-Jungian
psychotherapy. I found the discussion in the later chapters of part 3 to
be germane and interesting, and written furthermore in a flowing prose,
and without an excessive amount of jargon. On the plus side again, the
author is also to be commended for doing a fair amount of archival
work, which is unusual in a work whose main thrust in not historical.
On the negative side, one thing that immediately jumps out from the
first page is the author’s insistence on reading the Red Book as containing
ʻJung’s confrontation with the unconsciousʼ. However widespread such
a view might be, it is nevertheless wrong, and I am afraid little progress
can be made toward appreciating the Red Book’s radical novelty if one
simply reads it in terms of Jung’s later intellectual categories—i.e. ‘the
unconscious’, ‘the shadow’, and others. At the very least, one should
appreciate the fact that the word ʻunconsciousʼ never appears in the
Red Book. I would also caution against seeing the Red Book (as Cassar
sometimes does) simply as a record of Jung’s active imaginations, or as
a kind of diary of his process of ‘getting in touch with himself’. The Red
Book did indeed start with Jung’s active imaginations, but the end result
(including layer two) is a work of soteriology and cosmology, which Jung
saw as having universal validity.
In addition, there are quite a few things that I found disappointing
as well from a historical point of view, in particular (but not exclusively)
in Part 2. Part 2, despite all of the archival research, largely resembles the
record of a dead-end investigation. I am not sure exactly what Cassar was
trying to achieve in this ‘historical part’, but I suspect that he was trying to
find some way of bringing Desoille closer to Jung, which, in the absence
of any personal contact between the two, he could only do by charting
their ʻcommon intellectual influencesʼ and a few of the important people
they both met, as well as by pointing to a few other psychotherapists of
the imagination who were working around the same time. The problem,
as I see it, is that Desoille and Jung weren’t really that similar, and at any
rate, when one is pointing to big topics like a shared interest in psychical
research, in Pierre Janet, or in Bergson, the reality is that many people at
the time would have been into these topics. The same could be said about
the topic of ʻshared colleaguesʼ. Shared colleagues, I am afraid to say, are
like shared postcodes: we cannot infer a similarity of ideas, of interests,
of goals simply from the fact that someone has met the same people.
At times, Cassar overstates his case and makes too much of too little.
In 1938, Desoille sent Jung a copy of his first book. Jung never replied,
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but his secretary did, saying that he was sick and would read the book when
it was possible. Nothing else came of it. This is an occasion for Cassar to
launch into a discussion of why Jung never replied: a number of other
imaginative psychotherapists whom Jung supposedly snubbed in his work
are brought forward, and Cassar is led to speculate on the reasons for all these
snubs. He singles out three possible ones: Jung’s concern with securing his
own originality, the fact that he had moved on to other interests (alchemy),
or his concern with comparing his method with venerable mystical
formulas of the past. Sure, these will do. But Cassar also fails to see that
Jung might have simply forgotten about Desoille’s book, or he might have
thought his work was not up to scratch. Eliade, for example, whom Cassar
brings forward as someone who was ‘influenced’ by Desoille, confessed
in his diary his disappointment with Desoille and with his 1945 book,
The Waking Dream in Psychotherapy (28 November 1946): ‘Disappointed
after reading Le rêve éveillé. All that is interesting is the technique, the
psychagogy. The underlying theory is just Freudian psychoanalysis, a
bit of Jung, and some second-hand philosophy.’ (Mircea Eliade Papers,
Box 15, University of Chicago). Jung might have thought the same.
Finally, as to what concerns part 3, I was somewhat unconvinced that
‘interiority’ is the main concept from which to begin a comparison of the
two methods—particularly since ‘interiority’ would seem to be precisely
the thing that gets challenged if not totally deconstructed by Jungian active
imagination. REDs would also seem to challenge any simplistic notion of the
inner/outer divide. I wondered why Cassar chose ‘interiority’ over the more
obvious ‘imagination’. I also wondered why he suddenly began referring
to Jung’s active imaginations as ‘waking dreams’ and also, whether it was
clear what was being compared at all. I mean that if the comparison had
been between Jung and Desoille, one could have at least kept track of what
was being compared—but is it legitimate to call it a ‘comparison’, when one
is putting together Jung, Desoillians, post-Desoillians, post-Jungians, and
assuming that they somehow speak the same language? Even in the case
of Desoille himself, his use of Jungian terms is hardly Jungian. And what
about Desoille the Pavlovian? Why is he excluded from the discussion?
Nonetheless, despite these reservations, Laner Cassar’s book still
has a lot to offer to prospective readers, not only of the Jungian fold, but
also of other folds, and particularly those who are interested in learning
about a psychotherapeutic method that has not so far received the attention
that it would have deserved.
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T

wo Cases from Jung’s Clinical Practice tells the story of
two sisters, Mischa Epper and Maggy Reichstein, and their
treatments in Jungian analysis. Dr. Vicente DeMoura’s new
study is an invaluable guide into Jung’s changing theories
and practice, and it paints an engaging portrait of Dutch upper-class
society in the opening decades of the twentieth century. The book gives
us an overview of Jung’s thought at the time, its place in the history of
psychotherapy, and its novel aspects. It also shows how Jung’s clinical
practice, and that of his followers, evolved against the backdrop of
his self-experiments as detailed in the Black Books and the Red Book.
DeMoura successfully recreates the lives and world of these two
patients. We follow the young women as they leave their home in the
Netherlands in order to be treated in Switzerland by Jung and his
associates. Reichstein is portrayed as a tempestuous girl, political, with
a strong interest in literature and psychoanalysis. Epper, the younger
sister, has a dormant artistic talent, but is plagued by incapacitating
bouts of melancholy. On Reichstein’s initiative, the women travel first
to Zuoz and then to Zürich to undergo psychotherapeutic treatment.
Epper is treated primarily by Maria Moltzer, who was probably
supervised by Jung at the time, and saw Jung himself only for a few short
sessions, whereas Reichstein’s treatment with Jung was more extensive.
DeMoura’s research is based on diaries, letters and interviews, and the
material he reproduces from these sources is unique and interesting. We
have, for instance, a detailed record of Epper’s treatment with Moltzer,
who encouraged her patient to engage in direct conversations with her
own unconscious. Intimate parts of these conversations, which Epper
recorded in her diaries, are reproduced in DeMoura’s book, and discussed
in light of Jung’s budding therapeutic techniques. Moltzer also encouraged
her patient to illustrate her fantasies, which is crucial because Epper
later married the well-known Swiss expressionist Ignaz Epper (who was
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himself in analysis with Jung) and became an accomplished artist in her
own right. As DeMoura notes, this is possibly the first known case in
which a technique that was developed during Jung’s self-experimentation
phase is applied by one of his followers. After the treatment with
Moltzer, Epper had a very brief analysis with Jung. After only nine hours
of treatment, he allegedly said to her: ‘Get married, now life begins!’
In the case of Reichstein, who was treated by Jung personally,
DeMoura shows how he directly used the case to develop his theories,
for instance in his personal conceptualisations of countertransference and
synchronicity. DeMoura also suggests that Jung’s theoretical interest in the
case may have interfered with its therapeutic aim. The sisters came to Jung
at a pivotal moment in his own development, when his thinking was in full
flux, and he was translating the ideas and theories derived from his selfexperiments to his clinical practice. DeMoura’s study gives us a unique
insight into the development of Jung’s thought, his psychotherapeutic style
and technique. It will be of interest to scholars of Jung, as well as historians of
psychoanalysis. It will also be of interest to practitioners of psychotherapy.
The author quotes Jung as saying: ‘Fantasy must be allowed the freest
possible play, yet not in such a manner that it leaves the orbit of its object,
namely the affect[.]’ Two Cases is also a wonderful tribute to the strange
healing power that lies in the translation of emotions into words and images.
Arthur Eaton
arthureaton@gmail.com
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T

he recent publication of the 1938/39 ETH Lectures on the
Psychology of Eastern Meditation is a defining moment in
the history of Jungʼs engagement with Eastern mysticism.
It is significant both for historians of psychology and for
those interested in the historiography of Buddhism in the 20th century and
beyond. The volume consists of reconstructions of lectures delivered by
Jung at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, based on notes taken
by several participants, translated by Heather McCartney and John Peck
and compiled, annotated and introduced by Martin Liebscher. Moreover,
Liebscher’s detailed introduction contextualises Jung’s interpretation,
both from the point of view of the development of Jung’s own psychology
and from the perspective of modern Buddhist scholarship.
By the time of his lecture series, Jung had, for over two decades, read
extensively on Eastern religion and philosophy. His 1938/39 ETH lectures
represented the culmination of his research on the topic, matched only in
scope by his lectures on Kundalini Yoga in 1932/33. As early as 1912, he
had become acquainted with the Upanishads and several Buddhist texts
through Max Muller’s fifty volume series, the Sacred Books of the East.
Based primarily on Müller’s translations and commentaries, he considered
the Upanishads at length in his Transformations and Symbols of the Libido
(1912), and again in Psychological Types (1921). Copious references and
allusions to the Upanishads can also be found in the records of his selfexperimentations recorded in the Black Books as early as 1914. Moreover,
he had travelled to India for several months in 1937 and 1938, besides
having had ample opportunity to learn from distinguished contemporary
Orientalists through his participation at the yearly Eranos conferences in
Ascona, beginning in 1933.
Over the course of twenty four lectures, Jung discussed three specific
texts, namely Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, a collection of Sanskrit sutras on
yoga practice, the Amitâyur-Dhyâna-Sûtra, a Chinese Pure Land text, and
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finally a text from the Tantric tradition, the Shri-chakra-sambhara-tantra.
The psychology underlying the meditative practices contained in these
texts, he claimed, resembled his own psychological notions. Indeed, over
the course of the lecture series, Jung contended that Mahayana Buddhism
had definite conceptions of the four psychological functions, the collective
unconscious, projection, active imagination, and the archetypes. Indeed,
Buddhist meditation, he argued, was a conscious application of analytical
psychology for the purpose of a rapprochement between the conscious
mind and the unconscious.
Throughout the lecture series, Jung particularly emphasised the
resemblance he observed between his conception of active imagination,
which he had developed during his period of self-experimentation in 1913,
and the visualisation practices described in Eastern texts. One of the first
descriptions of active imagination appear in Jungʼs published writings over
a decade after his initial fantasies in the Black Books in an essay entitled
The Relations Between the Ego and the Unconscious (1927). Here, he
described a patientʼs vision, but ʻnot a vision seen in a dream ... a vision
perceived by intense concentration on the background of consciousness ...
that is perfected only after long practice’. A similar principle, he argued,
underpinned Eastern meditation. While his own experience fantasies
had occurred spontaneously, in the East this psychological process had,
over the course of centuries, been systematised into a technique designed
to guide the individuation process to its natural completion. ‘All these
methods,’ he remarked in a final lecture in 1939, ‘approach this task
with the conscious purpose of influencing and modifying the impetus
of nature towards self-fulfilment in a specific way and with an aim set
in advance.’ In other words, Jung argued that the underlying principles
invoked in Eastern meditation practices were identical to those he had
formulated in his own psychology. Both active imagination and Eastern
meditation involved stimulating the imagination in order to rouse the
individuation process. The apparent cross-cultural resonance from Yogic
and Buddhist traditions allowed him to conceptualise them according to
his own psychology. Moreover, it validated his notion that individuation
was a universal psychological process.
Jung’s understanding of Eastern meditation in terms of his own
psychological notions represented a crucial moment in the history of
Buddhism as it became assimilated into the Western world in the midtwentieth century. Between 1930 and 1960, Buddhism evolved from a
tradition known only to relatively few specialists and scholars, into one of the
most popular and revolutionary vehicles of psycho-spiritual development.
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During these years, Buddhism in particular became imagined in popular
imagination as a technique of individual psychological development rather
than as a religion, in any traditional sense. Moreover, Buddhist meditation
became understood and spoken about in terms of its effects on the
unconscious, becoming understood essentially as a form of psychotherapy
(Epstein 1994). This narrative, which became particularly prevalent in
the American counter-culture of the 50s and 60s, remains widespread to
this day. Many of its most significant popularisers, including Alan Watts,
Friedrich Spiegelberg and D.T. Suzuki, acknowledged Jungʼs ideas as
formative of their own understanding of Eastern religion (see Spiegelberg
1948:57; Suzuki 1962:62; Watts 1972:313). An understanding of Jung’s
ETH Lectures, published for the first time in this volume is, accordingly,
key for understanding Jung’s interpretation of Eastern religion, and how it
shaped the broader history of Buddhism’s integration into Western culture.
Oliver Knox
University College London
ok62923@gmail.com
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I

f they have not already done so, all readers of C. G. Jung will
no doubt welcome with great interest the recent publication
of Rebirth through the effort of Fabio Merlini and Riccardo
Bernardini. These two great specialists in the history of the
Eranos group invite us to take a fresh look at the lecture that Jung gave
during the Tagung of August 1939 dedicated to ‘The symbolism of rebirth
in religious representations of various epochs and places’.
This volume presents the 5-page manuscript of the notes written
by Jung just before the conference as well as the 46-page typescript
entitled ‘Lecture by Prof. Dr. C.G. Jung at the 1939 Eranos Conference,
on “Rebirth”’, found in the archives of the Eranos Foundation in Ascona,
which was later revised, expanded, and published in the Eranos-Jahrbuch
(1940) and in Gestaltungen des Unbewussten (1950) (CW 9/1). Closing
the first cycle of Eranos symposia before the outbreak of World War II,
this session was marked by a dialogue between Jung and the French
Islamic studies scholar Louis Massignon on Sura XVIII of the Koran, AlKahf (‘The Cave’) and the legend of Saint Al-Khidr. As in their previous
works, Merlini and Bernardini brilliantly contextualise in their preface
Jung’s lecture—his first and last specific attempt to interpret a major text
of Islamic culture in the light of his theories—while presenting its main
issues, relying on both numerous first-hand archives and a very extensive
bibliography. In addition, the book has been carefully edited and printed
on quality paper, making it a nice object.
It is also worth mentioning that Aragno*Eranos, founded in 2019
from the collaboration between the Eranos Foundation (Ascona) and the
publisher Nino Aragno (Turin), with the precise intention of bringing to a
wider audience the archive documents related to the Eranos Conferences
and kept in Ascona by the Foundation, can already boast a fairly substantial
catalogue, consisting in particular of classic texts from the Eranos
symposia. They have already republished several critical editions of
lectures by Ernesto Buonaiuti, Martin Buber, Erwin Schrodinger, Károly
Kerényi, and Henri-Charles Puech, each of which includes an historical
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introduction, the original text or its English translation, as well as an
Italian translation. It is to be hoped that this initiative will be extended and
become a lasting one.
Florent Serina
University of Lausanne, Institut des Humanités en Médecine, CHUV
florent.serina@gmail.com
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W

hen Jung’s Liber Novus was published in 2009, it became
clear that a revolution in Jung studies was imminent. Since
then, new scholarship on Jung has rapidly increased and
studies on Liber Novus have flourished. Eleven years later,
another major and possibly more daring challenge was announced: C. G.
Jung’s Black Books, the prima materia of Liber Novus, were published
for the first time, approximately a century after their composition. They
comprise the six notebooks in which the Swiss psychiatrist and founder of
analytical psychology took record of the extraordinary visionary experiment
he embarked on from 1913 to 1932. Black Books 2-6 contain the raw
material of Jung’s visions, also known as ‘Layer One’ of Liber Novus. The
second part of Black Book 6 and Black Book 7 enclose visions from mid1916 to 1932. They draw the appellation ‘Black Books’ from the fact that,
with the exception of the first notebook, which has a brown cover, they all
have black covers, thus forming a single corpus. Altogether, they convey
nothing less than the ‘most difficult’ (Jung 2009:200) and most important
experiment of Jung’s life, as well as the starting point for understanding
the genesis of analytical psychology. It is no exaggeration to state that,
within the history of posthumous publications by major modern European
thinkers, the appearance of Jung’s Black Books is an unparalleled event.
This first edition of the Black Books consists of seven separate
volumes, with high-quality aesthetics, which complements the style of the
manuscript edition of Liber Novus: each notebook contains a facsimile
replication of Jung’s original handwriting, followed by the English
translation. This editorial format allows the reader to experience the
Black Books as close as possible to its original model. The first volume
is a 110-page new ‘Introduction’ by Sonu Shamdasani, editor of the
Black Books and Liber Novus, entitled ‘Toward a Visionary Science:
Jung’s Notebooks of Transformation.’ This is an essential contextual and
historical companion for any serious study of Jung’s life and thought,
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from 1912 to the early 30’s. Shamdasani meticulously takes the reader
step by step through the genealogy of Jung’s ‘science of visions’, laying
the foundations for re-visioning the birth and fate of analytical psychology
in light of the Black Books, and not vice versa. The paramount novelty
of this change of perspective allows the reader to grasp the connections
between Jung’s ‘esoteric visionary cycles’ and the formulation of his
‘exoteric psychology’, thus enabling us ‘to enter the private laboratory
of analytical psychology and follow the genesis of a visionary science:
that is, how a psychology was born of the visionary imagination, which in
turn could form a science of visions’ (Shamdasani 2020:112). Compared
to the same author’s ‘Introduction’ to Liber Novus in 2009, this essay
provides new insightful material and additional sections, whilst covering
a wider range of references to Jung’s scientific works. It sheds new light
on the roots of analytical psychology (51-58) and on key themes such
as the ‘emergence of Phanes’ (59-67), Jung’s encounter with Wotan
(78-80), the ‘psychology of the Religion-Making Process’ (80-85), the
‘integration of the anima’ (95-97), and much more. It also tackles the
nebulous question of the role of women in Jung’s life (26-33), which
features at the core of the Black Books. Shamdasani offers a way out of
gossip, myths, and misconceptions, which still dangerously circulate in
Jungian and non-Jungian circles around this topic. He historically assesses
the ‘centrality’ of Emma Jung for her husband, with reference to hitherto
unpublished correspondence between Jung and his wife; he clarifies
once and for all the fundamental importance and complexity of Toni
Wolff’s presence in Jung’s life, on the basis of newly available material
from Wolff’s diaries; he substantiates Jung’s intimate and contradictory
relationship with Maria Moltzer, offering a fresh, historical perspective.
Aside from the ‘Introduction’, the following 6 volumes of this edition
of the Black Books are entirely left to the overpowering volcanic material of
Jung’s experiment. Although Jung transcribed the Black Books into Liber
Novus almost literally, adding chapter titles, a comparative perspective
on the two works reveals several notable and significant omissions, edits,
and changes, which are traced by the extensive footnotes that accompany
this publication. A thorough investigation of the relationship between the
Black Books and Liber Novus is a mandatory call for future scholarship.
According to George Bright, there are four main themes around which
the distinctiveness of the material of the Black Books (post 1916) more
powerfully emerges (Bright 2021:767-771): (1) the increasing autonomy
of Jung’s ‘I’ and ‘his destiny’ in relation to the Gods and daimons with
whom he engages; (2) the emerging crucial thematic of love, in relation
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to the symbolism of the soul, who interacts with Jung’s ‘I’ in many
forms; (3) the ‘iterations’ of Jung’s new God-image, which is centred on
the individual’s creative engagement with the divine rather than through
imitation or submission to organised creeds; and (4) the transformation
of the significance of human relations and the ethical implications of a
fundamental question: ‘how to relate in morally acceptable ways to one
another when the Christian moral code of striving for goodness (“the
imitation of Christ”) has been subverted by the over-riding demand for
wholeness’ (770). Although unfortunately there is no space in the present
context for a detailed discussion of any of these elements, what should be
crucially highlighted is that the Black Books differ from Liber Novus in at
least one fundamental sense: they do not contain any of the literary framing
which partly characterised the composition of Liber Novus. In this sense,
they are a less accessible and more demanding work. If Liber Novus already
transmitted the esoteric core of Jung’s psychology, the Black Books adds,
if possible, a further esoteric layer, acting as the innermost combustible
element in the fire of Jung’s experiment. Indeed, the Black Books can be
considered an esoteric work in multiple senses. First of all, in terms of
Jung’s technique of engagement with the inner world (mainly referred
to as ‘active imagination’), which establishes itself in a crucial dialogue
within the history of Western meditation and esoteric traditions. Secondly,
they are esoteric for the analyst or trainee in analytical psychology, insofar
as the language of the Black Books is notably at odds with the common
jargon of Jungians and post-Jungians, thus calling for a substantial revision
of research in depth psychology. Lastly, the Black Books are ultimately
esoteric for the potential reader; they are an initiatory undertaking which,
as such, remains simply inaccessible to those who come to them out of pure
intellectual curiosity. They demand instead a radical quality of engagement.
As Shamdasani pointed out, without a proper understanding
of the signiﬁcance of Liber Novus for its author, one is ‘in no place to
understand fully Jung’s intellectual development’ and any account
of it ‘would be like writing the life of Dante without the Commedia’
(Shamdasani 2005:103). One might say, to follow up on this analogy,
that the Black Books stand to Liber Novus, as Dante’s Vita Nova stands
to the Commedia. Just as the Vita Nova, Dante’s astonishing journal of
dreams and visions, contains the embryonic seed of the fundamental
event, i.e. Beatrice’s death and the decision ‘to write of her that which
has never been written of any other woman’ (Dante 2008:84), which
later forms the poetic universe of the Commedia, so the Black Books
transmit the primal original experience of the drive for self-transformation
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which pushed Jung to return to his ‘soul’ ‘like a tired wanderer who
has searched in the world nothing apart from her’ (Jung 2009:233).
Tommaso Priviero
University College London
tommaso.priviero.15@ucl.ac.uk
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